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ABSTRACT 
In reactions initiated by few tens of negaelectronvolt 
of energy the rea6tion mechanism is considered to proceed 
through equilibrium (EQ) as well as pre-equilibrium (PE) 
emission of particles. The relative contributions of these 
processes depend both on the excitation energy and the 
projectile-target pair. At relatively lower excitation 
energies the observed features of the alpha-induced reactions 
are in reasonable agreement with the theories for compound 
nucleus formation followed by statistical particle 
evaporation. However, at relatively higher excitation 
energies the decay properties of the compound nucleus do not 
suffice. The observed continuous particle spectra, the high 
energy tails in the excitation functions of the particular 
exit channel, forward peaked angular distribution of emitted 
particles, stretched particle distribution in angular 
momentum space, emission of particles with energies in excess 
of what is expected from the equilibrated systems etc., are 
the clear signatures of the deviations from compound nucleus 
mechanism. It is known that at considerably high energy the 
reaction proceeds through the direct interactions. However, 
at moderate excitations, it is quite possible that the 
nuclear particles are evaporated after the first 
- ii-
projectile-target interaction but prior to the statistical 
equilibrium characteristic of compound nucleus reac-ions. 
The process of interaction may be assumed to proceed through 
cascade of nucleon-nucleon interactions. Each stage of the 
interaction is characterised by the particle hole pair .p h), 
together called excitons. The particles which are enitted 
prior to the establishment of statistical equilibriun are 
called pre-equilibrium or sometimes pre-compound particles. A 
brief general introduction of the subject is given in 
chapter 1 of the thesis. 
With a view of studying pre-equilibrium emission, a 
programme of precise measurement and analysis of excitation 
functions for a-induced reactions in light, medium and heavy 
nuclei has been undertaken. Excitation functions fcr the 
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Bi(a,5n) At have been measured experimentally using 
stacked foil technique. Experiments have been carried out 
using the o»-beams of Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) 
Calcutta, India. Post irradiation analysis has been performed 
using high resolution Ge(Li) detector coupled to the 
multichannel analyser. Details of the experimental technique 
and measurements are given in chapter 2 of the thesis. In 
cases of "*Sb(a,n)+*"sb(a,3n) and "*Sb(a,2n)+"'Sb(a,4n) 
reaction pairs the excitation functions for individual 
121 129 121 
reactions i.e., Sb(a,n), Sb(a,3n), Sb(a,2n) and 
123 
Sb(a,4n) have been deduced using theoretical calculations. 
Though, the measurement of reaction tine is the most 
direct and irrefutable method of determining the reaction 
mechanism, but the time scales involved in the nuclear 
reactions are very short and can not be measured with the 
presently available electronics. Models are therefore 
proposed to explain the reaction mechanism. While the 
compound nucleus and the direct reaction theories are more or 
less well established, recently various semi-classical as 
well as quantum mechanical theories have been proposed to 
explain the intermediate pre-compound processes. Quantum 
mechanical theories at present are mostly applied to the 
nucleon induced reactions. Also the multipartiole emission 
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hoo not been hreetQd In quontun mephonioal Qpprooch ng y«t, 
and hence the analysis of the measured excitation functions 
has been performed using semi-classical models. A brief 
account of the semi-classical as well as quantum mechanical 
theories is presented in chapter 3 of the thesis. 
In the present analysis, theoretical calculations of 
the excitation functions have been performed using two 
different computer codes viz., ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 and ACT. 
The code ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 uses Weisskopf-Ewing model for 
compound nucleus calculations, while the hybrid model is 
employed for the simulation of pre-equilibrium contributions. 
On the other hand, Hauser-Feshbach model for compound nucleus 
calculations and exciton model of Griffin for pre-compound 
calculations are employed in the code ACT. A short 
description of both these codes is given in chapter 4 of the 
thesis. 
In chapter 5 of the thesis, results of the present 
measurements and their analysis are discussed. Experimentally 
measured and theoretically calculated excitation functions 
are compared and generally satisfactory agreement is found 
when calculations are performed using a combination of 
equilibrium and pre-equilibrium models. As has been discussed 
in this chapter, the initial exciton number and the matrix 
- V -
element for two-body residual Interactions are the important 
parameters of pre-equilibrium calculations. In the present 
analysis the initial exciton number n =6 (5p + Ih) has been 
o 
found to give good agreement with the experimental data when 
the value of parameter FM, used in the expression for the 
square of matrix element, was kept at 430 MeV . This value of 
FM appears to be projectile independent. Pre-equilibrium 
fraction FR, which is the measure of relative strength of 
pre-equilibrium component has also been deduced and its 
dependence on various parameters is discussed. 
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ABSTRACT 
In reactions initiated by few tens of megaelectronvolt 
of energy the reaction mechanism is considered to proceed 
through equilibrium (EQ) as well as pre-equilibrium (PE) 
emission of particles. The relative contributions of these 
processes depend both on the excitation energy and the 
projectile-target pair. At relatively lower excitation 
energies the observed features of the alpha-induced reactions 
are in reasonable agreement with the theories for compound 
nucleus formation followed by statistical particle 
evaporation. However, at relatively higher excitation 
energies the decay properties of the compound nucleus do not 
suffice. The observed continuous particle spectra, the high 
energy tails in the excitation functions of the particular 
exit channel, forward peaked angular distribution of emitted 
particles, stretched particle distribution in angular 
momentum space, emission of particles with energies in excess 
of what is expected from the equilibrated systems etc., are 
the clear signatures of the deviations from compound nucleus 
mechanism. It is known that at considerably high energy the 
reaction proceeds through the direct interactions. However, 
at moderate excitations, it is quite possible that the 
nuclear particles are evaporated after the first 
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projectile-target interaction but prior to the statistical 
equilibriuB characteristic of conpound nucleus reactions. 
The process of interaction may be assuued to proceed through 
cascade of nucleon-nucleon interactions. Each stage of the 
interaction is characterised by the particle hole pair (p h), 
together called excitons. The particles which are emitted 
prior to the establishment of statistical equilibrium are 
called pre-equilibrium or sometimes pre-compound particles. A 
brief general introduction of the subject is given in 
chapter 1 of the thesis. 
With a view of studying pre-equilibrium emission, a 
programme of precise measurement and analysis of excitation 
functions for a-induced reactions in light, medium and heavy 
nuclei has been undertaken. Excitation functions for the 
reactions Mn(a,n) Co, Mn(a,2n) Co, Mn(a,3n) Co, 
''Mn(a,4n)"Co, "Mn(a,na)'*Mn + "Mn(a, 3n2p)''*Mn, 
"Mn(a,3na)'^Mn, *^'Sb(a,n)"*I + "'sb(a,3n)*^*I, 
121^./ o \*23T 123„. , . .128- 421_. . . .121^ 
Sb(a,2n) I + Sb(a,4n) I, Sb<a,4n) I, 
Sb(c<,3np) Te, Sb(a,n) I, Te(a,np) I, 
*^Te(a,np)"^I, "**Te(a,np)""'"l, **^ Ho(a,n)*'*Tm, 
'*'Ho(a,2n)**"Tm, '^Ho(c,, Sn/^^'Tm, **"Ho(a,4n)**^Tm, 
*^ Au(a,n)"''''Tl, '*^Au(a, 2n )*^T1, *^Au(a, 3n/^^Tl, 
**^Au(a,4n)*^Tl, ='^^Bi(«,3n)"°At, "•'**Bi(a,4n)"°^ At and 
- iii -
Bi(a,5n) At have been measured experinentally using 
stacked foil technique. Experinents have been carried out 
using the a-beams of Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) 
Calcutta, India. Post irradiation analysis has been performed 
using high resolution Ge(Li) detector coupled to the 
multichannel analyser. Details of the experimental technique 
and measurements are given in chapter 2 of the thesis. In 
cases of "*Sb(a,n)+"'sb(a,3n) and "*Sb(a,2n)+"'sb(a,4n) 
reaction pairs the excitation functions for individual 
121 123 121 
reactions i.e., Sb(a,n), Sb(a,3n), Sb(a,2n) and 
1.23 
Sb(a,4n) have been deduced using theoretical calculations. 
Though, the measurement of reaction time is the most 
direct and irrefutable method of determining the reaction 
mechanism, but the time scales involved in the nuclear 
reactions are very short and can not be measured with the 
presently available electronics. Models are therefore 
proposed to explain the reaction mechanism. While the 
compound nucleus and the direct reaction theories are more or 
less well established, recently various semi-classical as 
well as quantum mechanical theories have been proposed to 
explain the intermediate pre-compound processes. Quantum 
mechanical theories at present are mostly applied to the 
nucleon induced reactions. Also the multiparticle emission 
- IV -
has not been treated in quantum mechanical approach as yet, 
and hence the analysis of the measured excitation functions 
has been performed using semi-classical models. A brief 
account of the semi-classical as well as quantum mechanical 
theories is presented in chapter 3 of the thesis. 
In the present analysis, theoretical calculations of 
the excitation functions have been performed using two 
different computer codes viz., ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 and ACT. 
The code ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 uses Weisskopf-Ewing model for 
compound nucleus calculations, while the hybrid model is 
employed for the simulation of pre-equilibrium contributions. 
On the other hand, Hauser-Feshbach model for compound nucleus 
calculations and exciton model of Griffin for pre-compound 
calculations are employed in the code ACT. A short 
description of both these codes is given in chapter 4 of the 
thesis. 
In chapter 5 of the thesis, results of the present 
measurements and their analysis are discussed. Experimentally 
measured and theoretically calculated excitation functions 
are compared and generally satisfactory agreement is found 
when calculations are performed using a combination of 
equilibrium and pre-equilibrium models. As has been discussed 
in this chapter, the initial exciton number and the matrix 
- u -
element for two-body residual interactions are the important 
parameters of pre-equilibrium calculations. In the present 
analysis the initial exciton number n =6 (5p + Ih) has been 
o 
found to give good agreement with the experimental data when 
the value of parameter FM, used in the expression for the 
square of matrix element, was kept at 430 MeV . This value of 
FM appears to be projectile independent. Pre-equilibrium 
fraction FR, which is the measure of relative strength of 
pre-equilibrium component has also been deduced and its 
dependence on various parameters is discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
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The nuclear reaction which involves the 
projectile-target interaction and subsequent emission of 
particles is expected to be an intricate process. The nuclear 
forces which have extremely short range of action begin to 
operate at distances close to the dimension of nuclear 
particles. As the nature of nuclear forces is still not well 
established, the nuclear research aims at understanding the 
nature of nuclear forces between tiny nuclear particles. The 
study of nuclear reaction mechanism provides considerable 
information about the nuclear forces. Rutherford in 1919 
achieved the first artificial transmutation also called 
nuclear transmutation. A nuclear reaction, in general, is one 
in which an atomic nucleus interacts with the nuclear 
projectile resulting in the emission of elementary particles 
leaving behind the residual nucleus. 
(2> 
Bohr , in order to explain the reaction mechanism, 
proposed the compound nucleus (CN) theory assuming that as 
the projectile comes in close contact with the target 
nucleus, it is absorbed forming a compound nucleus and then 
the energy and momentum of the projectile is shared by all 
the nucleons till the equilibrium is established. The 
compound nucleus decays after the attainment of equilibrium 
and the decay is assumed to be independent of its mode of 
formation. The compound nucleus mechanism is likely to be 
-2-
valid at relatively lower excitation energies. In 1950, 
(3> 
Ghosal carried out experiments using accelerated particle 
beams and studied the reactions Ni(a,n) Zn, Ni(a,2n) Zn 
and compared the yield from the reactions Cu(p,n) Zn and 
Cu(p,2n) Zn in which the same CN Zn is formed. The 
incident energies of cs-particle and proton were so chosen 
that the compound nucleus Zn is produced with the same 
excitation energy in each case. His experiments 
illustrated that the CN decay is independent of its mode of 
formation which supported the Bohr's independent 
hypothesis . 
With the advancement in the nuclear detectors and pulse 
processing electronics, attempts were made to study the 
energy spectra, angular distribution and double differential 
cross-sections of the particles emitted in the nuclear 
reactions. A typical energy spectrum of charged particles 
emitted during a nuclear reaction, at a given angle, at 
moderate excitation energy is shown in fig. I.l. As can be 
seen from this figure, there lies a broad peak at lower 
energies followed by the continuum and at relatively higher 
energies there are several discrete sharp peaks. These 
isolated peaks at higher energies may be ascribed to the 
direct reactions ' , where only few degrees of freedom are 
involved, while the broad peak at low energies may be 
z 
Compound nucleus 
Reactions to 
discrete 
states 
ENERGY > 
Fig.1.1 Typical energy spectrum of emi t ted par t i c les in a 
nuclear reaction at moderate energy. 
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attributed to the compound nuclear processes where, because 
of many interactions and degrees of freedom statistical 
treatment is applicable. However, there is no satisfactory 
explanation of the continuum in these two approaches. The 
continuum of the energy spectra may be due to the reaction 
mechanism which neither involves statistically large nor very 
few degrees of freedom. That is, a process intermediate in 
nature between the compound and the direct reaction 
mechanism. This intermediate process is termed as 
pre-equilibrium or pre-compound process . The 
pre-equilibrium processes contain interesting information on 
the mechanism of the equilibration process and may give a 
description of the evolution of reaction 
Pre-equilibrium emission is characterised by slowly 
descending tail of the excitation function, forward peaked 
angular distribution of particles and stretched particle 
distribution in angular momentum space . For 
simplicity, it may be assumed that the pre-equilibrium 
emission proceeds through two-body residual interactions 
inside the compound system, after the initial interaction, 
with a finite probability of particle emission after each 
collision. 
Two types of models i.e., the recently developed 
totally quantum mechanical (QM) theories ' ~ and the 
-4-
earlier semi-classical models are available for the 
theoretical treatment of the pre-equilibrium emission of 
particles. However, at present the quantum mechanical 
theories are applicable only for the nuoleon induced 
reactions, because for a complex particle (e.g., a-particle) 
the quantum mechanical treatment of initial projectile-target 
interaction becomes very much intricate. Also the 
multiparticle emission has not been treated in the quantistic 
approach as yet ' , As such, at present most of the 
analyses for a-induced reactions are done using 
(2P> 
semi-classical theories like the exciton model or the 
hybrid model All semi-classical models, though they 
differ in specific and even at important points, are based on 
certain common hypothesis i.e., 
(i) the projectile interacts possibly with a small number of 
nucleons of the target nucleus and produces states of 
relatively simple configurartion, and 
(ii) the successive two-body interactions follow the initial 
interaction giving rise to the states of increasing 
complexity leading ultimately to the thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Particles may be emitted during these two-body 
interactions. 
In order to test the pre-equilibrium theories it is 
desirable to have extensive data on excitation functions, 
-5-
energy and angular distributions etc., of particles emitted 
in nuclear reactions at moderate excitation energies. The 
knowledge of excitation functions has served as a good tool 
for the study of reaction mechanism ' , because the 
feature of the excitation functions at low, medium and high 
energies can reveal the reaction mechanism involved. The 
alpha-particles, because of their large binding energy, are 
unlikely to break up at moderate excitation energies and as 
such they are good projectile for the study of reaction 
mechanism. The measured excitation functions have often been 
used to examine the reaction models. Alpha particle, because 
of its relatively higher mass, carries larger angular 
momentum at moderate excitation energies and produces 
high spin states in the compound system. Hence, excitation 
functions for a-induced reactions give information of 
considerable value about higher spin states. Knowledge of the 
excitation function can also be utilised in choosing the 
incident energy for optimum production of a particular 
nuclear isotope. Further, the excitation functions for 
a-induced reactions are also required for understanding the 
production of radionuclides from the interaction of solar 
cosmic rays with extra terrestrial matter e.g., lunar 
surface . In this regard a-induced reactions assume 
special importance as they may be used to produce the 
-6-
radio-isotopes on both sides of the line of p-stability. 
Considerable information about nuclear structure 
effects ' ' and the nucleosynthesis process in stellar 
evolution ' has been achieved from the study of 
a-induced reactions. The cross-sections for a-induced 
reactions are also required m reactor physics 
As a result of the development of accelerators and the 
production of a-beams with relative ease, large amount of 
experimental data on excitation functions for a-induced 
(49) 
reactions is available . However, no systematic study of 
pre-equilibrium emission from the excitation functions has 
been done so far. This may be due to the fact that different 
workers used different techniques for measurement and 
analysis. Also there are large discrepancies in the 
cross-section values reported by different workers for the 
same reaction. Further, most of the workers in past have not 
critically evaluated the errors and hence large systematic 
errors may not be ruled out in their measurements. 
Most of the time the analysis for a-induced reactions 
has been carried out using the statistical models which, in 
general, do not explain the high energy tail portion of the 
excitation functions. With the aim of studying 
pre-equilibrium emission in a consistent and systematic way 
-7-
we have undertaken a programme of precise measurement of 
excitation functions for the reactions of the type (a,xnyp2a) 
(where x, y and z are integers) in a wide range of target 
nuclei (A=55-209). The stacked foil technique, on account of 
its high selectivity and simplicity, has been employed to 
measure the excitation functions. Experiments have been 
performed at the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), 
Calcutta, India. The post irradiation analyses have been 
carried out using a high resolution Ge(Li) detector coupled 
to the multichannel analyser. The measured excitation 
functions have been theoretically calculated and analysed to 
study the relative contribution of the equilibrium and 
pre-equilibrium parts of the reactions and the dependence of 
the pre-equilibrium fraction (FR) on excitation energy, 
target-projectile pair, excitation energy per particle of the 
compound system etc., are investigated. Theoretical 
calculations have been done using computer code ACT and 
ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 , with and without the inclusion of 
pre-equilibrium emission of particles. The equilibrium part 
of the analysis has been done using 
Hauser-Feshbach /Weisskopf-Ewing model while, the 
pre-compound contributions are simulated employing exciton 
model /hybrid model respectively. A significant amount 
of pre-compound contribution to the reaction process has been 
-8-
observed and interesting trends in pre-equilibrium fraction 
with energy and mass number have been observed. Excitation 
functions for the reactions Mn(a,4n) Co, Mn(a,3na) Mn, 
Te(a,np) I, Te(a,np) I, Te(cx,np) I and 
Bi(a,5n) At have been measured, to the best of our 
knowledge, for the first time. 
Details of the experimental measurements are described 
in chapter 2 and the theoretical models are briefly 
summarised in chapter 3 of the thesis. The 4th chapter deals 
with the description of the computer codes ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 
and ACT. The results and conclusions of the present 
measurements are discussed in chapter 5. References are given 
at the end of each chapter. 
-9-
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAl- TECHNIQUE AND MEASUREMENTS 
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The probability of occurrence of a particular reaction 
is measured by its cross-section, which refers to an 
imaginary circular area centred at the nucleus such that the 
reaction takes place only when the incident particle hits on 
this disc. The cross-section is denoted by the symbol a, 
which has dimensions of area and, in general, is a function 
of bombarding energy. Cross-section for a nuclear reaction is 
a quantity which can be measured on one hand and on the other 
hand, can also be calculated theoretically on the basis of 
particular reaction mechanism. If an energetic beam of 
a-particles is made to fall on a target, in general, several 
events like (a,n), (a,2n), ,(a,xnypza) may be initiated. 
If 'N ' be the initial target nuclei irradiated for a time 
O 
't' with an a-beam of flux '<P', then the total cross-section 
for a given type of event may be given by the expression, 
Number of events of given type/time ,y^  ^ , 
N 0 t <.ii-i; 
o 
The quantities appearing in the denominator of the 
above expression are directly measurable. Therefore, to 
calculate cross-section of a particular nuclear reaction, it 
is required to measure the quantity appearing in the 
numerator i.e., the number of events of given type per unit 
time. Let us consider a nuclear reaction. 
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a + A > B + b (II.2) 
where, an incident projectile 'a' strikes a target nucleus 
'A' producing the residual nucleus 'B' with the emission of 
nuclear particle 'b'. Usually the above transformation is 
written in abbreviated form as A(a,b)B. 
There may be two methods for determining the number of 
events of given type. In the first method particles of type 
'b'(say)(or the residual nucleus B or both b and B) emitted 
during the reaction are detected. The process of identifying 
the emitted particles 'b' (or the residual nucleus B) 
requires IH-BEAM experiments, in which the detecting systems 
are placed within the scattering chamber itself and counting 
is done during the irradiation. Obviously, the in-beam 
experiments are more involved and complicated due to the 
large backgrounds. In the second method, which is applicable 
if the residual nucleus is radio-active having measurable 
half-life, the number of events can be found out by following 
the activity induced in the sample. This can be done after 
the irradiation i.e., in OFF-BEAM experiments. In such cases 
yield of residual nuclei can be determined by radio-isotope 
separation method or by the activation technique. 
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2.1 Activation technique: 
It is a method of measuring the cross-section by 
following the activities induced in the sample by its 
irradiation. The unique decay mode of each residual 
radio-isotope provides a specific way for its identification 
and measurement. Generally, several activities, due to 
various residual radio-isotopes of different reactions, are 
produced in an irradiated sample. The cross-section for more 
than one reaction can, therefore, be measured in the same 
experiment. In the activation method, however, the analysis 
sometimes becomes complicated due to the interfering 
reactions. Still, the activation analysis is quite simple and 
accurate. 
The activation analysis has been widely used in various 
fields of research work . This is mainly due to substantial 
improvement in the detection techniques and nuclear 
electronics. Relatively simple, non-destructive and less 
expensive setups are some of the advantages of this 
technique. However, the technique is limited only for the 
reaction products having measurable half-life. 
The stacked foil technique is generally used for the 
measurement of excitation functions. However, the spinning 
(2> 
wheel technique has also been used. In the stacked foil 
-16-
technique a stack of sample foils with energy degradors 
(inbetween then, if necessary) is irradiated in a fixed 
geometry. In this way successive samples of the same stack 
are irradiated at decreasing incident energies. On the other 
hand, in spinning wheel technique individual sample with 
energy degradors (if required) are fixed separately round the 
face of a wheel at the same radius. The rotation of the wheel 
exposes, in turn, each sample for a fixed period of time. 
Since, in spinning wheel technique only one sample is 
irradiated at a time, changes in beam profile and current 
etc., may introduce uncertainties in calculations for 
different samples. On the other hand in stacked foil 
technique all the samples in a stack are irradiated during a 
single run and hence, beam parameters remain same for all 
the samples of the stack. In the present measurements stacked 
foil technique has been used. 
2.2 Sample preparation: 
The samples of natural manganese, antimony and bismuth 
were prepared from the elements of spectroscopic purity 
(SPECPURE) better than 99.9%. However, enriched isotopes of 
tellurium-128 (87%) and tellurium-130 (61%) were used for the 
preparation of the samples. Vacuum evaporation technique has 
been employed for the preparation of targets and these 
-17-
elements were deposited on aluminium foils of thickness 6.75 
mg/cm . Self supporting foils of holmium and gold of 
2 2 
thickness 10.55 mg/cm and 30.96 mg/cm respectively were 
also used. Thickness of manganese, antimony, tellurium-128, 
2 2 
tellurium-130 and bismuth deposition were 1 mg/cm , 1 mg/cm , 
0.92 mg/cm , 1.1 mg/cm and 1.5 mg/cm respectively. The 
samples were cut into size of 1.2 x 1.2 cm each and were 
fixed on identical aluminium holders having concentric holes 
of 10 mm diameter at their centre. The aluminium target 
holders were used for rapid heat dissipation. In order to 
achieve wide energy variation, in some cases, aluminium foils 
of different thicknesses sandwiched between successive 
samples were used. Arrangement of samples in different stacks 
is shown in figure II.1. 
2.3 Irradiation: 
Irradiations were carried out using diffused oc-beam of 
Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta, India. The exact 
beam energy was determined by the auxiliary experiment on 
(3) 
a-scattering . Incident energy of a-particles on each foil 
in the stack has been calculated from the energy degradation 
of the initial beam energy using the stopping power values of 
different materials. Alpha-particle energy loss in the sample 
thickness and in degradors has been calculated using stopping 
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(4> 
power tables of Northoliffe and Schilling • No 
consideration of straggling in these calculations has been 
made on account of its negligible effect for a-particles . 
The a-beam currents of *100 nA to 200 nA were used depending 
upon individual case. Keeping in view the half-lives of 
interest, the stacks were irradiated for the optimum times 
ranging from half an hour to a few hours. During the 
irradiation a low conductivity water (LCW) jet directly 
cooled both the flange and the stack. The flange has beam 
transport compatible dimensions. The sketch in fig. II.2 
shows a special arrangement to irradiate the stack. Charge 
collected in the Faraday cup was used to calculate the a-beam 
flux. The average incident flux for different runs varied 
from ^ 10 -10 a-particles/sec/cm . 
2.4 Formulation: 
Irradiation of a sample by a-particles may initiate 
various reactions in it. As a result various isotopes are 
formed. The rate of formation 'R' of a particular activation 
product, the incident flux '4>' > the initial number of nuclei 
in the sample 'N ' and the activation cross-section 'o ' are 
o r 
related by the expression , 
V — r V — ....(II.3) 
(J 
o 
(/I 
c 
o 
"8 
Q. 
C 
E 
Q. 
X 
9> 
a 
u 
il 
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If some of the isotopes so formed are radio-active, 
equation II.3 will have to be modified to take into account 
their simulteneous decay. The disintegration rate of the 
induced activity in a sample after a time 't' from the stop 
of irradiation may be given by the expression, 
f dn1 [l-exp(-xt )] 
[-5lj.= '.• "o- »• exp(Xt) ..,.(11.4) 
where t is the length of irradiation and X is the decay 
constant of the induced activity which is related with the 
half-life (t ) by the expression, 
X= •^" ^ (II.5) 
The typical factor [l-exp(-Xt )] is called the saturation 
correction and takes into account the decay of activity 
during the irradiation. The number of decays of the induced 
activity in small time 'dt' may be given by. 
dn= a . N . 0. [l-exp(-Xt J ] . exp(-Xt). dt (II.6) 
If the activity induced within the sample is recorded for a 
time 'tg' after a lapse of time 't ', then the total number 
of nuclides decayed in time 't^' to t +t ' will be given by. 
-20-
J 
t +1 
2 3 
C = dn (II.7) 
t 
or 
C =—^^—^ ^ ^ — ....(II.8) 
X exp(Xt ) 
The induced activity is generally followed by a detector 
(say, a r-ray detector). The absolute counting rate 'C of 
the activity and the observed counting rate 'A' of the 
detector are related by the expression. 
g = Q.. e. K ....(II.9) 
where, Ge is the geometry dependent efficiency of the 
detector, O the branching ratio of the characteristic y-ray, 
K [={l-exp(-Md))/Md] the correction for self absorption of 
j'-ray in the sample of thickness 'd' (gm/cm ) and of 
absorption coefficient M (cm/gm). How equating equations 
II.8 and II.9, we get, 
A X exp(Xt ) 
•'r^  N^ 0 0 G£ K [l-exp(-Xt )][l-exp(-Xt,)3 (11.10) 
Also the count rate at the time of stop of irradiation is 
given by the expression. 
-21-
A X exp(Xt ) 
....(11.11) n=o [l-exp(-Xt^)] 
then equation 11.10 reduces to, 
"r' N^ 0 0 (G£) K [l-exp(-Xtp] (11.12) 
The above expression has been used in the determination of 
the reaction cross-sections. 
Some times the same residual radio-active nucleus is 
populated by two different reaction chains. In such cases the 
measured intensity of the characteristic y-ray of the 
residual nucleus has contributions from both the reactions. 
The relative contributions of the two reactions change with 
time, depending on the half-life of the intermediate and the 
residual nuclides. The activities of the individual 
reactions in such cases may be separated using the following 
formulation of the successive radio-active decay. 
Let N^ and N^ , be the number of nuclei of the parent and 
daughter radio-isotopes at any time 't'. K^ and X^ being 
their decay constants respectively. Also let N** and N** be the 
1 2 
number of nuclei of each kind at time t=o. The decay of N is 
described by the equation, 
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dN 
dr-= -\ ^ ....(11.13) 
dN, 
2 
Rate of net increase of daughter at the same instant, .. 
is given by. 
dN_ 
d F = \ « . - \ « ^ ....(11.14) 
where X N is the rate of formation and X N, is the rate of 
1 1 2 2 
decay of daughter isotope. Solution of equation 11.13 will be 
given by, 
-X t 
N^ = N^ e (11.15) 
substituting this value of N in eq. 11.14, we get. 
dN, -X t 
dt ^ \^2 -- \K ' ....(11.16) 
X t 
multiplying above equation through by e .we get. 
H r ^ S (X -X )i 
1^ [N^ e^j = X ^ N > ' * ....(11.17) 
Integration of equation 11.17 will give. 
X t X (X -X )t 
«2 ^  ' = (X -X) «: e ^ ' + k ....(11.18) 
^ 2 l' 
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where k is the constant of integration and its value may be 
found out by putting the boundary conditions, i.e., at t=o, 
N =N°, which gives, 
• < - - « : - - ( A n K ....(11.19) 
substituting this in equation 11.18, we get, 
h -- K ( x ^ «'^ '' * [«: - ( x \ ) K ] -'^'^ • ("^o) 
2 1 2 1. 
The above expression has been used for separating the 
contributions in case of successive decay. 
2.5 Measurements: 
The excitation functions for the reactions 
"Mn(a,n)"'Co, "'Mn(o(,2n)"Co, °'Mn(a,3n>'*'Co, 
'''Mn(a,4n)°'co, ''Hn(a,na)'*Mn +"Mn(o(,3n2p)'*Mn, 
"Mn(a.3na)'^Mn, *"Sb(a,n)"*I + "^Sb(a, 3n)"*I, 
i 2 1 „ , , „ ^ 1 2 3 - 1 2 3 _ . , ^ \ * 2 3 T . 1 2 4 _ , . , . \ 1 2 1 -
Sb(a,2n) I + Sb(a,4n) I , Sb(a,4n) I , 
121-, . , n N*21„ i 2 3 „ . , \*2«S *28_, , V * 3 0 T 
Sb(a,3np) Te, Sb(a,n) I , Te(a,np) I , 
1 3 0 - , , ^ 1 3 2 . ISO— , . 1 3 2 r n _ KS^ii ., % l<SBm 
Te<a,np) I , Te(a,np) I , Ho(a,n) Tm, 
Ho(a,2n) Tm, Ho(a,3n) Tm, Ho(a,4n) Tm, 
1 P 7 . , . 2 0 0 _ , 1P7 . , „ .1PP„T 1 P 7 . , „ . l P e „ T 
Au(a,n) Tl , Au(a,2n) Tl , Au(a,3n) Tl , 
Au(a,4n) Tl, Bi(a,3n) At, Bi(a,4n) At and 
2 0 0 20B 
Bi(o«,5n) At have been measured experimentally using 
-24-
121 123 
stacked foil technique. In cases of Sb(o<,n)+ Sb(o(,3n) 
121 123 
and Sb(o(,2n)+ Sb(o(,4n) reaction pairs the excitation 
121 
function for individual reactions i.e., Sb(a,n), 
123 121 123 
Sb(a,3n), Sb(a,2n) and Sb(a,4n) have been deduced 
using theoretical calculations, details of which are given in 
chapter 5 of the thesis. Excitation functions for a-induced 
reactions on manganese, antimony, tellurium, holmium, gold 
and bismuth have been measured in the energy range ^ 10-60 
MeV, Jfc 30-60 MeV, % 15-45 MeV, ^ 10-40 MeV, * 30-60 MeV and % 
30-50 MeV respectively. These experiments were carried out at 
the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Calcutta, India. 
The post irradiation analyses have been performed using 
a high resolution Ge(Li) detector (resolution 2 keV for 1.33 
MeV r-ray of Co) of 100 c.c active volume coupled to the 
multichannel analyser CANBERRA-88. Reaction products have 
been identified by their characteristic r-rays. Ge(Li) 
gamma-ray spectroscopy has been used for following the 
activities induced in the sample after their irradiation. 
Various standard ^-sources i.e.. Ha, Mn, Co', Co, 
133_ 137 >-, . 15ZT^ . . j » - . . . a - . 
Ba, Cs and Eu have been used for energy calibration 
as well as for determining the geometry dependent efficiency 
of the y-ray spectrometer. 
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The j'-ray detection efficiency, which is defined as the 
fraction of r-r&ys detected by the detector, may be 
determined using standard r-ray sources of known strength. 
The detection efficiency may be calculated using the 
relation, 
A 
s = \ - ....(11.21) 
ao 
where, A is the observed counting rate in the photopeak of 
o 
particular ^-ray of the standard source, A the 
disintegration rate at the time of manufacture of standard 
y-source, t the time lapse between manufacture and 
measurement, 6 the absolute intensity of particular r-ray, X 
the decay constant and G is the geometry factor for counting. 
In the present measurements the irradiated samples and 
standard y'-sources were counted in identical geometry to keep 
the geometry factor (G) same for all the cases and, 
therefore, geometry dependent efficiency (Ge) was determined 
192 
using standard Eu source of half-life 13.33 years. The 
152 
Eu source was provided by the Radio Chemistry Division of 
VECC, Calcutta, India. Prominent '^-ray energies and their 
1S2 
absolute intensities from standard r-source Eu are shown 
in table II.1. Gamma-rays marked '*' have been used for the 
efficiency calibration. Some typical geometry dependent 
-26-
efficiency curves (for different source-detector distances) 
as a function of ^-ray energy are shown in fig.II.3. 
Table II.1. Prominent r-r&y energies and their absolute 
intensities from standard r-source 192 Eu, 
r-ray energy 
(keV) 
121.78* 
244.69* 
344.27* 
367.79 
411.11* 
586.29 
688.68 
788.90* 
810.48 
841.59 
Absolute 
intensity 
(%) 
30.68 
7.72 
27.20 
0.86 
2.25 
0.47 
0.85 
12.72 
0.32 
0.16 
j'-ray energy 
(keV) 
867.39* 
919.40 
1005.28 
1085.91* 
1089.70 
1112.12* 
1212.95* 
1299.12* 
1408.01* 
1457.63 
Absolute 
intensity 
(%) 
4.10 
0.40 
0.64 
10.10 
1.68 
13.40 
1.43 
1.67 
21.97 
0.52 
After the irradiation the samples were taken for 
counting. The r-ray spectrum of each sample was analysed in 
order to identify the photopeaks of interest produced due to 
various residual nuclei. The observed y-ray spectra of 
irradiated samples of 55 Mn, 121,123 Sb, ""Te, "°Te, KS5 Ho, 
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1P7 20P 
Au and Bi are shown in f igs . II .4-11.10. In some cae^ 'fe, 
as a check, the relative intensities of some of the r-rays 
have been measured and are compared with their literature 
values in table II.2. As can be seen from this table the 
presently measured relative intensities are, in general, in 
good agreement with their literature values , which ensures 
proper calibration of the detecting system. Relevent part of 
the decay schemes for residual radio-isotopes produced as a 
result of a-induced reactions are shown in fig.II.11-11.22. 
The residual nucleus of a particular reaction may, in 
general, emit r-rays of more than one energy. Out of these 
r-rays a few may have good statistics. The cross-section for 
the same reaction has been determined from the observed 
intensity of various >'-rays originating from the same 
residual nucleus and finally their weighted average has been 
taken. Reported cross-section values are the weighted average 
alongwith the internal or the external error whichever is 
larger. Following formulation has been used for 
determining the weighted average. 
If X^  ± AX^, X^  ± AX^, Xg ± AXg, are the 
different measured values of the same quantity, then the 
weighted average is given as. 
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Table II.2 : Measured relative intensities and their literature 
values. 
Residual 
nucleus 
y-ray 
energy 
(keV) 
Normalised relative intensity 
Literatue value Present neasurenent 
5 7 Co 
S<J 
'Co 
5 5 Co 
5 2 Mn 
1 2 4 . 
12<$, 
1 0 8 Tm 
2 0 0 Tl 
i p p , Tl 
5 * 
136 
847 
1037 
1238 
477 
931 
1434 
744 
935 
1434 
603 
723 
389 
666 
184 
447 
741 
579 
828 
1205 
208 
247 
455 
l!3xl0* 
100 
14.0±1.0 
67.6±4.0 
20.0 
75.5 
16.5 
900±19 
945±19 
1000±4 
* 
100 
16.5±0.3 
100 
97.1±0.9 
32.8±0.7* 
43.9±1.3 
22.6±0.5 
15.8±0.8* 
12.4±0.7 
34.4±1.9 
99.0±5* 
75.0±4 
100.015 
1.0x10 ±2383 
1.2xl0*±851 
100.0±3.0 
13.9±1.2 
66.3±2.8 
17.5±0.5 
75.0±1.5 
17.2±0.8 
1015.0±19.0 
945.0±20.5 
979.7±24.1 
100.0±2.0 
16.5±0.8 
93.916.2 
97.110.9 
32.8113.3 
40.71 5.0 
22.01 4.6 
15.810.7 
12.510.7 
40.611.4 
96.011.1 
75.511.0 
100.011.7 
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1181 
1438 
1499 
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100.012.5" 
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X = 
E w X 
EW 
here. w.=—V-
(11.22) 
(11.23) 
The internal error (I.E.) is given by 
-1/2 
I.E. = [ E W. ] ..(11.24) 
while, 
the external error (E.E.) = 
1/2 
E W. (X -X ) 
n(n-l)E W. 
. .(11.25) 
Equation 11.24 depends entirely on the errors of individual 
observations, whereas equation 11.25 also depends upon the 
differences between observations from the mean value. 
External error is, therefore, a function of what might be 
called the external consistency of observation whereas, 
internal error depends upon the internal consistency. 
A computer programme based on the above formulation has 
been used to compute the cross-sections at different 
energies. Further details of the measured average incident 
flux '4>', number of target nuclei 'N ', half-life of the 
o 
residual nucleus t^  ', saturation correction for each case 
alongwith the identified y-rays etc., at different energies 
are tabulated in tables II.3. 
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Tables II. 3 
Explanation of symbols used in tables II.3 
E = Incident a-beam energy in MeV. 
E = Energy in keV of the identified r-ray. 
A = Counts under photo-peak. 
fj = Activation cross-section (mb). 
r 
Aa = Statistical error in o (mb). 
r r 
a - Weighted average of a (mb). 
I.E.= Internal error (mb). 
E.E.= External error (mb) 
Unit of incident a-beam flux = a-particles/sec/cm 
-32-
Table II.3.1: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^^ Mn (o»,n)^ C^o 
18 
Humber of target nuclei = 5.510 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 6115392 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction* = 0.0008156 
Ca) Incident flux of a-beam = 1.154 x 10 
E E, A a ACT a I.E.E.E 
9.37 ± 1.16 811 301 1.42 0.08 1.42 
13.76 ± 0.92 811 124503 589.85 1.67 589.85 
17.45 ± 0.81 811 38538 182.49 0.92 182.49 
20.69 ± 0.73 811 19086 90.29 0.65 90.29 
23,58 ± 0.68 811 9180 43.40 0.45 43.40 
26.28 ± 0.64 811 5243 24.77 0.35 24.77 
29.93 ± 0.57 811 1488 14.35 0.37 14.35 
Cb) Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 11 
3 6 . 9 1 ± 0 . 7 8 
3 9 . 0 2 ± 0 . 7 5 
4 1 . 0 5 ± 0 .72 
4 2 . 9 4 ± 0 . 7 0 
4 4 . 8 9 ± 0 .69 
4 6 . 7 5 ± 0 .67 
811 
811 
811 
811 
811 
811 
189 
154 
112 
112 
98 
73 
5.67 
4.62 
3.35 
3.35 
2.93 
2.18 
0.41 
0.37 
0.31 
0.31 
0.29 
0.25 
5.67 
4.62 
3.35 
3.35 
2.93 
2.18 
- 3 3 -
48.56 
50.33 
52.05 
53.73 
55.35 
56.93 
58.46 
59.96 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
± 
+ 
+ 
0.66 
0.64 
0,63 
0.61 
0.59 
0.58 
0.55 
0.54 
811 
811 
811 
811 
811 
811 
811 
811 
46 
37 
36 
39 
15 
16 
13 
12 
1.92 
1.54 
1.50 
1.63 
1.59 
1.69 
1.37 
1.27 
0.28 
0.25 
0.25 
0.26 
0.41 
0.42 
0.38 
0.36 
1.92 
1.54 
1.50 
1.63 
1.59 
1.69 
1.37 
1.27 
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Tabie II.3.2 : Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^^Mn°^a,2n)^^Co°^ 
Number of target nuclei = 5.510 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 23470560 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0002126 
Ca5 Inc iden t f lux of a-beam = 1.154 x 10 
E E A a ha a I.E. E.E. 
a y r r r 
0.30\ 
l.lOj 
17.45 ± 0.81 122 94628 39.72 ' 
136 12016 56.24 
20.69 ± 0.73 122 356929 442.87 
136 39032 511.30 
23.58 ± 0.68 122 356929 857.46 
136 38363 825.78 
26.28 ± 0.64 122 184317 857.31 
136 23749 840.04 
1.03\ 
3.31J 
1.43\ 
4.21/ 
1.43\ 
4,25/ 
448.90 
854.17 
855.55 
29.93 ± 0.57 122 16527 545.32 1.77 
136 2612 591.74 5.39 } 
40.92 0.29 3.04 
0.98 13.71 
1.35 6.83 
1.35 3.70 
549.84 1.68 9.72 
CW Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x lo" 
36, 
39 
41 
.91 ± 
.02 ± 
.05 ± 
0.78 
0.75 
0.72 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
9106 
1052 
7209 
961 
6165 
654 
219.28 
209.82 
173.58 
191.65 
148.41 
130.40 
2.29\ 
6.46/ 
2.04\ 
6.18/ 
1.89\ 
5.09/ 
218.22 
175.36 
146.23 
2.16 
1.94 
1.77 
2.10 
3.80 
4.15 
- 3 5 -
42.94 
44.89 
46.75 
48.56 
50.33 
52.05 
53.73 
55.35 
56.93 
58.46 
59.96 
±0.70 
±0.69 
±0.67 
±0.66 
±0.64 
±0.63 
± 0.61 
±0.59 
±0.58 
±0.55 
±0.54 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
122 
136 
4995 
517 
41.54 
458 
3683 
378 
2035 
257 
1762 
218 
1608 
153 
917 
120 
361 
33 
345 
34 
302 
26 
249 
23 
120.22 
103.06 
99.97 
91.29 
88.62 
75.33 
68.54 
71.70 
59.34 
60.81 
54.15 
42,87 
30.87 
33.46 
33.36 
25.67 
31.88 
26.44 
27.90 
20.22 
23.00 
17.88 
1.70\ 
4.53/ 
1.55\ 
4.26J 
1.46\ 
3.87; 
1.51\ 
4.47J 
1.41\ 
4.11/ 
1.35\ 
3.45/ 
1.01\ 
3.05/ 
1.751 
4.46/ 
i.7n 
4.53/ 
1.60\ 
3.96/ 
1.45\ 
3.72/ 
118.10 1.59 3.99 
98.96 1.45 1.97 
86.97 1.36 3.10 
68.87 1.43 0.67 
59.50 1.33 0.31 
52.62 1.25 2 .75 
31.13 0.96 0.54 
32.33 1.63 1.85 
31.20 1.60 1.27 
26.82 1.48 1.89 
22.32 1.35 1.22 
-36-
Table II 3.3. Activation cross-section for the reaction 
Mn''(a,3n) Co'*' 
Z5 27 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x lo" 
Number of target nuclei =5.510 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus = 8804864 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.000733 
E E a r Aa I.E. E.E. 
36.91 ± 0.78 847 2198 75.95 
1031 382 104.60 
1238 1013 65.81 
39.02 ± 0.75 847 2874 99.28 
1031 537 146.99 
1238 1464 95.08 
41.05 ± 0.72 847 3217 111.05 
1031 471 128.83 
1238 2075 134.67 
42.94 ± 0.70 847 4128 142.39 
1031 603 164.81 
1238 2022 131.13 
44.89 ± 0.69 847 4640 160.05 
1031 784 214,28 
1238 1859 120.56 
46.75 ± 0.67 847 4594 158.35 
1031 539 147.21 
1238 2159 139.91 
48.56 ± 0.66 847 2131 102.80 
1031 288 110.08 
1238 1259 114.18 
1.62 
5.35 
2.06 1 73.84 
100.34 
118.99 
147.40 
151.09 
106.75 
1.24 
1.44 
1.57 
139.98 1.70 
1.75 
1.77 
1.76 
3.57 
4.52 
4.42 
3.41 
10.04 
3.53 
2.12 
-37-
50.33 ± 0.64 847 1442 69.53 
1031 182 69.54 
1238 742 67.26 
52.05 ± 0.63 847 1046 50.42 
1031 132 50.41 
1238 546 49.48 
1.83 
5 
2 
1 
.15}^ 
.46j 
.551 
.38^ 
.llj 
1  
4 
2 
68.79 1.41 
50.11 1.20 
0.43 
0.17 
53.73 ± 0.61 
55.35 ± 0.59 
56.93 ± 0.58 
58.46 ± 0.55 
59.96 ± 0.54 
847 
1031 
1238 
847 
1031 
1238 
847 
1031 
1238 
847 
1031 
1238 
847 
1031 
1238 
825 
104 
430 
268 
35 
162 
234 
34 
147 
223 
31 
117 
218 
27 
117 
3 9 . 7 5 
3 9 . 7 0 
3 8 . 9 5 
3 4 . 2 2 
3 5 . 8 2 
3 8 . 0 5 
2 9 . 8 7 
3 4 . 7 9 
3 4 . 5 1 
2 8 . 4 5 
3 1 . 7 0 
2 7 . 4 6 
2 7 . 8 1 
2 7 . 6 1 
2 7 . 4 6 
1.381 
3.89^ 
1.87J 
2.091 
6.051-
2.98J 
.951 
.96^ 
.84 J 
1 
.881 
.31} 
.53J 
1.  
5 
2 
1.90 
5 .69 
2 . 5 3 
3 9 . 4 9 1.07 
3 5 . 0 5 1.64 
3 1 . 5 9 1.55 
1.  
5 
2 
28.33 
27.68 
1.47 
1.45 
0 . 1 5 
0.70 
0.92 
0 . 4 1 
0.06 
-38-
Table II.3.4 : Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^^Mn (o.,4n)^ C^o 
Incident flux of a-beaa = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 5.510 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 63144 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.075978 
11 
18 
Ea 
48.75 ± 0.67 
48.56 ± 0.66 
50.33 ± 0.64 
52.05 ± 0.63 
53.73 ± 0.61 
55.35 ± 0.59 
56.93 ± 0.58 
58.46 ± 0.55 
59.96 ± 0.54 
\ 
477 
931 
All 
931 
477 
931 
All 
931 
All 
931 
477 
931 
1409 
477 
931 
1409 
All 
931 
1409 
All 
931 
1409 
A 
239 
287 
433 
498 
668 
1406 
1127 
2014 
1687 
3235 
1023 
2066 
339 
1154 
2291 
427 
1253 
2627 
410 
966 
3308 
300 
or 
r 
0.43 
0.29 
1.06 
0.68 
1.57 
1.87 
2.55 
2.57 
3.67 
3.97 
5.48 
6.13 
6.71 
5.95 
6.54 
8.12 
6.21 
7.21 
7.50 
4.78 
9.07 
5.48 
La 
r 
0.02\ 
o.oi; 
0,05\ 
0.03J 
0.06\ 
0.04/ 
0.07\ 
0.05/ 
0.08\ 
0.06/ 
0.17"^  
0.13^ 
0.36J 
0.171 
Q.1Z\ 
O.39J 
0.171 
0.14^ 
O.37J 
0.15^ 
0.15^ 
O.31J 
or 
r 
0.33 
0.78 
1.75 
2.56 
3.86 
5.95 
6.44 
6.87 
6.72 
I.E. 
0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.10 
0.10' 
0.10 
0.10 
E.E. 
0.04 
0.11 
0.10 
0.01 
0.10 
0.15 
0.21 
0.20 
0.84 
-39-
Table II.3.5: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^^Mn"(«,na)2^Mn'* +25Mn°'(a, 3n2p)^ jjMn°* 
Number of target nuclei = 5.510 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 26974080 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0001850 
Ca) Incident flux of a-beam = 1.154 x 10 
E E A IT ACT CT I . E . E . E 
a y r r r 
17.45 ± 0.81 835 143 2.97 0.24 2.97 
20.89 ± 0.73 835 681 14.17 0.54 14.17 
23.58 ± 0.68 835 1855 38.61 0.89 38.61 
26.28 ± 0.64 835 7381 153.61 1.78 153.61 
29.93 ± 0.57 835 5338 227.02 3.10 227.02 
Cb) Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10** 
4.97 185.28 
5.09 194.08 
4.82 174.53 
4.19 131.76 
4.12 127.47 
3.36 84.56 
4.24 98.31 
36. 
39, 
41, 
42, 
44, 
46 
48 
,91 
,02 
,05 
,94 
.89 
.75 
.56 
+ 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
0.78 
0.75 
0.72 
0.70 
0.69 
0.67 
0.66 
835 
835 
835 
835 
835 
835 
836 
1388 
1452 
1306 
986 
954 
633 
615 
185. 
194, 
174, 
131, 
127 
84 
96 
,28 
,08 
,53 
,75 
.47 
.56 
.31 
- 4 0 -
50.33 
52.05 
53.73 
55.35 
56.93 
58.48 
59.96 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.64 
0.63 
0.61 
0.59 
0.58 
0.55 
0.54 
835 
835 
835 
835 
835 
835 
835 
588 
608 
617 
255 
252 
278 
289 
109.95 
113.68 
115.35 
123.14 
121.68 
134.22 
139.53 
4.53 
4.61 
4.64 
7.71 
7.66 
8.04 
8.20 
109. 
113. 
115, 
123, 
121, 
134 
139 
95 
68 
,35 
,14 
.68 
.22 
.53 
Table II.3.6: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^X'(a.3na)^X' 
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Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 5.510 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 482976 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0102777 
l i 
18 
a 
Aa I . E E.E 
5 0 . 3 3 ± 0 .84 744 274 1.03 
1434 110 0 .66 
5 2 . 0 5 ± 0 . 6 3 744 486 1.81 
935 369 1.53 
1434 367 2 . 1 9 
5 3 . 7 3 ± 0 . 6 1 744 1432 5 . 3 3 
935 1265 5 .22 
1434 795 4 . 7 3 
5 5 . 3 5 ± 0 . 5 9 744 1944 17 .58 
935 1626 1 7 . 5 1 
1434 1068 14.49 
56.93 ± 0.58 744 2843 25.58 
935 2117 22.68 
1434 1646 22.22 
58.48 ± 0.55 744 4199 37.59 
935 3259 34.74 
1434 2769 37.19 
59.96 ± 0.54 744 3795 33.98 
935 3469 36.97 
1434 2483 33.34 
0.06 
0.06 } 
0.08 
0 
0 
.0 ^ 
.07^ 
.uj 
} 
1 
0.14 
0.14 
0.16 
0.39 
0.43 
0.44 
0.58^ 
0.60^ 
0.70j 
0.84 
1.77 
5.13 
16.62 
23.62 
36.48 
34.74 
0.04 
0.05 
0.08 
0.24 
0.29 
0.36 
0.35 
0.13 
0.10 
0.10 
0.57 
0.61 
0.52 
0.62 
-42-
Table II.3.7 : Activation cross-section for the reaction 
-,121, ^ T*24 . „, 123, „ . T*24 
g.Sb («.n)^3l + ^^Sb (a,3n)^3l 
124-, (Before resolution of composite activity in residual nucleus I) 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 1.434 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus = 358560 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0138193 
18 
a 
ACT I . E E.E 
2 9 . 0 9 ± 0 .89 
3 1 . 5 6 ± 0 . 8 3 
33 .84 ± 0 .78 
3 6 . 0 8 ± 0 . 7 5 
38 .17 ± 0 .74 
4 0 . 2 0 ± 0 . 7 0 
4 2 . 1 7 ± 0 .69 
4 4 . 0 9 ± 0 . 6 8 
4 5 . 9 4 ± 0 . 6 5 
4 9 . 3 2 ± 0 .62 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
42116 
4367 
51786 
5428 
61024 
6240 
68810 
6670 
39393 
4634 
12219 
1806 
8588 
1254 
22337 
2704 
15614 
1432 
12058 
1661 
4846 
704 
642.43 
596.35 
781.10 
732.67 
915.76 
837.98 
1026.75 
890.65 
810.37 
853.08 
784.61 
750.47 
547.63 
517.47 
449.44 
486.88 
311.48 
255.64 
238.24 
293.68 
300.36 
282.37 
3.13 
9 
3.44 
9.99 
3.71 
10.6 
3.9 
J^ ]- 637.48 2.95 10.09 
\ 775.96 3.25 10.54 
B 907.29 3.49 17.12 
10 95} 1011-35 3.68 30.47 
4.07 
12.52 
7.13 
17.45 
5.93 
14.44 
3.00 
9.36 
I 814.45 3.87 8.88 
]• 779.72 6.59 8.45 
\ 543.28 5.48 7.49 
\ 452.92 2.85 7.68 
^'"^^ 304.51 2.33 13.04 6.6 
2.17 
7.07 
4.34 
10.43 
254.61 1.84 7.63 
-43-
52.52 ± 0.59 
55.60 ± 0.53 
58.55 ± 0.53 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
3169 
397 
2417 
375 
1798 
413 
194.97 
158.06 
147.67 
148.26 
109.25 
162.40 
3.45\ 
7.96 J 
2.99\ 
7.51/ 
2.55\ 
7.86J 
189.14 3.16 9.15 
147.75 2.78 0.14 
114.31 2.42 11.03 
-44-
Table II.3.8 i Activation cross-section for the reaction 
oi_*2i, _ - ~123 ' „, 123. ~ T Il2i 
123, (Before resolution of composite activity in residual nucleus I) 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 1.434 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 46872 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.1009815 
11 
18 
29.09 
31.58 
33.84 
36.08 
38.17 
40.20 
42.17 
44.09 
45.94 
49.32 
52.52 
55.60 
58.55 
Ea 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.89 
0.83 
0.78 
0.75 
0.74 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 
0.65 
0.62 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
\ 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
A 
730183 
453754 
290943 
254018 
227497 
112392 
137304 
57505 
723675 
861441 
301382 
285972 
205249 
163277 
r 
746.80 
425.82 
262.58 
219.50 
248.25 
310.72 
359.92 
597.79 
616.15 
681.38 
635.69 
569.99 
387.83 
295.92 
Acr 
r 
0.87 
0.63 
0.48 
0.43 
0.52 
0.92 
0.97 
0.73 
0.72 
0.73\ 
1.15/ 
1.06 
0.85 
0.73 
a I.E. E.E. 
r 
746.80 
425.82 
262.58 
219.50 
248.25 
310.72 
359.92 
597.79 
616.15 
668.28 0.62' 14.61 
569.99 
387.83 
295.92 
-45-
Table II.3.9 : Activation cross-section for the reaction 
_, 121, . -.*24 
124 
(After resolution of composite activity in residual nucleus I) 
Incident flux of a-bean = 8.478 x lo" 
Number of target nuclei = 1.434 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 358560 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0138193 
E^ E A a Aa a I.E. E.E. 
a y r r r 
0.82 0.10 
0.82 0.16 
0.48 0.39 
0.42 0.15 
0.39 0.10 
0.60 0.02 
0.53 0.16 
0.27 0.01 
2.43 0.02 
29.09 ± 0.89 
31.56 ± 0.83 
33.84 ± 0.78 
36.08 ± 0.75 
38.17 ± 0.74 
40.20 ± 0.70 
42.17 ± 0.69 
44.09 ± 0.68 
45.94 ± 0.65 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
3206 
357 
1886 
218 
1184 
120 
910 
108 
403 
48 
101 
16 
79 
14 
201 
23 
164 
19 
49.03 
48.56 
28.52 
29.32 
17.81 
16.05 
13.61 
14.37 
8.31 
8.80 
6.50 
6.62 
5.05 
5.75 
4.05 
4.12 
3.28 
3.38 
0.86\ 
2.57/ 
0.65\ 
1.98/ 
o.5n 
10.14/ 
0.45\ 
11.38/ 
0.41\ 
11.27/ 
0.64\ 
1.65/ 
0.56\ 
11.53/ 
0.28\ 
0.86 J 
0.25\ 
0.77/ 
48.98 
28.60 
17.62 
13.68 
8.36 
6.52 
5.13 
4.06 
3.29 
- 4 6 -
49.32 
52.52 
55.60 
58.55 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.62 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
99 
12 
35 
9 
22 
4 
17 
3 
11 
2 
1.96 
2.11 
2.17 
3.59 
1.35 
1.58 
1.04 
1.18 
0.67 
0.78 
0.19' 
0.61 
0.36 
11.19 
0.28 
0.79 
0.25 
0.68 
0.20 
0.55 
2 .04 0 . 1 6 0 . 0 6 
1.38 0 . 2 7 0 . 0 5 
1.05 0 . 2 3 0 . 0 3 
0 . 6 8 0 . 1 8 0 .02 
-47-
Table II.3.lO : Activation cross-section for the reaction 
„, 121, _ - -123 
5,Sb («,2n),3l 
123^ (After resolution of composite activity in residual nucleus I) 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 1.434 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 46872 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.1009815 
11 
18 
a 
AIT I.E, E.E 
29. 
31. 
33. 
38. 
38. 
40. 
42. 
44. 
45, 
49 
52 
55 
58 
09 
56 
84 
08 
17 
20 
,17 
,09 
.94 
.32 
.52 
.60 
.55 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
0.89 
0.83 
0.78 
0.75 
0.74 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 
0.65 
0.62 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
730183 
453754 
290943 
218018 
108095 
29122 
21313 
51403 
40830 
27641 
10682 
7503 
5149 
4077 
746.80 
425.82 
262.58 
188.39 
117.96 
80.51 
55.86 
46.73 
34.76 
21.86 
22.53 
14.95 
9.72 
7.38 
0.87 
0.86 
0.48 
0.40 
0.35 
0.47 
0.38 
0.20 
0.17 
0.13\ 
1.21J 
0.17 
0.13 
0.11 
746. 
425. 
262. 
188. 
117. 
80. 
55, 
46, 
34 
22 
14 
9 
7 
80 
82 
58 
39 
,96 
,51 
,86 
,73 
.76 
.04 
.95 
.72 
.38 
0.11 0.20 
-48-
Table II.3.11: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
„. 121, . . ^121 
5,Sb («,4n)^3l 
Incident flux of o»-bean = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 1.430 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 7632 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.4799205 
11 
18 
a 
La I.E E.E. 
36.08 
38.17 
40.20 
42.17 
44.09 
45.94 
49.32 
52.52 
55.60 
58.55 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.75 
0.74 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 
0.65 
0.62 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
212 
74 
276 
591 
1437 
12202 
21210 
40876 
18806 
23406 
25272 
28091 
10.08 
28.24 
105.29 
184.63 
402.90 
467.97 
573.79 
568.35 
558.53 
434.91 
374.21 
1.09 
1.63 
4.27 
4.75 
3.63 
3.19 
2.83\ 
4.36J 
12.28 
9.56 
8.60 
10. 
28. 
105. 
184. 
402, 
467, 
572 
558 
434 
374 
08 
24 
29 
,63 
,90 
,97 
.18 
.53 
.91 
.21 
2.37 1.75 
-49-
Table II.3.12: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^ Sb*"(a,3np)^ Te"' 
Si 92 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 11 
18 
Number of target nuclei = 1.434 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 1449792 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0034357 
a 
Aa I.E E.E, 
38. 
38. 
40, 
42, 
44. 
45, 
49 
52, 
55 
58 
,08 
,17 
,20 
,17 
.09 
.94 
.32 
.52 
.80 
.55 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.75 
0.74 
0.70 
0.69 
0.68 
0.65 
0.62 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
573 
81 
988 
1015 
1645 
8007 
9069 
1671 
1391 
1132 
879 
2. 
47, 
161, 
260, 
379, 
429, 
263 
218 
177 
137 
,77 
,07-
.17 
.92 
.99 
.48 
.03 
.55 
.55 
.69 
0.31 
1.49 
5.06 
6.43 
4.25 
4.51 
6.43 
5.86 
5.28 
4.64 
2. 
47. 
161, 
260, 
379, 
429, 
263 
218 
177 
137 
17 
,47 
,17 
,92 
.99 
.48 
.03 
.55 
.55 
.69 
-50-
Table II.3.13: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
_. 123, T Ilio 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 li 
18 
Number of target nuclei = 1.050 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 1124928 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0044256 
a 
ACT I.E E.E. 
2 9 . 0 9 ± 0 .89 
3 1 . 5 6 ± 0 . 8 3 
33 .84 ± 0 . 7 8 
3 8 . 0 8 ± 0 . 7 5 
3 8 . 1 7 ± 0 . 7 4 
4 0 . 2 0 ± 0 . 7 0 
389 
666 
389 
666 
389 
666 
389 
666 
389 
666 
389 
666 
367 
204 
231 
106 
193 
100 
133 
92 
82 
40 
20 
5 
17 .92 
2 3 . 0 8 
11 .24 
1 1 . 9 5 
9 . 3 7 
11 .25 
6 . 4 5 
1 0 . 3 3 
5 . 5 3 
6 . 2 5 
2 . 6 3 
1.30 
0 . 9 3 \ 
1.61J 
1} 
.6n 
. 9 8 / 
0 . 5 9 \ 
0 .58J 
0 .731 
1.16, 
0 . 6 7 ' 
1.12, 
0 .551 
1.07, 
0.611 
10 
19 .22 
11 .44 
9 .87 
7 .27 
5 . 7 3 
1.96 
0 . 8 0 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 5 7 
0 . 4 9 
0 . 5 1 
0 . 4 1 
1.58 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 5 8 
1.12 
0 . 2 2 
0 . 4 7 
-51-
Table II.3.14: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
-.123, ~ T 1124 
(After resolution of composite activity in residual nucleus I) 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 1.050 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 358560 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0138193 
18 
a 
ACT I . E . E.E 
2 9 . 0 9 ± 0 .89 
3 1 . 5 6 ± 0 . 8 3 
33 .84 ± 0 . 7 8 
3 6 . 0 8 ± 0 . 7 5 
38 .17 ± 0 .74 
4 0 . 2 0 ± 0 .70 
4 2 . 1 7 ± 0 . 6 9 
4 4 . 0 9 ± 0 . 6 8 
4 5 . 9 4 ± 0 . 6 5 
4 9 . 3 2 ± 0 .62 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
38910 
4010 
49900 
5210 
59840 
6120 
67900 
6562 
38990 
4586 
12118 
1790 
8509 
1240 
22136 
2681 
15450 
1413 
11959 
1649 
4811 
695 
810.50 
742.85 
1027.80 
954.35 
1226.30 
1115.30 
1383.50 
1189.10 
1095.50 
1145.90 
1062.80 
1009.60 
741.08 
694.53 
608.32 
655.23 
420.95 
342.38 
322.72 
395.74 
407.27 
378.65 
4.10\ 
11.73' 
4.60\ 
3.23; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
803.10 3.87 14.92 
1  
5 
14 
5.30 
14.67 
5.54 
16.92 
9.65 
23.86 
8.03 
19.72 
4.080\ 
12.65J 
3.38 
9.10 } 
1019.90 4.34 16.12 
14.10 4.72 24.54 
1361.00 4.99 43.97 
1100.30 5.27 10.55 
1055.30 8.94 13.07 
734.45 7.44 11.49 
612.75 3.89 9.70 
411.41 3.17 18.14 
2.95' 
9.74 
5.87 
4.52 
• 352.62 2.25 9.98 
-52-
52. 
55, 
58 
52 ± 
.60 ± 
.55 ± 
0.59 
0.53 
0.53 
603 
723 
603 
723 
603 
723 
3147 
393 
2400 
372 
1787 
411 
264.43 
212.37 
200.27 
199.63 
148.31 
219.36 
4.71" 
10.71, 
4.08 
10.35, 
3.50 
10.82 
} 
} 
255.99 4.31 13.57 
200.18 3.80 0.15 
155.06 3.33 14.74 
-53-
Table II.3.15: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
_, 129, ~ T Ilzi 
,,Sb («,4n),3l 
123 
(After resolution of composite activity in residual nucleus I) 
Incident flux of a-beam = 8.478 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 1.050 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus^ 48872 sec 
Time of irradiation = 7200 seo 
Saturation correction = 0.1009815 
18 
a. 
La I.E E.E 
36. 
38. 
40. 
42. 
44. 
45. 
49. 
52 
55 
58 
08 
17 
20 
,17 
,09 
,94 
.32 
.52 
.60 
.55 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0, 
0. 
0, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
75 
74 
,70 
.69 
,68 
,65 
.62 
.59 
.53 
.53 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
159 
36000 
119402 
83270 
115991 
606102 
682845 
833800 
290700 
278469 
200100 
159200 
42. 
177. 
313. 
413. 
749, 
791, 
897 
755 
514 
392 
7 
32 
28 
22 
,69 
.77 
,04 
.34 
.06 
.44 
.58 
.38 
0.22 
0.51 
1.08 
1.21 
0.96 
0.95 
0.98\ 
1.54/ 
1.43 
1.15 
0.98 
42. 
177. 
313, 
413. 
749, 
791, 
879 
755 
514 
392 
32 
28 
,22 
,69 
.77 
.04 
.22 
.06 
.44 
.58 
0.82 20.18 
Table II.3.16: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
m *28, T ITio 
„Te <c<,np)„I 
-54-
Incident flux of a-bean 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 3.287 X 10 
= 1.894 X 10 
= 44496 sec 
= 6000 sec 
= 0.0892134 
11 
18 
E E La I.E E.E 
} 
) 
26.37 ± 0.79 536 776 7.14 0.26 
668 843 8.43 1.37 
739 578 8.48 1.69 
28.86 ± 0.75 536 1985 15.16 2.08 
668 1741 16.72 1.56 
739 1861 22.66 4.24
31.22 ± 0.72 536 816 16.39 
668 477 12.04 
739 463 14.83 
33.44 ± 0.68 538 1498 25.53 3.07^ 
668 1068 22.89 2.40J-
739 937 25.47 0.82J 
35.55 ± 0.64 536 1464 28.87 3.37 
668 1075 26.65 2.63 
739 878 27.61 0.94 
37.57 ± 0.62 536 1116 18.90 3.00 
668 1036 22.06 2.24 
739 670 18.09 0.70 
39.51 ± 0.58 536 5604 34.62 1.87 
668 4378 34.00 1.46 
739 3606 35.52 3.76 
1 
1 
1 
7.21 0.25 
16.67 1.20 
13.81 1.92 
25.22 0.75 
27.59 0.86 
18.47 0.65 
34.35 1.10 
0.12 
0 .78 
0 .84 
0.31 
0.18 
0 .43 
0.19 
-55-
41. 
43, 
44, 
,38 ± 
,19 ± 
.96 ± 
0.56 
0.54 
0.54 
536 
668 
739 
536 
668 
739 
536 
668 
739 
1362 
1170 
1102 
1876 
1289 
1070 
4254 
3335 
2404 
23.80 
25.71 
30.71 
31.58 
27.28 
28.72 
25.54 
25.17 
23.01 
3.09' 
2.40 
6.13 
3.03 
2.43 
6.09 
1.86 
1.41 
3.87 
1 2 5 . 4 9 1.81 0 . 7 5 
28 .94 1.81 0 .82 
2 5 . 1 2 1.08 0 .26 
-56-
Table II.3.17; Activation cross-section for the reaction 
_, 130, T ITai 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 3 .479 X 10 11 
= 1.5634 X 10 
= 8208 s e c 
= 12540 s e c 
= 0 .6531109 
18 
E E a r La I.E. E.E. 
22.56 ± 0.84 630 75 0.82 0.09 
668 207 0.46 0.03 
772 113 0.35 0.03 
24.07 ± 0.80 630 304 3.91 0.22 
668 1492 3.86 0.10 
772 802 2.89 0.10 
25.50 ± 0.77 630 1441 8.12 0.2 
668 9802 11.11 0.1 
772 5803 9.16 0.12 
26.89 ± 0.73 630 2824 21.84 
668 20983 32.65 
772 12007 26.02 
29.36 ± 0.68 630 5210 33.91 0.47 
668 39134 51.25 0.26 
772 22369 40.80 0.27 
} 
1 
•1 
31.69 ± 0.65 630 6467 36.05 0.45 
668 46921 52.62 0.24 
772 26894 42.00 0.26 
33.89 ± 0.63 630 5532 27.14 0.36 
668 41431 40.89 0.20 
772 23778 32.69 0.2 
1 
) 
:1 
0 .43 0 .02 
3 .43 0 .07 
9 . 9 4 0 . 0 8 
2 8 . 4 6 0 . 1 5 
4 4 . 5 8 0 . 1 8 
4 6 . 0 2 0 . 1 6 
3 5 . 6 5 0 .14 
0 . 0 5 
0 .20 
0 .47 
1.66 
2 .64 
2 . 5 8 
2 .09 
-57-
36, 
38, 
39 
,00 
.02 
.95 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.59 
0.56 
0.55 
630 
668 
772 
630 
668 
772 
630 
668 
772 
6274 
50950 
26007 
5381 
39882 
21641 
6127 
51276 
27650 
32.09 
39.84 
30.98 
21.65 
24.54 
20.29 
21.24 
27.18 
22.33 
0.40" 
0.18 
0.19. 
0.29 
0.12 
0.14 
0.27 
0.12 
0.13 
) 
3 5 . 4 3 0 . 1 2 1.77 
2 2 . 5 7 0 . 0 9 0 . 8 3 
2 4 , 6 5 0 . 0 9 1.04 
-58-
Table II.3.18: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
„Te (a,np)^3l 
22. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
29, 
31, 
33 
36 
38 
39 
56 
07 
,50 
.89 
.36 
.69 
.89 
.00 
.02 
.95 
Incident flux of a-bean = 
Number of target nuclei = 
Half-life of residual nuc 
Tine of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
E a 
±0.84 
±0.80 
± 0.77 
±0.73 
±0.68 
±0.65 
±0.63 
±0.59 
±0.56 
± 0.55 
^r 
668 
772 
668 
772 
668 
772 
668 
772 
668 
772 
668 
111 
668 
m 
668 
lit 
668 
772 
668 
772 
A 
50 
47 
195 
188 
892 
867 
1729 
1691 
3184 
3117 
3970 
3879 
3382 
3310 
5217 
4587 
4475 
3942 
5030 
4454 
IT 
r 
2.26 
2.29 
9.29 
9.63 
16.34 
17.08 
37.54 
39.47 
46.78 
49.24 
45.11 
47.39 
31.16 
32.79 
34.42 
35.59 
20.89 
21.64 
17.53 
18.26 
leus = 
^ 
Acr 
r 
0.32\ 
0.34/ 
0.67\ 
0.72J 
0.55\ 
0.57/ 
o.9n 
0.96/ 
0.82\ 
0.88/ 
0.72\ 
0.76/ 
0.53\ 
0.57/ 
0.47\ 
0.53/ 
o.3n 
0.35/ 
0.25\ 
0.28/ 
3.479 X 10 .A 
1.5634 X 10" 
4980 sec 
12540 sec 
0.8253592 
(T 
r 
2.27 
9.45 
16.70 
38.46 
47.92 
46.18 
31.92 
34.94 
21.23 
17.85 
I.E. 
0.23 
0.49 
0.40 
0.66 
0.60 
0.52 
0.39 
0.35 
0.23 
0.19 
E. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
E. 
01 
12 
,26 
,68 
.87 
.81 
.58 
.41 
.27 
.26 
-59-
Table II. 3.19: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^a 
^Ho (o.>n)^ Tin 
Incident flux of a-beaa 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
E^ A o AtT 
r 
— 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.9786 X lo" 
1.9363 X 10*** 
8043840 sec 
8400 sec 
0.0007234 
cr I.E. 
r 
E.E. 
15. 
20 
24 
73 ± 
21 ± 
.14 ± 
1.78 
1.53 
1.43 
184 
447 
741 
184 
198 
447 
720 
741 
815 
184 
198 
447 
720 
815 
184 
198 
447 
720 
741 
815 
184 
447 
720 
741 
815 
128 
72 
24 
2738 
6588 
1259 
428 
454 
1355 
3765 
10265 
1914 
775 
2283 
2256 
6742 
1157 
582 
511 
1441 
9710 
3750 
1267 
1345 
4347 
4.79 
4.48 
4.62 
143.34 
120.03 
109.60 
118.50 
122.44 
98.51 
126.52 
119.30 
106.29 
136.88 
105.88 
118.09 
122.82 
100.70 
161.12 
137.79 
104.75 
171.19 
109.25 
117.40 
121.39 
106.01 
1.94* 
0.56 
0.96. 
2.72" 
1.48 
3.05 
5.81 
5.66 
2.69 
2.05 
1.17 
2.44 
4.95 
2.23 
2.46 
1.49 
2.96 
6.64 
6.20 
2.76 
1.75 
1.78 
3.34 
3.34 
1.61 
} 4.53 0.47 
118.10 0.66 
122.83 0.68 
0.03 
0.96 
2.15 
- 5 0 -
27 
31 
34 
69 
02 
.04 
± 1. 
± 1 
± 1 
26 
13 
.02 
447 
741 
815 
447 
720 
741 
815 
447 
720 
741 
447 
285 
94 
445 
1284 
527 
556 
1262 
44 
34 
47 
39 
29.13 
28.96 
32.34 
37.51 
48.97 
50.32 
30.79 
12.35 
21.90 
29.81 
8.27 
1.74" 
3.08 
1.53 
1.05 
2.14 
2.17 
0.88. 
1.96' 
3.86 
4.44. 
1.27 
34 
1 
16 
8 
82 
39 
.27 
0.53 0.97 
1.62 2 .61 
Table II. 3. 20: 
-61-
Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^Ho (a,2n)^TD 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 1.9786 X 10 
= 1.9363 X 10 
= 798336 sec 
= 8400 sec 
= 0.0072652 
11 
IP 
a 
A Aor I.E E.E. 
20.21 ± 1.53 208 10249 23.68 
208 16517 24.42 
24.14 ± 1.43 208 223430 516.22 
208 347810 514.23 
27.69 ± 1.26 208 153159 452.57 
208 565762 467.67 
31.02 ± 1.13 208 40511 239.08 
34.04 ± 1.02 208 6671 39.31 
0 . 2 3 \ 
0 . 1 9 / 
1 .09\ 
0 . 8 7 / 
1.16\ 
0 . 6 2 / 
1.19 
4 .47 
24.12 
515.00 
464.27 
239.08 
39.31 
0.14 
0.68 
0.54 
-
_ 
0.25 
0.69 
4 .53 
-
_ 
-62-
Table II.3.21: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 1.9786 X 10 
= 1.9363 X 10 
= 27720 sec 
= 6400 sec 
= 0.00002499 
11 
IP 
a 
ACT I.E. E.E. 
27.69 ± 1.26 
31.02 ± 1.13 
34.04 ± 1.02 
36.88 ± 0.98 
39.59 ± 0.92 
778 
785 
1273 
778 
785 
1273 
215 
778 
785 
1273 
215 
778 
785 
1273 
215 
778 
785 
1273 
215 
778 
785 
1273 
2877 
1580 
1215 
1035 
616 
500 
70781 
63269 
38049 
34237 
146057 
167665 
99725 
79735 
169282 
210307 
126365 
95357 
475083 
495912 
386047 
269436 
3 
3. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
156 
144 
142 
163 
308 
365 
355 
364 
333 
427 
420 
406 
511 
579 
733 
594 
42 
08 
65 
89 
89 
51 
74 
30 
25 
76 
37 
.03 
.89 
05 
.97 
.34 
.89 
.35 
.55 
.68 
.96 
.45 
0. 
0. 
0 
0. 
0 
0. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
061 
06 
08 
09 
12 
llj 
59^ 
57 
73 
88j 
sn 
89 
13 
.29j 
.8n 
.93 
.18 
.32j 
.74^ 
.82 
.18 
.15, 
2.99 0.03 
150.56 0.33 
342.53 0.48 
387.27 0.50 
579.29 
0.05 
2.31 
7.48 
12.29 
0.45 21.17 
Table II. 3.22; Activation cross-section for the 
^Ho (a,4n)^Tm 
-63-
reaction 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 1.9786 X 10 
= 1.9363 X 10 
= 108216 sec 
= 8400 sec 
= 0.0000064 
11 
IP 
E 
a 
ACT I.E, E.E 
34.04 ± 
36.88 ± 
39.59 ± 
1. 
0, 
0 
,02 
,98 
.92 
296 
243 
296 
243 
296 
2224 
2783 
1719 
16332 
6742 
4.07 
2.91 
3.09 
10.01 
9.01 
0.09 
0.06\ 
0.07J 
0.08\ 
O.IOJ 
4. 
2 
9 
,07 
.97 
.61 
0.04 0.06 
0.06 0.34 
-64-
Table II.3.23: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
Incident flux of a-beam = 1.199 x lo" 
Nunber of target nuclei = 4.760 x 10*** 
Half-life of residual nucleus = 93960 sec 
Time of irradiation = 1800 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0131961 
E E A a Aff a I . E . E .E . 
a y r r r 
3 2 . 6 0 ± 1.24 
3 6 . 3 0 ± 1.15 
3 9 . 6 0 ± 1.09 
579 
828 
1205 
579 
828 
1205 
579 
828 
1205 
762 
525 
1009 
576 
340 
836 
375 
275 
408 
7.70 
9.90 
8.20 
5.99 
6.01 
6.99 
4.00 
4.98 
3.50 
8 .19 0 . 0 9 0 .07 
6 . 1 1 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 8 
4 . 0 0 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 1 
-65-
Table II.3.24: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
^^ Au**^ (c«,2n)^ T^l**^  
Incident flux of a-beam = 1.199 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 4.760 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus = 26712 sec 
Time of irradiation = 1800 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0456246 
12 
IP 
32.70 
36.30 
39.59 
42.76 
45.78 
48.78 
51.50 
54.15 
56.72 
59.17 
Ea 
±1.24 
± 1.15 
±1,09 
±1.06 
± 1.01 
±0.98 
±0.93 
±0.90 
±0.87 
±0.84 
^ 
284 
284 
284 
284 
247 
455 
247 
455 
247 
455 
208 
247 
455 
208 
247 
455 
208 
247 
4b5 
A 
23252 
15835 
12528 
5978 
20454 
13925 
11921 
7967 
9912 
7515 
11862 
7441 
5850 
9123 
5547 
4608 
7368 
4956 
3649 
cr 
r 
219.99 
166.52 
143.95 
71.13 
61.73 
56.20 
39.52 
34.77 
36.18 
38.53 
31.55 
29.64 
31.41 
27.62 
26.05 
28.74 
23.69 
23.51 
24.66 
AIT 
r 
1.44 
1.32 
1.29 
0.92 
0.43\ 
0.48J 
0.36\ 
0.39/ 
0.36\ 
0.44/ 
0.29^ 
0.34f 
0.4lJ 
0.29^ 
0.35^ 
O.42J 
0.28"] 
0.33} 
O.41J 
a 
r 
219.99 
166.52 
143.95 
71.13 
58.97 
37.14 
31.27 
31.27 
27.61 
23.74 
I.E. 
-
-
-
-
1.95 
1.68 
0.40 
0.40 
0.15 
0.21 
E.E. 
-
-
-
-
2.76 
2.38 
0.61 
0.61 
0.78 
0.36 
-66-
Table II.3. 25: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
7pAu («,3n)gjl 
Incident flux of cs-beam = 1.199 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 4.760 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus= 19080 sec 
Time of irradiation = 1800 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.0632861 
12 
iS> 
ACT I.E, E.E. 
32. 
36. 
39. 
42. 
45. 
48, 
51, 
54 
56 
59 
70 
30 
59 
,76 
,78 
.75 
.50 
.15 
.72 
.17 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
0, 
0, 
0 
0 
0 
24 
16 
,09 
,06 
,01 
.98 
.93 
.90 
.87 
.84 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
412 
637 
1633568 
124055 
2856109 
216808 
2763892 
209868 
1309489 
99420 
814149 
61805 
550670 
41813 
367553 
27924 
254257 
19368 
165991 
12637 
131980 
9188 
442.84 
450.73 
897.94 
912.67 
983.77 
999.97 
553.53 
561.31 
411.56 
416.92 
323.50 
326.99 
249.37 
250.20 
199.88 
200.47 
152.36 
154.30 
138.88 
127.44 
0.59 
2.18 
0.35\ 
1.28J 
0.53\ 
1.96 J 
} 
0.481 
1.78/ 
0.46\ 
1.68; 
0.441 
1.59; 
0.411 
1.50J 
0.391 
1.44/ 
0.371 
1.37/ 
0.381 
1.33/ 
446.79 
905.30 
991.87 
557.42 
414.24 
325.24 
249.78 
200.18 
153.33 
133.16 
2.79 
5.21 
5.73 
2.75 
1.89 
1.23 
0.29 
0.21 
0.68 
4.04 
3.95 
7.37 
8.09 
3.89 
2.68 
1.74 
0.41 
0.29 
0.96 
5.71 
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Table II.3.26: Activation cross-section for the reaction 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 1.197 X 10 
= 4.760 X 10 
= 10224 sec 
= 1800 sec 
= 0.1148579 
12 
I P 
a 
Au I . E . E.E 
3 9 . 5 9 ± 1.09 134 45248 1 9 8 . 7 1 
484 1982 168 .28 
701 2707 108 .35 
167.83 9.38 26.54 
42.76 ± 1.06 134 82121 499.30 
308 90667 448.15 473.73 18.08 25.57 
45.78 ± 1.01 134 126454 1070.90 
152 444789 1007.90 
308 155732 1074.80 
48.75 ± 0.98 134 105779 1187.10 
152 393163 1179.80 
308 107573 983.75 
51.50 ± 0.93 134 518580 757.93 
152 229118 899.11 
308 75109 897.66 
54.15 ± 0.90 134 30094 582.17 
152 107964 556.53 
308 35088 552.36 
56.72 ± 0.87 134 16272 416.12 
152 63314 437.11 
308 11417 232.66 
59.17 ± 0.84 134 1442 69.53 
152 182 69.54 
308 742 67.26 
2 . 8 3 
1.51 
2 . 2 6 ) 
1065 .50 14 .28 
1161 .10 4 4 . 2 9 
8 8 2 . 7 7 3 1 . 2 0 
557 .94 5 .74 
4 0 3 . 5 6 4 1 . 6 0 
2 4 8 . 1 6 1 3 . 7 3 
2 1 . 6 9 
66 .60 
4 6 . 8 2 
9 . 3 1 
64 .93 
2 1 . 6 8 
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Table II.3.27 Activation cross-section for the reaction 
B3^^ (a,3n)^^At 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Number of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 2.218 X 10 
= 2.174 X 10 
= 29880 sec 
= 11700 sec 
= 0.2376545 
11 
18 
cn 
Aa I.E. E.E. 
29. 
31 
34 
36 
38 
40 
61 
97 
09 
18 
.19 
.09 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0. 
0. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
94 
88 
84 
81 
.78 
.73 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
8378 
2086 
3469 
955 
24304 
6080 
9833 
2626 
34757 
8416 
13747 
3923 
48395 
11616 
18788 
5318 
35939 
8199 
13960 
3891 
37072 
9098 
14764 
4183 
206.01 
207.54 
225.61 
226.22 
583.64 
590.77 
624.56 
607.50 
807.24 
790.89 
844.48 
877.74 
1094.66 
1063.12 
1124.03 
1158.82 
792.81 
731.83 
814.53 
826.89 
799.79 
793.32 
842.47 
869.37 
2.24' 
4.58 
3.84 
7.34, 
3.75^ 
7.58 
6.29 
11.80. 
4.32' 
8.65 
7.19 
14.10. 
4.981 
9.88 
8.20 
15.91, 
11.10" 
8.12 
6.88 
13.18. 
4.16^  
8.29 
6.96 
13.51 
211.33 
594.62 
1.73 
2.87 
816.62 3.30 
1099.95 3.79 
787.42 4.46 
811.66 3.18 
2.46 
4.74 
6.57 
6.69 
10.90 
6.56 
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41. 
43, 
45 
46 
48 
49 
92 
67 
32 
92 
.46 
.96 
+ 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
0. 
0, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
70 
67 
61 
59 
.56 
.54 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
1181 
1436 
1483 
1599 
29655 
7218 
11341 
3245 
23094 
5608 
9499 
2703 
22884 
6220 
9770 
2598 
38992 
9333 
13708 
4004 
25743 
8455 
11476 
3080 
30370 
5449 
9195 
2395 
608.52 
599.29 
615.52 
641.47 
462.85 
455.37 
504.20 
522.56 
444.15 
488.47 
501.55 
485.77 
367.58 
355.99 
341.79 
363.62 
225.11 
299.16 
265.43 
259.46 
247.38 
179.59 
176.56 
187.94 
3.53" 
7.06 
5.75 
11.27. 
3.05" 
6.09 
5.15 
10.05. 
2.93" 
6.20 
5.08 
9.54. 
1.86" 
3.70 
2.92 
5.72. 
1.40" 
3.26 
2.47 
4.63. 
6.18" 
12.56 
1.96 
3.85 
610.58 2.68 
473.55 2.34 
464.09 2.28 
359.75 1.39 
243.72 1.10 
183.88 1.66 
2.59 
6.06 
7.25 
3.05 
7.53 
5.28 
Table II.3.28: Activation cross-section for t h e 
o - Z O P A1.20P 
33B1 (o.,4n)^^At 
- 7 0 -
reaction 
Incident flux of a-beam = 2.218 x 10 
Number of target nuclei = 2.174 x 10 
Half-life of residual nucleus = 19440 sec 
Time of irradiation = 11700 sec 
Saturation correction = 0.341034 
11 
18 
E, 
a 
ha a I . E . E.E 
38. 
40. 
41. 
43, 
45, 
46 
48 
49 
19 
09 
,92 
,67 
.32 
.92 
.48 
.96 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
± 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
78 
73 
,70 
.67 
.61 
.59 
.56 
.54 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
545 
781 
790 
2640 
2400 
1988 
18302 
11594 
10759 
37698 
23459 
22709 
67079 
72476 
42352 
160388 
111436 
83757 
380894 
303284 
198012 
431045 
298641 
232915 
383223 
267560 
171008 
17.88 
21.51 
23.50 
119.77 
100.42 
122.89 
228.42 
188.13 
240.16 
395.77 
561.68 
432.83 
892.14 
820.41 
813.20 
1013.14 
1067.71 
919.26 
1021.47 
936.68 
963.34 
69.53 
69.54 
67.26 
0.351 
0.44}-
O.53J 
10.42^ 
0.94} 
I.I9J 
11.19^ 
1.23^ 
I.60J 
13.361 
2.08^ 
2.I1J 
12.691 
2.46} 
2.81J 
13.171 
1.94 V 
2.07 J 
13.281 
1.71^ 
I.99J 
10.591 
1.45} 
I.49J 
20. 
109. 
207. 
496, 
818 
998 
948 
696 
14 
07 
60 
,60 
.83 
.32 
.69 
.10 
0 .24 
0 .73 
1.47 
1.83 
0 .94 
4 . 5 4 
0 . 9 6 10 .24 
2 6 . 5 6 
4 . 5 9 
1.40 3 0 . 0 7 
1.209 6 . 0 3 
1.03 2 4 . 4 8 
Table II.3.29 Activation cross-section for the 
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reaction 
83^^ (a,5n)3^At 
Incident flux of a-beam 
Huitiber of target nuclei 
Half-life of residual nucleus 
Time of irradiation 
Saturation correction 
= 2.218 X 10 
= 2.174 X 10 
= 5868 sec 
= 11700 sec 
= 0.748861 
11 
18 
a 
Aa I . E . E.E 
46, 
48 
49 
.92 
.46 
.96 
± 0.59 
±0.56 
±0.54 
660 
685 
660 
685 
1028 
660 
685 
1028 
680 
1151 
6733 
7741 
1333 
22985 
27978 
4824 
2.92 
4.67 
19.73 
21.40 
16.94 
46.94 
53.90 
42.72 
o . i n 
0.14J" 3.61 
0 . 0 8 
2 0 . 1 9 0 . 1 6 
4 9 . 4 2 0 . 2 1 
0 .60 
0 .57 
1.66 
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2. 6 Experimental errors: 
In the present measurements following factors are 
likely to introduce errors, 
i) The uncertainty in determining the number of target 
nuclei. Errors in the number of target nuclei may come up due 
to inaccurate estimate of the foil thickness and non-uniform 
deposites of the target material. To estimate the number of 
target nuclei and to check the thickness of samples (sample 
deposits) and their uniformity, the pieces of foils of 
different dimensions were weighed on an electronic 
microbalance and thickness in each was calculated. Samples of 
manganese, antimony, bismuth and tellurium isotopes were 
prepared by the vacuum evaporation on 6.75 mg/cm thick 
aluminium foils. The errors in the thickness of deposition of 
the sample materials are expected to be < 1%. 
ii) Errors due to fluctuations in beam current. Often during 
long irradiation runs, beam current fluctuates which results 
in the variation of incident flux. Care was taken to keep the 
beam current fluctuations within 10%. In some typical runs 
the durations (>1 min) and the amount of change in beam 
current were noted during the irradiation time and flux was 
individually calculated for each duration of fluctuation. 
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These varying fluxes were then used to calculate 
cross-sections according to the following formula , 
A X exp(Xt ) 
N© (Ge)K [l-exp(-Xt,)][* {l-exp(-Xt^))+0,{l-exp(-Xt„))+ ] 
O 9 1 A Z B 
(11.26) 
where, (p , <p , . . . . are the fluxes during time interval t., 
1 2 A 
t ,.... respectively and t^ + t^+....=tj (total irradiation 
time). It was estimated that beam flux fluctuations may 
introduce errors of not more than 4%. 
iii) Dead time correction. Dead time of counting in all the 
cases studied presently was kept less than 10% and 
corrections for it were applied in counting rates. In cases 
when the intensity of the induced activities in the samples 
was large, the sample detector distance was suitably adjusted 
to achieve this. 
iv) The measured detection efficiency of the r-spectrometer 
may be inaccurate on account of the statistical errors of 
counting of the standard source. The statistical error in the 
counting of standard ^-source was minimised by accumulating 
large number of counts for comparatively larger times {^ 3000 
sec). As a check the uncertainties in the efficiency for the 
r-rays of 121.78 keV and 244.69 keV of *'^ Eu due to 
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statistical errors of counting were calculated and found 
to be less than 0.3% and 0.7% respectively. However, for the 
j'-rays of higher energies this percentage error may be 
slightly higher but is expected never to exceed 1.5%. 
v) In irradiations of the present experiment the total stack 
thickness reduced the incident a-energy at the last sample 
to nearly half of its original value. As the a-beam traverses 
the stack material, the initial beam intensity may get 
reduced. This decrease in beam intensity may introduce 
certain errors. The beam intensity 'I' after traversing 
thickness 'x' (cm) of the stack material may be given by the 
expression , 
1 = 1 exp(-10"". a. p .x.N^„ /A) (11.27) 
O A V 
where, I is the initial beam intensity, a the reaction 
o 
cross-section in mb, p the density of stack material, N,., the 
A V 
Avogadro's number and A the mass number of the stack 
material. Assuming a constant cross-section a = 2 barn (say) 
the maximum beam loss at the end of antimony stack is 
calculated to be less than 2%. Further, it has been pointed 
out by Ernst et al., that large number of low energy 
neutrons which may be released as the beam traverses through 
the stack material may in turn disturb the yield, however. 
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such disturbing yields are also negligible. 
vi) Losses due to recoiling nuclei. The product nuclei 
recoiling out of the target may introduce large errors in the 
measured cross-sections. In the present measurements for all 
the samples prepared by vacuum evaporation technique on 
aluminium backing, the target foils were arranged with the 
sample deposition facing the beam to avoid the loss of 
recoiling nuclei which were stopped in the backing material 
and were counted alongwith the sample. In this way the losses 
due to recoil were handled. 
The above mentioned errors do not include the 
uncertainty of the nuclear data like branching ratio, decay 
constant etc., which have been taken from the Nuclear Data 
Tables and the Table of Isotopes. 
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CHAPTER 3 
NUCLEAR REACTION MODELS 
-77-
A nuclear reaction, in general, is one in which an 
atomic nucleus interacts with the nuclear projectile 
resulting in the emission of elementary particles leaving the 
final residual nucleus. Macroscopically, we can say that in a 
nuclear reaction, we have the information of the process 
before and after the reaction has taken place. However, what 
exactly happens during the reaction itself is not well known. 
In principle, measurement of the reaction time is the most 
direct and irrefutable method of investigating the reaction 
mechanism, but the time scales involved in nuclear reactions 
are estimated to be in the range of ~ 10 — 10 seconds, 
which cannot be measured directly with modern electronics. 
Models for reaction mechanism are, therefore, proposed in 
order to explain the yield, angular and energy distributions 
etc., of the reaction products. The first such attempt was 
made by Bohr in 1936, when he proposed the compound 
nucleus mechanism. Bohr suggested that a nuclear reaction 
proceeds in two steps i.e., (i) formation of the compound 
nucleus (CN) and (ii) its subsequent decay. In the first 
stage, the incident particle is absorbed by the target 
nucleus forming the excited compound system. Due to strong 
interaction the excitation energy is rapidly distributed 
among all the nucleons of the compound system and it is 
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assumed that the CN attains the thermodynamic equilibrium 
before it decays. When the statistical equilibrium is 
achieved by the compound system and probability of various 
nuclear configurations have become statistical, the compound 
nucleus has no memory of its formation. It then decays. It is 
assumed that the stage one and stage two are independent of 
each other i.e., decay of the compound system is determined 
by its quantum numbers only and not by the specific way of 
its formation. Bohr's compound nucleus mechanism accounted 
well the isotropic distribution of emitted particles in the 
centre of mass frame at lower excitation energies. However, 
at relatively higher excitation energies, the forward peaked 
angular distribution of particles indicated the presence of 
(2 3> 
direct reaction mechanism ' . In compound nucleus mechanism 
whole system is involved while, in the direct reactions only 
few nuoleons take part in t\i*» evolution of the re&otion 
process. 
Both the intuition and the results of some recent 
measurements indicate the presence of reaction process which 
is intermediate between these two extreme reaction 
mechanisms. It is assumed that these nuclear reactions 
develop as a result of successive interaction of projectile 
and the nucleons of the target nucleus and particle emission 
may take place at each stage. In reaction^ initiated by few 
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tens of MeV particles, the continuous particle spectra (CPS) 
indicated the presence of such multi-step processes. It is 
possible that particles may be emitted after the first 
projectile target interaction but prior to the statistical 
equilibrium characteristic of the compound nucleus. In other 
words, the equilibrium is attained in a number of steps. The 
particles which are emitted during equilibration are called 
pre-equilibrium or pre-compound particles and the reaction 
mechanism is termed as the pre-compound or the 
pre-equilibrium process 
While the compound nucleus and the direct reaction 
theories are more or less well established, recently various 
pre-equilibrium models have been proposed to explain the 
intermediate pre-compound processes. Though, there are some 
conceptual differences in these phenomenological models yet 
there are certain common assumptions in various pre-compound 
models. 
3.1 Compound nucleus model: 
According to Bohr , as soon as the incident particle 
and the target nucleus undergo a nuclear interaction they 
coalesce to form a compound nucleus. The exchange of energy 
and momentum between the target nucleus and the incident 
projectile takes place and a thermodynamic equilibrium is 
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established. The compound system forgets its history of 
formation and the decay of compound nucleus is independent of 
the entrance channel. In the next step of the reaction, by 
chance, excess energy may be concentrated on few nucleons 
which may get emitted resulting in the decay of compound 
nucleus. At moderate excitations the decay of the compound 
nucleus is assumed to occur by the statistical evaporation of 
(12) 
the particles. Weisskopf-Ewing have developed theoretical 
calculations based on partial wave analysis for the 
calculation of cross-sections according to Bohr's model. In 
(12) 
this model for every partial wave the conservation of 
angular momentum and parity are not taken into account, 
nevertheless it provides the magnitude of the nuclear 
(13) 
cross-sections. On the other hand Hauser-Feshbach treated 
the problem in a more detailed way and have explicitly taken 
into account the conservation of angular momentum and parity. 
(13) 
Also Hauser-Feshbach formalism uses the optical model 
potentials for nucleon interactions. 
(12) 
According to the Weisskopf-Ewing statistical model 
the average reaction cross-section ("i.) is given by 
J ^ [+1 -J. = t -co.p<J>3 1 - ^ 1 ....(III.l) 
here the incident and outgoing particles are denoted by the 
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symbols 3 and k respectively, a (3) is the cross-section 
comp 
for the formation of the compound nucleus, which may be 
computed by employing the transmission coefficients for 
partial waves. The term in the second square brackets is 
called the branching ratio for decay resulting in the 
emission of particles of type k. It may be evaluated using 
the level densities. Level density w(E), for a nucleus, at an 
excitation energy E is given by, 
w(E) = C. e'^^^^' ....(III.2) 
where C is the constant for a given nucleus and O the nuclear 
temperature. In literature several prescriptions for 
the level densities are available and different authors used 
different formulations in their calculations. 
In Hauser-Feshbach model, which explicitly takes into 
account conservation of parity and angular momentum, the 
average cross-section a '^  (ET) for the reaction I (3.k)L , 
is given by. 
jk 3 /• 9 1 ' 
'- '- ) (2J + 1) ) T7 (J",l,s) X 
[V + 1)(2J + 1 ) 4-n f— 
I 
I , 8 
T;; ( J " , I ' , S ' ) / T^^^^^(j") . . . . ( I I I . 3 ) 
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notations used above are due to Woosley et al. , and 
Holmes et al. Here M and t* refer to the discrete energy 
states of the target nucleus I and the residual nucleus L. 
11 U 
ET is the energy of (I +j)th compound nucleus in centre of 
mass frame and M is the reduced mass. J and J are the 
spins of the nucleus I in state H and of particle 3 
respectively. J and n refer to the spin and parity of 
resonance state in compound nucleus. 1, s and 1', s' are 
respectively the orbital angular momentum and the channel 
spin in (I**+j) and (L'^ +k) systems. T^J ,l,s) and 
T!^(J ,1',S') are the transmission functions for the (I +3) 
and (L +k) systems respectively. T. . ,(J ) is the sum of 
transmission functions for all channels from the resonance 
states. 
The target is generally in its ground state (in real 
experiment) and M is taken as zero. The total cross-section 
a^ averaged over all energy states may then be given by the 
expression, 
jk ^ jk 
nhV(2M E ) ,-^  T (j") T (j") 
= ^—^ ) (2J+ 1) —^ 5 ^-n— ...(111.4) 
( 2 V 1)(2J^+ 1) f7n T^otal<J > 
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here, T^ ( j")= V T^ C j", l,s) (III.5) 
and 
T^ (j")= Y^ T^(j",l',s') ....(III.6) 
I' ,8-
The transmission functions are related to the respective 
partial widths r as follows. 
2iT <r (j")> 
T (J )= ) T (j",l,s) = ^ ....(III.7) 
f-^  D(j") 
where D(J ) being the mean spacing between states of spin J 
and parity n. Equation III.4 results from the averaging over 
single resonance cross-sections according to the relation. 
nhV(2M^E^) ^ 2n r^(j") ^ ^^ (j") 
^^ (2Jj+l)(2J^+l) ^ D(j") r(j") 
. .(III.8) 
r(j") rj^(j") 
The average ratio P in above equation is 
r(j") 
replaced by the ratio of averages, 
<r^ (j")><r|^ (j")> 
<r(j")> 
In general this approximation is not true, as various 
widths are not constant but fluctuate from level to level. 
The width fluctuation correction for Hauser-Feshbach formula 
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was introduced by Moldauer introducing a correction 
tern, 
V n ,^<''"> k^^ '^ "^  <r.(j")> <r. (j")> 
W^XJ )= --' ^ X— ' - =^ ....(III.9) 
^ r(j") <r(j")> 
Width fluctuation correction is important, particularly near 
the threshold and when the number of channels is small 
However, at moderate excitation energies more channels open 
up and the width fluctuation correction becomes less 
important 
3.2 Pre-equilibrium models: 
Two types of models based on semi-classical and totally 
quantum mechanical theories have been proposed for 
pre-equilibrium emission. Some of the important 
semi-classical models and the quantum mechanical theory are 
given below, 
3.2.1 Semi-classical models 
3.2.1.1 Intranuclear Cascade Model 
3.2.1.2 Harp-Miller and Berne Model 
3.2.1.3 Exciton Model 
3.2.1.4 Hybrid Model and Geometry Dependent Hybrid Model 
3.2.1.5 Unified Pre-equilibrium and Index Model 
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3.2.2 Quantum Mechanical Theory 
Ca) Multi-step Compound Theory 
CW Multi-step Direct Theory 
3.2.1.1 Intranuclear Cascade Model: 
A diagrammatic representation of intranuclear 
cascade model (INC) is shown in fig.III.1. The 
trajectories of the particles after the two-body interactions 
inside the nucleus are followed, one at a time, in three 
dimensional co-ordinate space using the Monte Carlo method 
till some arbitrary energy (generally considerably above the 
average equilibrium value) has been attained by the nucleon. 
Experimental free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections 
and angular distributions are used in these calculations. 
Particle emission is assumed to occur whenever a nucleon 
follows a trajectory out of the composite nucleus without 
undergoing another collision. Different forms for the nuclear 
potential and nucleon density distributions have been 
used . Till mid 80's the INC model was the only 
pre-compound model which could predict the angular 
distribution of emitted particles. However, the INC model 
underestimates cross-sections at the backward angles by 
(2P> 
large order of magnitudes . With the evolution of 
computers the INC model has become more intricated with 
-a 
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respect to the physics going into the calculations. The model 
has also shown complexity while dealing with larger number of 
collisions, 
3.2.1.2 Harp-Miller-Berne Model: 
A schematic representation of the 
Harp-Miller-Berne (HMB) model'^ '^ is shown in fig.III.2. The 
reaction is assumed to start at some time T . In this model 
o 
the energy scale (total excitation) is devided into bins of 
some suitable size (say 1 MeV) and occupation number of each 
bin is calculated and stored. During the evolution of the 
reaction the occupation in these bins changes due to 
scattering into other bins and emission of particles into the 
continuum. The two-body transition rates are computed using 
free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections. The relative 
occupation of each bin as a function of time is computed by a 
set of coupled differential equations. Though, following the 
energy bin population in time is an intricate problem, yet 
this model is simple in approach. However, it can not predict 
angular distributions. Another practical disadvantage of the 
HMB model is its computational complexity. To deal with this 
difficulty additional assumptions are to be made. This is 
done in the exciton and hybrid model. 
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3.2.1.3 Exciton Model: 
The exciton model (EM) which originated from 
the work of Griffin has been most extensively used for 
calculating pre-equilibrium contributions. In this model the 
nuclear state is characterised by the excitation energy E and 
the exciton number n which is the sum of p-particles above 
and h-holes below the Fermi surface. As a nucleon enters the 
nucleus a series of two-body interactions is assumed to give 
rise to states of increasing complexity, as shown in 
fig.III.3. A basic assumption of this model is that all 
possible ways of sharing the excitation energy between 
different particle-hole configurations with the same exciton 
number n have equal-a-priori probability. A two-body 
interaction with an initial state of p-particles and h-holes 
may lead to (i) another configuration of the same state or 
(ii) a state of (p+1) particles and (h+1) holes or (iii) a 
state of (p-1) particles and (h-1) holes. Thus a two-body 
interaction changes the exciton number n by ±2 or zero. 
Since the level density of states is an increasing function 
of exciton number, the system will predominantly proceed 
towards higher exciton number. Finally, the system will 
attain equilibrium value of the exciton number n, such that 
the decay rates for An=+2 and An=-2 become equal. Particle 
emission into continuum may take place after each two-body 
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interaction. Instead of tracing the evolution of the 
occupation of each energy bin as in the HMB model , the 
development of the exciton number n, which changes in time 
as a result of intranuclear collisions, is followed. As the 
exciton number increases towards the equilibrium value the 
probability of particle emission having high energy decreases 
exponantially. The level densities of the intermediate states 
play an important role in the exciton model. Single particle 
level densities, assuming the nucleus to be degenerate Fermi 
gas with equidistant levels, are often used for calculating 
the exciton level densities . However, more realistic 
Nilson model level spacing may also be adopted . The 
following simple statistical expression given by Williams may 
predict the particle-hole state densities in the uniform 
, T(32> 
spacing model a s , 
(gE - A^ . ) " - * 
p - g PjJ? ( I I I . 1 0 ) 
p! h! (n-1) ! 
where g is the single particle state density and A ^  is the 
p,h 
correction due to Pauli exclusion principle and is given by, 
Ap^= -J (P^  + h^  + P - 3h) (III.11) 
The fraction of n-exciton states in which one particle is at 
an energy £+B above the Fermi energy is given by the ratio, 
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- "'^ ....(III.12) 
P^(E) - p^ .(E) 
where U and e are respectively the excitation energy of the 
residual nucleus and channel energy of the emitted particle. 
Statistical and phase space considerations finally lead 
to the following expression for total decay probability of 
emission of a particle with channel energy c, 
n r>-2 
P(g)dg= ^ ":'\^  "^ " Y. [~T~] P (n-l) T^ d£ ..(III.13) ._ (2s^-l) to. a £ 2 . 3 . „ / l E J * ' ^ " " ~ ' n TT h g E 
n=n 
. o An=+2 
The mean life time T^ may be evaluated on a relative basis by 
the golden rule 
n 
oi> 
X n , n ' T 
n 
K..---^ I«l' Pn'<E) ....(III.14) 
where p ,(E) is the density of accessible final state and 
X ^ is the transition rate from a given initial n exciton 
state to any of the accessible n' exciton state. |M| being 
the square of average two-body residual interaction matrix 
element. 
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02> Williams proposed the following expressions for the 
internal transition rates 
\--^ m' 
3 ,,2 
g u 
(n+1) 
X = 4 ^ IMI^ g P h (n-2) 
\=-F l"l' «' " [-T- <3"-2>] 
(III.15) 
here X , X and X are the relative internal transition rates 
+ - o 
for An=+2, -2 and 0 respectively. It can be seen from the 
above expressions, as expected, X >>X_ if n<<n. Assuming that 
X =X_ at equilibrium (n=n) we may get n=-J 2 g E . In order to 
evaluate internal transition rates it is necessary to 
calculate |M| . However, at present no microscopic 
calculations for |M| are available. As an alternative 
03> 
Kalbach-Cline has attempted to find a semi-empirical 
relation for |M| and gave the following expression for 
energy dependent matrix element as. 
|M|^ = FM. A'^ . E * . .(III.16) 
where A is the atomic mass number and E is the excitation 
energy of the compound system. 
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3.2.1.4 Hybrid Model and Geometry Dependent Hybrid Model: 
Hybrid model was proposed by Blann in 
1970. This model was designed to maintain the physical 
Ol) 
transparency and simplicity of exciton model , while 
permitting the calculations of absolute spectral yield as in 
the Harp-Miller-Berne model . In this model the 
continuum decay rates are computed from the partial state 
densities while, the intranuclear transition rates are 
calculated from the mean free path (MFP) of the nucleons in 
the nuclear matter. The MFP, in turn, may be evaluated either 
from free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections or 
from the imaginary part W of the optical potential . The 
mean free path L is related to W as. 
1/2 
L =h r E + JE^ + W^  1 ^ -^ \ E/2m (III.17) 
The total particle emission probability in a given range of 
channel energy £ and s+de may be given as a sum over the 
contribution of the intermediate states. The sum is taken 
from the initial exciton number n to the equilibrium number 
o 
n. In hybrid model the probability of emission of a particle 
of type V in the channel energy range £ to c+d£ is given by 
the expression. <B> 
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?^{s)ds = E nP^ 
X^(^) 
X (£) + X (C) 
D ..(III.18) 
n 
= E n P^(£)d£ 
n = n 
o 
(III.19) 
where nP is the number of particles of type v in an n 
exciton state with n(=p+h) exoitons, one of which has an 
energy such that, if emitted, the residual nucleus would have 
excitation U (=E-B -e) and the particle would have channel 
energy s, B is the binding energy of the emitted particle 
and p (E) is the state density of n-exciton state with 
n 
excitation energy E. X (c) is the decay constant for 
c 
transition into the continuum for a particle at excitation 
B +e above the Fermi energy and X (e) is the corresponding 
decay rate for creating another particle-hole pair leading to 
the final state of (n+2) exoitons. D is the population 
surviving particle emission. 
The emission rate X (c) into the continuum is given as, 
c 
(III.20) 
where a(£) is the inverse cross-section, p (e) the density of 
c 
translational state of a particle in the continuum and d the 
volume in which free phase space is normalised. 
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The non-uniform distribution of nucleons in the nucleus 
may effect the decay rates as the mean free path in the 
diffused surface region will be larger as compared to the 
mean free path in the interior of the nucleus. To take into 
account this effect Blann proposed geometry dependent hybrid 
model . Since the Fermi energies for the diffused surface 
region and the interior of the nucleus are different, 
geometry effects may be taken into account through Fermi 
energy of two regions. Following Fermi density distribution 
is used to include geometry effects. 
d(R^) = ds [exp(Rj-C)/0.55 fm + 1] (III.21) 
where the saturation density of the nuclear matter in the 
interior of the nucleus is represented by ds. The charge 
radius C is given by the expression. 
C= 1.18 A 1/3 1-
1.18 A 1/3 
+ X (III.22) 
here X is the de Broglie wavelength of the projectile. The 
, ih 
radius of the 1 partial wave is defined by. 
R^= X [1 + 1/2] . . .(III.23) 
The dependence of Fermi energy and single particle level 
density (g ) on nuclear matter density are taken as follows. 
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Ej^ (R^ )= Ej^  [<d(R^)>/ds]^''^ MeV (111.24) 
g^(R,)=[E^ / E^(R )](A/28) (III.25) 
where E is the Fermi energy at the saturation density and 
'x' represents the particle type. 
3.2.1.5 Unified Pre-equilibrium and Index Model: 
All pre-equilibrium models assume that the 
reaction proceed through a series of binary collisions, each 
of which leads to either scattering into more complex 
configuration or particle emission into the continuum. During 
equilibration the compound system passes through a series of 
intermediate states each of which is characterised by the 
number n of excited particles plus holes. For a quantitative 
prediction of pre-equilibrium emission a knowledge about the 
densities of intermediate states and their life time is 
essential. Different and sometimes divergent view points 
about the treatment of intermediate states are adopted in 
hybrid and exciton models. In hybrid model a single particle 
view is taken and energy dependent but stage independent 
single particle life times are used for intermediate states. 
In the exciton model, on the other hand, collective view 
point is taken and energy independent but stage dependent 
life times are taken. Both the models, however, assume 
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equal-a-priori probability for all partitions of energy of a 
given exciton state. This quasi equilibrium at each 
intermediate stage, however, has different reasoning in the 
two models. In exciton model complete and thorough 
configuration mixing within state of a given exciton number 
n is due to collective view point. While in hybrid model the 
scattering dynamics is responsible for it. In view of the 
above mentioned divergent approaches the predictions of the 
two models for the same reaction are likely to be divergent. 
This is sometimes cited as the plausible reason for 
adjusting parameters for matching experimental data. 
(37) 
Ernst et al. , developed the unified model for 
pre-equilibrium emission which unifies the exciton and the 
hybrid models. This unity has been achieved by a microscopic 
description of the exciton state densities and their life 
times. This is done by evolving a set of recursion relations 
which explicitly keeps track of the exciton flux. It has also 
been shown that both the single particle and the collective 
view points lead to the same particle spectra for 
pre-equilibrium emission if proper book keeping is made using 
recursion relations. 
OB) 
The basic assumption of the index model is that all 
excited particles which survive emission undergo two-body 
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collisions and create further particle-hole pairs 
independently from each other. Thus the energy of each 
exciton is shared by the three excitons of the following 
stage. The average nucleon-nucleon collision rates in this 
model are taken from the interaction rate of nucleons in the 
nuclear matter . In this model it is possible to include 
the multiparticle emission and it has been shown that more 
than three pre-equilibrium nucleon emission is not important 
below 100 MeV for reactions induced by light ions. 
3.2.8 Quantum Mechanical Theory: 
Several quantum mechanical theories of 
pre-equilibrium reactions have also been 
proposed . The quantum mechanical calculations, at 
present, have mostly been done for the nucleon induced 
(2p> 4 
reactions because for a complex particle (eg.. He ) the 
quantum mechanical treatment of initial projectile-target 
interaction becomes very much complex. Also, the 
multiparticle emission i.e., the cases with more than one 
particle in the continuum have not been treated in the 
quantistic approach as yet. No doubt, the strong 
complications presented by such cases would make these 
calculations practically impossible. Otherwise, one should 
use approximations, therefore, approaching the philosophy of 
the semi-classical models. Considering the above facts it may 
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be concluded that for such systematic calculations the 
quantistic calculations, if not impossible are impracticable 
as has also been mentioned by Bonetti and Gruppelaar et 
al. In view of the above mentioned facts and for the sake 
of completeness a brief outline of quantum mechanical theory 
for pre-compound emission is presented here. 
In quantum mechanical theories a distinction between 
the reaction processes is made on the basis of angular 
distribution of emitted particles. As one moves away from the 
evaporation regime towards higher energies, first the angular 
distribution of emitted particles becomes anisotropic but 
remains symmetric around 90** in centre of mass and eventually 
at still higher energies this symmetry around 90° is also 
lost. The processes which produce anisotropic angular 
distributions symmetrical around 90 are called as multi-step 
compound (MSC) reactions, on the other hand processes giving 
forward peaked angular distributions, like the angular 
distribution characteristics of direct reactions, are termed 
as multi-step direct (MSD) processes. In quantum mechanical 
theories the cross-sections are taken as the sum of 
contributions from these two processes, with the MSC 
prevailing near the evaporation region and the MSD near 
direct region. 
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In multi-step compound reactions there is alvjays one 
stage in the reaction process when all the particles are 
bound, while in the multi-step direct reactions there is 
always atleast one particle in the continuum. The basic 
physics introduced in the quantum mechanical multi-step 
theory is the same as that employed in the exciton model. The 
projectile interacts with a nucleon of the target and 
produces two particles one hole (2p,lh) excitation. There may 
be a large number of 2p Ih states. Further interaction may 
take place with an increasing degree of complexity giving 
rise to three particle two hole (3p,2h) state and again there 
may be several 3p 2h states. The process of interaction 
continues until the total excitation is spread throughout the 
nucleus producing an equilibrated system, leaving it to decay 
statistically. There is a finite probability, at each stage, 
that the reaction proceeds to the next stage, returns to the 
previous stage or goes directly to the continuum. The latter 
possibility refers to the pre-equilibrium emission 
Feshbach et al. , proposed a schematic picture of a 
multi-step reaction which has an incident channel P and 
o 
classes of stages of increasing complexity as P and Q-chains. 
The emission of particles prior to equilibration is assumed 
to take place directly from each stage of P-chain or 
indirectly from Q-chain. If the pre-equilibrium emission 
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takes place from the Q-chain then the reaction goes through 
various stages of P-chain in three different ways as shown in 
fig. III.4. The more energetic particles, naturally, come 
from the initial stages of the chain, and the less energetic 
ejectiles from the latter stages. The multi-step reactions 
occuring in the P-chain show asymmetric anisotropic angular 
distribution, while the reactions down the Q-chain are 
compound in character and give symmetric anisotropic 
distribution. The multi-step direct and the multi-step 
compound processes through P and Q-chains dominate in the 
high and low energy regions respectively. The quantum 
mechanical theory of Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin is 
suitable to both the MSC and MSD processes. 
Ca) Multi-step Compound Theory: 
In this theory it is assumed that the transitions 
within a series of excitation can be made one at a time, it 
is sometimes referred to as the chaining hypothesis. As such 
the reaction can proceed either to (N-1).. stage or (N+1).. 
tn In 
stage. Jumping to the next stage leaving one in between is 
not possible. The exciton number (n) and the stage number (N) 
are related by the expression N=(n-l)/2. The probability of 
transition is directly proportional to the level density in 
the resulting state. Since the level density increases very 
rapidly with the particle-hole pairs, the transitions back to 
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the earlier stage are very unlikely. The calculations have 
shown that the effect of such transitions is comparable with 
the uncertainties in the calculations. It is, therefore, a 
good approximation to neglect the transitions going to the 
states of lower exciton number. In order to have simplicity 
in computation "never come back hypothesis" is considered. 
Detailed formulations etc., of the theory are given 
elsewhere 
Cb) Multi-step Direct Theory: 
At higher excitations it is quite likely that at 
least one particle remains in the continuum throughout the 
course of the reaction. For computation purposes, it is 
assumed that reaction takes place in various steps of 
increasing complexity. Here also the "never come back 
hypothesis" is assumed as in the MSC theory. With the 
increase in energy, the P-chain interactions become 
increasingly important giving rise to the forward peaked 
angular distributions. Avaldi et al. , and Bonetti et 
(51) 
al. , have calculated the multi-step direct cross-section 
for several (p,n) reactions. Statistical multi-step theories 
give a good overall account of the pre-equilibrium 
cross-sections in the energy range % 10-50 MeV. Some detailed 
calculations of the multi-step analysis for neutron induced 
reaction are presented in reference (29). 
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CHAPTER 4-
COMPUTER CODES 
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In the present work theoretical calculations of 
excitation functions for ot-induced reactions are performed 
using two different computer codes viz., 
ALICE/LIVERMORE-82"* and ACT'^\ A brief description of 
these codes is given in sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this chapter. 
4.1 ALICE/l.IVERMORE-8a: 
This code is an improved version of the earlier codes 
ALICE'^* and OVERLAID ALICE***. Calculations of equilibrium 
and pre-equilibrium emissions in this code can be performed 
employing Weisskopf-Ewing model and hybrid 
model /geometry dependent hybrid model respectively. 
Statistical fission calculations can also be done in the 
framework of Bohr-wheeler transition state model 
(5) 
In the Weisskopf-Ewing evaporation formalism 
conservation of angular momentum is not taken into account 
explicitly, which in turn reduces the computer running time 
to a considerable amount. However, an approximate treatment 
of angular momentum effects is incorporated using s-wave 
approximation . The rotational energies and fission 
barriers needed in fission calculations are estimated from 
<12> 
the Cohen's rotating liquid drop model . This code also 
takes into account the emission of particles in groups. The 
particular groups of particles which may be considered are 
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neutron; neutron and proton; neutron, proton and 
alpha-particle; neutron, proton, alpha-particle and deuteron. 
Organisation of the code is such that it does not permit any 
other combination of the particles. The incident particle may 
either be a nucleon or a complex nucleus. This code does not 
take into account sequence of emission of particles e.g., np 
and pn emissions are not distinguished. The present version 
of the code is able to perform calculations of the 
excitation functions in the bombarding energy range of few 
MeV to 200 MeV. Most of the parameters required in the 
calculations are inbuilt to achieve the ease and versatility 
of the code. Various parameters like Q-value; n, p, a and d 
binding energies for all the nuclei in the evaporation chain 
are calculated within the code using Myers-Swiateki/Lysekil 
(13) 
mass formula . For pairing term there are four options 
available with the code i.e., 
(i) no consideration of the pairing term, 
(ii) fi = 11 / TA~ taken as zero for odd-even nuclides, 6 for 
even-even nuclides and -6 for odd-odd nuclides, 
(iii) fi is taken as zero for even-even nuclides, -fi for 
odd-even and -26 for odd-odd nuclides assuming 
back-shifted level density/pairing treatment. 
(iv) may be supplied as input data. 
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A table of known experimental masses is called by 
default for options (ii) and (iii). 
The optical model/sharp cut-off subroutines may be used 
to calculate the inverse reaction cross-section for all 
emitted particles in this code. The transmission coefficients 
for entrance and exit channels are generated within the code 
using the parabolic model of Thomas for projectiles of 
Z>2, while optical model routine is used for generating 
transmission coefficients for neutrons, protons and 
(17> 
deuterons. The optical model parameters used in code 
ALICE may have uncertainties as large as 50%. 
Pre-equilibrium calculations in this code may be 
performed either in the framework of hybrid model or 
{7> 
geometry dependent hybrid model . Very few parameters are 
required to be given as the input data for pre-equilibrium 
calculations as most of the parameters are generated within 
the code by default. Initial exciton number is required to be 
given as the user input data. The mean free path for 
intranuclear transition rates may be calculated within the 
code either from imaginary optical potential parameters of 
(IB) 
Becchetti and Greenlees or from the Pauli corrected 
(ip> 
nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections . Both methods 
give similar results . The calculated mean free path may 
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differ from the actual mean free path for two-body residual 
interactions. To account for that an adjustable parameter 
'COST' is provided in the code. The mean free path in this 
code is multiplied by (COST+1). As such nuclear mean free 
path can be adjusted so as to reproduce the experimental 
excitation functions by varying the parameter COST. 
Pre-equilibrium emission of only one particle (neutron or 
proton) was considered in the earlier versions of the 
code ' , however, this assumption becomes increasingly poor 
with the increase in excitation energy. Multiple particle 
emission in pre-equilibrium decay above 55 MeV is included in 
the present version of the code. 
In this code the single particle level density for 
neutron and proton is calculated as. (17> 
N 
g. 20 
£, + B + £ t n 
1/2 
(IV.1) 
^ p = 20 
c, + B + e 
t p 
1/2 
..(IV.2) 
where the symbols used have their usual meaning. Level 
densities of nuclides involved in the evaporation chain play 
crucial role in the statistical nuclear reactions. In this 
(17) 
code Fermi gas level density formula is used, 
P(U) = (U-fi)-=^ * ^ (2T^ n7rfi> 
..(IV.3) 
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here 6 is the pairing term and 'a' the level density 
parameter which may be taken as A/K. The numerator A is the 
mass number of the compound system formed as a result of 
absorption of projectile by the target nucleus. The 
denominator K is a number which may be provided as the input 
data or may be taken as equal to 9 by default. U being the 
excitation energy of the residual nucleus. However, in a 
(2i> 
latter version of the code the Fermi gas level density is 
replaced by a constant temperature form 
p(U) a -1- s''^'' ....(IV.4) 
for residual excitations below the average neutron binding 
energy of the first two emitted neutrons. The constant 
temperature density was normalised to the Fermi gas form at 
the matching excitation U . The temperature was defined in 
the usual way as 
T = TO 7a (IV.5) 
X 
where U is the average neutron binding energy and a=A/9 
X 
The differential cross-section for emitting a particle 
with channel energy £ may be written as, 
00 CO . I + l 
f-45-] = tr X^ E (21 + 1) Tj(2S^+l) E T^(e) L 1(E,J 
^ •'u i = o l = o j= I i-l I 
)/D 
..(IV.6) 
-1 lo-
co 
= E ffj 2(2Sj^+l) a^ (£)in £: p(E,I)/D (IV.7) 
i = o 
where X denotes the reduced de Broglie wavelength of the 
incident ion, T the transmission coefficient for the I^ ^ 
partial wave of the incident ion, p(E,J) the spin dependent 
level density for the residual nucleus, D the integral of 
numerator over all particles and emission energies, E the 
excitation energy of the compound nucleus, tr the partial 
reaction cross-section for the incident I., partial wave, S,, 
In tJ 
the intrinsic spin of particle v, T (c) the transmission 
coefficient for particle v of angular momentum 1, a the 
inverse reaction cross-section and m is the mass of emitted 
particle. The logic flow diagram of the code ALICE is shown 
in fig.IV.l, while further details are given elsewhere. 
4.2 ACT: 
(Z> 
The code ACT is a nuclear reaction code developed on 
(22> 
the lines of code STAPRE of Uhl and Strohmaier. In this 
(23> 
code Hauser-Feshbach statistical model is used for the 
compound nucleus calculations, however, exciton model of 
(24) 
Griffin is employed for simulating the pre-equilibrium 
component. Sequential evaporation of upto six particles may 
be considered along with the internal r-ray cascade. The 
pre-equilibrium emission of particles is considered only in 
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the first step of deexcitation where the excitation energy is 
sufficiently large. 
A simple diagrammatic representation of the nuclear 
reaction T(x ,x ,xy)f is shown in fig.IV.2. The target 
0 1 2 
nucleus T(E ,1 ,n ) with energy E , spin I and parity n is 
0 0 0 0 0 o 
essentially in ground state. As shown in this figure, before 
reaching the final residual nucleus F, the compound system 
passes through many intermediate steps. The system formed by 
the combination of projectile (x ) and target (T) is termed 
o 
as the first compound nucleus (CN). The residual nuclei 
formed in the sequential emission of particles 
(x ,x ,x ,x ) are then identified as (i+1) CN. The 
various combinations of particles which may be considered in 
the code are neutron; neutron and proton; neutron, proton and 
alpha-particle; neutron, proton, deuteron and alpha-particle. 
Any other combination of the ejectiles is not possible in 
this code , though the projectile may either be a nucleon 
or any other complex nucleus. As in code STAPRE , gamma 
competition with particle emission may also be considered at 
any step of the deexcitation in this code. A suitable energy 
grid may be chosen to restrict the number of gamma-rays. 
Energy bins of 0.5 MeV gives satisfactory results. 
>-
LU 
Z 
LU 
Ef If Hf 
Ey \y UZ 
X + T - X I - X T = F 
o o o 
Final Residual Nucleus 
E i ^ n i 
Xo^-T-X l 
2nd Compound System 
Ei ^ n^ 
o o o 
Xo+ T 
'EoIoHo 
1st Compound System 
Fig IV.2 The different ways of populating final states ( E f l f D f ) 
for a reaction T( Xo,Xi ^ 2 , ' ^ ) ^ . 
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Level densities are calculated within the framework of 
,(20> 
back-shifted Fermi gas model The following formulation 
12S» due to Lang is used in the present version of ACT, 
P(E,I,n)=-i- p(E,I) (IV.8) 
p(E,n) = a>(E,M=I) - w(E,M=H-l) (IV.9) 
"<^-«>=42- [ ^ 1 1/2 E -A - 2 2 2 ® 
eff 
-9/2 
exp a fE -A 
2 ..2 M l 
© J 
eff* 
1/2 
.(IV.10) 
E-A= a t t + h^  M" 2 ® eff 
(IV.11) 
The level density parameter 'a', the back-shifted energy A' 
and the effective moment of inertia '0^^^' are required to be 
given in the input data for all the residual nuclei in the 
evaporation chain. Initial exciton number i.e., the sum of 
initially excited number of particles p and holes h is 
also required in the input data. In the present calculations 
no distinction is made between neutrons and protons. The 
expression |M| =FM. A . E is used for calculating the 
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square of absolute value of average effective matrix element 
for two-body residual interactions. The constant FM, used in 
the above expression is treated as a free parameter and is 
required to be given in the input data. The density g of 
single particle states may be chosen either equal to 
6iT (A/8) or 6n a. In order to enhance the emission of 
complex ejectiles like a-particles etc., it is assumed that 
these clusters exist preformed in the compound nucleus. The 
preformation probability for the a-clusters is to be given as 
an input parameter. The pre-equilibrium emission is 
considered in the decay of I , CN. During the equilibration 
et 
process the configuration of compound system is identified by 
its exciton number n(p,h). At each two-body interaction the 
exciton number changes by ±2 or zero. The internal 
transitions compete with the decay into the continuum. The 
pre-equilibrium contribution 9a / de to the differential 
o 1 
cross-sect ion i s calculated employing the following 
expression, 
dtr , , X (n,£^ ) 
X X k <k> X I 
o 1 , n o n - , _, , , X * de^= a^' •• E E b ( n ) Ac^ . . . ( I V . 1 2 ) 
de o k = o n X ( n ) 
and 
,^ *^= 1- E E b ' ' \ n ) - ^ ^ { ^ . . . . (IV.13) 
k = o n 
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here q is the fraction of initial population surviving 
pre-equilibrium emission, a is the non-elastic 
o 
cross-section for the formation of I CN by the projectile 
X and is obtained from the optical model formulations. K is 
o 
the upper limit for the internal transitions to be determined 
(k~l) (k> (k> 
from the ratio b (n)/b (n), b (n) is the probability 
of the state of a n^(p+h) configuration, X* {n,e^) is the 
particle emission rate and X(n) is the sum of internal decay 
and particle emission rates. 
The internal decay rates >^,(n), X (n) and X (n) 
defined as the average rates for internal transitions 
changing An by +2, zero and -2. These internal decay rates 
are obtained from the William's formulae corrected for 
Pauli principle by Cline . Exciton number 
dependent/independent expressions are given by 
02 33) 
Kalbach-Cline ' and may be used to obtain the value of 
|M| . If the initial population probability of a given 
initial state be b (n)= 6 or b (p,h)=fi 6 then the 
nn pp nn 
o o o 
population probability of various (p,h) states after k 
transitions during the equilibration process may be 
calculated using the expression. 
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.(k>, . , ( k - l ) . .„. 
b (n) = b (n+2) 
^-^^^2) X(n) 
X(n+2) "- ^ ^'"^""XOO 
X (n-2) 
^^' ^<"-2> I(n-2) (IV.14) 
The upper limit on k for the number of internal transitions 
to be considered for pre-equilibrium decay is calculated when 
the following condition is satisfied. 
(k-l > 
b (n) 
Q <k> ,(k> < 0.01 Q ; for all n and k > K 
where. 
E b'''*\n) 
q'""'.-^ 
Eb (n) 
Fraction of the population of the compound system that 
survives pre-equilibrium decay and for the subsequent steps 
of deexcitaion, are calculated using Hauser-Feshbach 
formalism- The primary population of the compound system 
at the i stage is expressed as WB.(E,I,n)AE which gets 
modified to WD^(E,I,n)AE due to r-deexoitation. For the 
particle emission Hauser-Feshbach formala is written as. 
- 1 1 6 -
o 1 
dE 
AE' = »T 
k I , T 
E «x E. T'x I <"o> E T^ , ( ^ , ) 
s i o o 
o o 
s i 1 1 
1 1 
IIT 
< - o ' ^ > -
P„ ( E M ' , n ' ) A E 
H ( E , i , n ) 
. . . ( I V . 1 5 ) 
v i a X I 8 
•^o o o , 1 1 1 
however, for photon emission 
da""" ( E M ' . n - ) 
dE' k i n 8 I o o 
o o 
X E T (s ) 
X L * X L 
p ^ ( E M ' , n ' ) A E 
N ( E , i , n ) ( IV.16) 
where, 
k = wave number of relative motion 
s = energy number of relative motion 
o 
1 = orbital angular momentum of relative motion 
o 
s = channel spin 
T . (« )= transmission coefficient 
X I O 
for entrance 
channel 
g = statistical factor 
E = excitation energy of compound nucleus 
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N(E,I,n)= Hauser-Feshbach denominator 
£ - energy of relative motion 
lj= orbital angular momentum of relative motion 
s^ = channel spin 
T , (£ )= transmission coefficient 
1 1 
P (E',I',n')= level density of residual nucleus 
1 
for exit 
channel 
i.n 
(£ ,s ) - width fluctuation correction 
o 1 
X I e X I 8 
o o o, 1 i 1 
s^- energy 
XL= multipole type 
T {£ )= transmission coefficient yxL y 
P (E',I',n')= level density of residual nucleus 
for photon 
channel 
The Hauser-Feshbach denominator is defined as the sum 
of the transmission coefficients for all open channels 
allowed by angular momentum and parity selection rules. 
N(E,I,n)= E T 
. y P - t i c l e ^ g ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p h o t o n ^ g ^ j ^ ^ ^ 
. . .(IV.17) 
(IV.18) 
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In the evaporation chain where y-emission is also 
considered excitation energy, spin and parity of each 
discrete levels for all residual nuclei are to be given in 
the input data. The number of these levels may be taken upto 
a maximum of 20. In cases where only particle emission is 
considered, such informations regarding discrete levels may 
be omitted. The y-ray transmission coefficients are generated 
within the code employing Weisskopf's estimate, however, 
(2V> 
Brink-Axel model is used for the dominant El radiations. 
The average s-wave neutron radiation width F is required in 
input data for the final normalization. The maximum 
multipolarity of r-radiations may be taken upto octpole 
radiations for both electric and magnetic types. In the input 
data optical model transmission coefficients and separation 
energies for incident as well as for emitted particles are 
required. A schematic representation of the sequence of 
calculations for ^-emission in this code is given in 
fig.IV.3. 
The population WB^ ^^ 'cE ', I' ,n)AE' of levels (E',I',n') 
by n successive ?'-transitions can be obtained by the 
following formula. 
CO 
m 
X 
-> 
X 
o o 
V-
o 
o 
o 
u 
CD 
• ^ 
CO 
CD 
Z 
o 
o 
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a 
o 
(V 
•D 
a o 
(A 
a o 
c 
o 
< 
O 
u 
CD 
-2 % 
3 C 
J- O 
o -c 
c 
o 
u 
3 
cr 
X UJ + 
J -
o 
a 
JD 
X . 
1/) 
(1 
1 
k_ 
0) 
10 
3 
a 
•± 
l i . 
I 
1/1 
3 
U 
-> 
c 
u 3 
o 
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u 
2 
o 
c 
o 
3 
o 
c 
3 
1/1 
> 
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E 
I, n E-
r (E,l,n;EM',n') 
X ^ P <EM',n')AE' (IV.19) 
r(E,l,n) ^ 
where E is the maximum energy upto which the i compound 
m a x ij. t 
nucleus is populated and branching ratio r /r for photon 
emission is given by 
r^(E,l,n;EM',n') ^ 
r(E,i,n) " H(E,i,n) J^ "^r^i.^^ ^' ^ (iv.20) 
XL. 
The cumulative population WB(E',I',n')AE' resulting from all 
T'-ray cascade is given by 
00 
WB(EM',n')AE'= E WB"''(EM',n')AE' (IV.21) 
The population WB^^^(E',1' ,n')AE ' of (i+l)*^ ^ compound 
nucleus resulting from the population WF(E,I,n)AE of i^  
compound nucleus due to particle emission is obtained as 
E r^ (E,l,n;EM',n') 
WB^^^(E',I',n')AE = E S '"°'*dE WF^(E,I,n) —^ 
i.n E'+B r (E,i,n) 
XV V 
X p^^(E',I',n')AE' (IV. 22) 
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the branching ratio r / r for emission of particle x is 
I 
estimated using the formula 
r^  (E,i,n;EM',n') 
V 
r^(E,i,n) H^(E,l,n) 1^ 8^  tt 
E T^,(E-E'-B^) 
. . .(IV.23) 
The pre-equilibrium emission of particles results in 
the reduction of population of states that reaches the 
equilibrium stage. This loss is accounted for by the factor 
pre 
MP 
da^^^(E.I,n) 
WB (E,I,n)AE=q'"'* AE 
aE 
(IV.24) 
The pre-equilibrium contribution is shared among the 
various levels in accordance with the equilibrium 
contributions and a pre-equilibrium part is added to the 
reduced equilibrium part. As such the final expression comes 
out to be 
WB2(E,I,n)AE= 
du^ '^ ^ (E,I,n) 
pre o 1 
dE 
aa pre 
X X 
o 1 
dE 
X-
da^ ''^  (EM'.n')/ aE 
o 1 
E ^o"^ (E',I',n')/dE 
u X X 
I',n' o 1 
AE (IV.25) 
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The differential cross-section for first chance 
deexcitation is obtained from the population of states of 
second compound nucleus using following relation. 
da 
—(E,I,n)AE= WB,(E,I,n)AE (IV.26) 
dE 
Various terms used have their usual meaning, 
-122-
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C H A R T L R 5 
Rrsi Ji rs AND D I sni )sr. i C^N 
- 1 2 5 -
P r e s e n t l y roeasured a c t i v a t i o n c r o s s - s e c t i o n s for the 
roucLiorio Mn(a,n) Co, Hn(a,2n) ' Co, 
5 5 . , , „ %5<S^  5 5 . , , . 5 5 - ^^w/ ^\^*\i 
Mn(a,3n) Co, Mn(a,4n) Co, Mn(a,no() Mn + 
5 5 . , , „ „ v54w 554. , _ \ 5 2 j . 1 2 1 „ , , vlZA,. 
Mn<a,3n2p) Mn, Mn(a,3na) Mn, Sb(a ,n ) I , 
Sb(c(,2n) I , Sb(a ,4n) I , Sb(a ,3np) Te, 
1 2 3 „ . , 1^2<ST 1 2 3 „ , , ^ ^124, . 1 2 3 „ , , . . i 2 3 ^ 
Sb(c«,n) I , Sb(a ,3n) I , Sb(a ,4n) I , 
128m ^ X * 3 0 T 130m / N * 3 2 T . 1 3 0 „ , .132m-. 
Te(a,np) I, Te(a,np) I, Te(a,np) I, 
Ho(a,n) Tm, Ho(a,2n) Tm, Ho(a,3n) Tm, 
Ho(a,4n) Tm, Au(a,n) Tl, Au(a,2n) Tl, 
1P7 Au<a,3n)*^"^Tl, *^'Au(a.4n)*^"Tl, "'^ ^^ BiCc, 3n)" *^At. 
Bi(o«,4n) At and Bi(c«,5n) At at different 
incident a-energies are tabulated in tables V.1-V.8. In the 
first column of each table, the laboratory bombarding energy 
of cx-particles is given while, in remaining columns the 
cross-sections for reactions in milibarns (mb) alongwith 
their statistical errors are tabulated. 
Measured excitation functions are shown in 
figs.V.1-V.28 with dark circles. The size of the circle 
includes the statistical error in cross-section values, if no 
error bar is depicted. The energy spread shown in these 
figureu by huri;:ontal bart; represents the energy loss in the 
half of the actual thickness of the target foil plus the 
inherent beam energy uncertainty. Presently measured 
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55 
TabV.lCa3: Target nucleus Mn 
^a 
(MeV) 
9.37±1. 
13.76±0. 
17.45±0. 
20.8910. 
23.5810. 
26.2810. 
29.9310. 
36.9110. 
39.0210, 
41.0510, 
42.9410, 
44.8910 
46.7510, 
48.5610, 
50.3310 
52.0510 
53.7310 
55.3510 
56.9310 
58.4610 
59.9610 
16 
92 
81 
73 
68 
,64 
,57 
,78 
,75 
,72 
.70 
.69 
.67 
.66 
.64 
.63 
.61 
.59 
.58 
.55 
.54 
tr(a,n) 
(mb) 
1.4210.08 
589.8511.67 
182.4910.92 
90.2910.65 
43.4010.45 
24.7710.34 
14.3510.37 
5.6710.41 
4.6210.37 
3.3510.31 
3.3510.31 
2.9310.29 
2.1810.25 
1.9210.28 
1.5410.25 
1.5010.25 
1.6310.26 
1.5910.41 
1.6910.42 
1.3710.38 
1.2710.36 
40. 
448. 
854. 
855. 
549. 
218. 
175, 
146, 
118, 
98 
86, 
68 
59 
52 
31 
32 
31 
26 
22 
CT(a, 2n) 
(mb) 
-
-
921 3.04 
90113.71 
171 
551 
,841 
,221 
.361 
,231 
,101 
.961 
.971 
.871 
.501 
.621 
.141 
.331 
.201 
.821 
.321 
6.83 
3.70 
9.72 
2.16 
3.80 
4.15 
3.99 
1.97 
3.10 
1.43 
1.33 
2.75 
0.96 
1.85 
1.60 
1.89 
1.36 
12. 
73. 
100. 
118, 
139, 
147 
151, 
106, 
68 
50 
39 
35 
31 
28 
27 
ci(a,3n) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
231 3.45 
841 3.57 
,341 4.53 
,991 4.42 
,981 3.42 
.40110.04 
.091 3.53 
.751 2.13 
.791 1.41 
.121 1.21 
.491 1.07 
.511 1.64 
.591 1.55 
.341 1.47 
.691 1.46 
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TabV^1C b): Target nucleus Mn 
Ea 
(MeV) 
17.45±0.81 
20.69+0.73 
23.58+0.68 
26.28±0.64 
29.93+0.57 
36.91±0.78 
39.02±0.75 
41.05±0.72 
42.94+0.70 
44.89±0.69 
46.75±0.67 
48.56±0.68 
50.33+0.64 
52.05±0.63 
53.73±0.61 
55.35±0.59 
56.93±0.58 
58.46±0.55 
59.96±0.54 
a 
0. 
0, 
1, 
2. 
3, 
5, 
6, 
6 
6 
"(a,4n) 
(ffib) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
,33+0. 
.79+0. 
,75+0. 
,57+0. 
.86±0. 
.95±0. 
.44+0, 
.87±0, 
.72±0, 
04 
12 
10 
05 
,10 
,15 
,21 
.20 
.85 
iT(a,not) + cr(a,3n2p) 
(mb) 
2.98±0.25 
14.18+0.54 
38.61+0.89 
153.61±1.79 
227.02±3.10 
185.28±4.98 
194.08±5.09 
174.53±4.83 
131.75±4.19 
127.47+4.12 
84.56±3.36 
96.31±4.24 
109.95+4.53 
113.68±4.61 
115.35±4.64 
123.14±7.71 
121.68±7.66 
134.22+8.05 
139.5318.20 
o 
0, 
1, 
5, 
16, 
23, 
36 
34 
(cx,3na) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
,85±0.13 
, 78±0.10 
. 13±0.10 
.62±0.57 
.6210.62 
.4910.53 
.7510.63 
- 1 2 8 -
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T a b l e V#2: T a r g e t n u c l e u s Sb 
Ea 
(MeV) 
29.09±0. 
31.56±0. 
33.84±0. 
36.08±0, 
38.17±0. 
40.20±0, 
42.17±0, 
44.09±0, 
45.94+0, 
49.32±0 
52.52±0 
55.80±0 
58.53±0 
89 
83 
,78 
,75 
.74 
,70 
.69 
,68 
.65 
.62 
.59 
.55 
.53 
a(a,n) 
(mb) 
48.99±0. 
28.60±0. 
17.62±0. 
13.69±0, 
8.36±0, 
6.52±0, 
5.14±0, 
4.06±0, 
3.29±0, 
2.05+0 
1.38±0 
1.06+0 
0.68±0 
82 
62 
,49 
,43 
,39 
,60 
,53 
,27 
.24 
.17 
.27 
.24 
.18 
cr(a,2n) 
(mb) 
746.80±0. 
425.82±0. 
262.58±0. 
188.39±0, 
117.96+0. 
80.5110, 
55.8710, 
46.7410, 
34.7610 
22.0410 
14.9510 
9.7310 
7.3910 
87 
63 
49 
,40 
,36 
,47 
,38 
,21 
.17 
.21 
.17 
.14 
.12 
o( 
10. 
28, 
105, 
184, 
402, 
467, 
572, 
558 
434 
374 
o«,4n 
(mb) 
-
-
-
,09+ 
,251 
,291 
,631 
,901 
,971 
.181 
.531: 
.911 
.211 
i) 
1 
1. 
1, 
4, 
4. 
3 
3 
2 
L2 
9 
8 
,09 
,64 
,28 
,75 
,63 
.19 
.38 
.29 
.57 
.61 
a{c 
2, 
47, 
161. 
260, 
379, 
429 
263 
218 
177 
137 
«,3np) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
,7710. 
,0711. 
,1715. 
,9216. 
.9914. 
.4814, 
.0316 
.5515 
.55+5, 
.6914 
I 
31 
49 
06 
43 
,25 
.51 
.43 
.86 
.28 
.64 
-129-
123, 
Table V. 3: Target nucleus Sb 
E a 
(MeV) 
29.09±0. 
31.56±0. 
33.84±0. 
36.08±0, 
38.17±n, 
40.20±0, 
42.17±0, 
44.09±0 
45.94±0 
49.32+0 
52.52±0 
55.80±0 
58.53±0 
89 
83 
,78 
.75 
,74 
.70 
.69 
.68 
.65 
.62 
.59 
.55 
.53 
fy(a,n) 
19, 
11, 
9, 
7 
5 
1 
(mb) 
.22±1.58 
.45±0.62 
.87±0.58 
.28±1.12 
.73+0.52 
.96+0.47 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
tr(o(,3n) 
(mb) 
803.10±14. 
1019.90±16. 
1214.10±24. 
1361.00143. 
i ino.30±io, 
1055.30±13, 
734.45±11, 
612.75± 9, 
411.41±18 
269.97±38 
255.99±13 
200.18± 3 
155.06±14 
92 
12 
54 
,98 
,56 
.07 
.49 
.70 
.15 
.81 
.57 
.80 
.74 
ar(a,4n) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
42.321 0. 
177.28+ 0. 
313.22+ 1, 
413.691 1, 
749.771 0, 
791.041 0, 
879.22+20, 
755.061 1, 
514.441 1 
392.581 0 
22 
51 
,09 
,21 
.96 
.96 
.18 
.43 
.15 
.98 
- 1 3 0 -
12B 
Table V. 4: Target n u c l e u s Te 
\ 
(MeV) 
26.37+0.79 
28.86±0.75 
31.22±0.72 
33.44±0.68 
35.5510.64 
37.5710.62 
39.5110.58 
41.3810.56 
43.1910.54 
44.9610.54 
a i Te(a,np) 1} 
(mb) 
7.2110.25 
16.6711.20 
13.8111.92 
25.2210.75 
27.5910.86 
18.4710.65 
34.5511.10 
25.4911.81 
28.9411.81 
25.1211.08 
Table V. 5: Target n u c l e u s Te 
_, f * 3 0 m / V * 3 2 T . - r l 3 0 m y . 1 3 2 1 0 ^ , 
E^ n{ Te(o<,np) 1} rr{ Te(c^,np) 1} 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) 
2 2 . 5 6 1 0 . 8 4 0 . 4 3 1 0 . 0 5 2 . 2 7 1 0 . 2 3 
2 4 . 0 7 1 0 . 8 0 3 . 4 3 1 0 . 2 0 9 . 4 5 1 0 . 4 9 
2 5 . 5 0 1 0 . 7 7 9 . 9 4 1 0 . 4 7 1 6 . 7 0 1 0 . 4 0 
2 6 . 8 9 1 0 . 7 3 2 8 . 4 6 1 1 . 6 6 3 8 . 4 6 1 0 . 6 8 
2 9 . 3 6 1 0 . 6 8 4 4 . 5 8 1 2 . 6 4 4 7 . 9 2 1 0 . 8 7 
3 1 . 6 9 1 0 . 6 5 4 6 . 0 2 1 2 . 5 8 4 6 . 1 8 1 0 . 8 1 
3 3 . 8 9 + 0 . 6 3 3 5 . 6 5 1 2 . 0 9 3 1 . 9 2 1 0 . 5 8 
ifb.UIJ-LU. l.y 3 b . 4 ^ - ! - 1 . 7 7 3 4 . y 4 ± U . 4 1 
3 8 . 0 2 + 0 . 5 6 2 2 . 5 7 + 0 . 8 3 2 1 . 2 3 + 0 . 2 7 
3 9 . 9 5 1 0 . 5 5 2 4 . 6 5 1 1 . 0 4 1 7 . 8 5 1 0 . 2 6 
- 1 3 1 -
165 
T a b l e V. 6: T a r g e t n u c l e u s Ho 
E a 
(MeV) 
15.73±1. 
20.21±1. 
24. 14±1, 
27.69±1, 
31.02±1 
34.04±1 
37.88±0 
39.59±0 
,78 
,53 
,43 
,26 
.13 
.02 
.98 
.91 
ir(a,n) 
(mb) 
4.53±0.47 
118.11±0.98 
122.b3±2.lb 
34.82±0.97 
16.39±2.61 
8.27+1.27 
-
-
CT(C<, 2n) 
24, 
515, 
4B4, 
239, 
39 
(mb) 
,12±0.26 
,00±0.69 
.28+4.45 
.08±1.19 
.31+4.47 
-
-
-
tJ(o(,3n) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
2.99± 0.06 
150.57± 2.31 
342.54± 7.48 
387.28±12.29 
579.29±21.17 
ii(a,4n) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
4.07±0.09 
2.9810.06 
9.62±0.35 
1P7 
Table V. 7: Target nucleus Au 
E^(MeV) 
32.70±1. 
36.3011. 
38.59+1. 
42.7611, 
45.7811, 
48.7510, 
51.5010 
54.1510 
56.7210 
59.1710 
24 
15 
,09 
,06 
.01 
.98 
.93 
.90 
.87 
.84 
8, 
6, 
4 
cr( a, 
(mb) 
.1910. 
.1110. 
.0010. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
n) 
1
09 
22 
15 
CT(a,2n) 
(mb) 
219.9911.44 
166.5211.32 
143.9511.29 
71.1310.92 
58.9712.76 
37.1412.38 
37.3511.17 
31.2710.61 
27.6110.78 
23.7410.36 
CT(o(,3n) 
(mb) 
446.7913.95 
905.3017.37 
991.8718.09 
557.4213.89 
414.2412.68 
325.2411.74 
249.7810.41 
200.1810.29 
153.3310.96 
133.1615.71 
iT(a,4n) 
(mb) 
-
-
167.83126.54 
473.73125.57 
1065.50121.69 
1161.10166.60 
882.77146.82 
557.941 9.31 
403.56164.93 
248.16121.68 
- 1 3 2 -
2 0 P 
Table V. 8: Target n u c l e u s Bi 
E^(MeV) 
29.61±0.94 
31.97±0.88 
34.09±0.84 
36.1810.81 
38.19±0.78 
40.09±0.73 
41.92±0.70 
43.87±0.87 
45.32±0.61 
46.92±0.59 
48.46±0.56 
49.96+0.54 
tT(a,3n) 
(mb) 
211,33± 
594.62± 
816.62± 
1099.961 
787.4311 
811.671 
610.581 
473.561 
464.101 
359.761 
243.721 
183.891 
2.46 
4.74 
6.58 
6.69 
L0.91 
6.57 
2.68 
6.07 
7.25 
3.05 
7.54 
5.28 
CT(a,4n) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
20.141 0. 
109.081 4, 
207.61110, 
496.61126, 
818.83+ 4, 
998.32130 
948.701 6 
696.11124 
95 
,46 
,25 
.56 
.60 
.08 
.09 
.48 
tT(a,5n) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
3.6110. 
20.1310. 
49.4211. 
60 
57 
66 
-133-
excitation functions are also compared with the respective 
literature data (if available). In most of the literature 
data, error in cross-section values and in incident energies 
are not mentioned. As may be seen from these figs., in some 
cases, the excitation function for the same reaction 
reported by different group of workers differ from each other 
by considerable amount. Technique of measurements has been 
discussed in chapter 2 of the thesis. However, further 
details of the measurement, in some cases and the analysis of 
measured excitation functions, are presented here. 
Irj fig.V.l, Lho exciLution function for Mn(a,n) Co 
reaction is shown alongwith the literature values. Matsuo et 
al., measured the excitation functions separately for the 
production of ground state as well as isomeric state of Co. 
However, the measurements of Tanaka et al., and that of ours 
give total cross-section. Hence, in fig.V.l, data of Matsuo 
et al., is the sum of both the ground state and the isomeric 
state cross-sections. Presently measured excitation function 
55 57 
for Mn(a,2n) Co is shown in fig.V.2, alongwith the 
( 2 > 
measurements of Tanaka et al. . As can be seen from this 
figure, the literature values are quite different 
particularly in tho peak and low energy region. In fig.V.3, 
•5*5 •Sri •S'i w^i^ 
Of Hn(a,3n) Co and fig.V.5, of Mn(o(,na)+ Hn(c(,3n2p) 
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Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
excitation for the reaction ^^Mn(oC,3r)<<)^^ Mn. 
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< 1 2 > 
excitation functions, literature data ' is in good 
agreement to that of ours in the overlapping energy region. 
However, in fig.V.5, the peak value of the cross-section 
( 2 > 
measured by Tanaka et al., is low by about 60 mb to that of 
(1 2 > 
ours. Earlier measurements ' of a-induced reactions on 
manganese cover a smaller energy range and also differ from 
the present measurements. The a-beam flux in ref.2, was 
determined from the charge collected in the Faraday cup as is 
done in the present measurement, Matsuo et al., on the other 
hand, determined the relative flux using the standard 
reactions Cu(c<,pn) Zn and Cu(o(,2n) Ga. Relative flux 
measurements depend strongly on the cross-section value used 
for the standard reactions. Further, in both the earlier 
measurements ' chemical separation of residual 
radio-isotope and subsequent y-counting was done using 
Nal(Tl) detector which has poor energy resolution. Since 
j'-rays of various energies are emitted from the residual 
nucleus, a detector with poor resolution has a definite 
disadvantage. In the present measurement Ge(Li) detector 
(energy resolution 2 keV for 1.33 MeV r-ray) is used. No 
detailed discussion of errors has been made for both these 
(1 2> 
literature data ' . The above facts may explain the 
(1 2> 
obf;orved rl i f Ferennor; in 1 i tor»)t,ijro vnlnor; nrul hho 
piouenL meauuicmenls fur ct Induced rcaollons on manganese to 
-135-
some extent. 
Presently measured excitation functions for a-induced 
121 123 
reactions on Sb and Sb are shown in f igs, V.7-V. 14. 
(3 4 > 
Respective literature data ' is also shown in these 
figures. Watson et al., reported the excitation functions 
for two reactions i.e., Sb(a,n) + Sb(a,3n) and for 
*Sb(o(,2n) up to 28.2 MeV, while Calboreanu et al., 
reported the excitation functions for the two reactions i.e., 
"*Sb(a,n) and "*Sb(o(,2n) up to 27 MeV only. Since the 
Q-values of the reactions Sb(a,n), Sb(a,2n) and 
*"sb(a,3n) are -7.88 MeV, -15.35 MeV and -23.85 MeV 
respectively, excitation function for these reactions are 
likely to have their broad peaks at or below ^ 30 MeV. As the 
pre-equilibrium emission is more effective in the high energy 
region i.e., in the tail portion of the excitation functions, 
earlier measurements ' are not likely to give information 
about pre-equilibrium emission. Presently, therefore, 
121 123 
excitation functions for a-induced reactions on Sb 
have been measured in the energy range * 30-80 MeV to cover 
121 
the tail portion. The radio isotope Te is produced by the 
re;«otion r)h(<-<, 3np') To. The oairie rooiduuJ nuolouy iu also 
121 
populated by the decay of I produced in the irradiation by 
the reaction Sb(a,4n) I. Therefore, the measured Te 
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gamma peaks have contributions from the two reactions i.e., 
"*Sb(a,3np)*"Te and "*Sb(a,4n)"*I ->n^—>*"Te. Here, 
121 
the parent radio-isotope I (t ~ 2.12 hrs) decays to the 
121 
daughter radio-isotope Te (t^^^^ 16.78 days). In order to 
calculate the cross-section for the reaction 
Sb(a,3np) Te, corrections have been applied for the 
population of Te by the decay of I using the standard 
formulations of successive radio-active decay as detailed in 
chapter 2. 
Experimentally measured excitation functions for the 
reactions Te(a,np) I, Te(a,np) I and 
Te(a,np) "^I are shown in f igs . V . 15-V . 17 respectively. 
128 130 
The reaction Te(a,np) produces the two states I (t ~ 
12.36 hrs) and """"i (t^ ^^ f^e 9 min). The relevent parts of the 
, . r. iBO-r 130X0,. 132, , 132mT , 
decay schemes of I, I, I and I are shown m 
fig.II.16. The 9.2 min metastable state ""l undergoes 
isomeric transition (83%) to I (t =12.36 hr) and P 
1/2 
decay (17%) to the 2 and 3 levels of Xe . The isotope 
53 
130 — 
I undergoes P decay and feeds various levels at higher 
excitation ( >1.2217 MeV) of *^°Xe. The higher excited states 
of "**Xe ultimately decay to the 2* (0.536 MeV) level which 
inturn goes to the ground state by emission of 536 keV x-ray. 
In the present experiment the counting of the irradiated 
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samples was done after a large time gap (^ 1 hr), from the 
stop of irradiation, the activity of '"l could not be 
measured separately. As such it is reasonable to assume that 
the metastable state I has totally decayed during the 
time lapse. In the present measurement 536 keV, 668 keV and 
739 keV r-rays from 2", 4* and 6* levels of *^ **Xe 
respectively were followed and from the measured intensities 
of these y-rays the sum of the cross-sections for the 
formation of two states I and I in the reaction 
128 130 
Te(a,np) I is determined. Proper branching ratios for 
the decay were taken into account in calculations. 
Similarly, in the reaction Te(a,np) two states of 
the residual nucleus I and I are produced. As can be 
seen from the decay scheme (fig.II.16) the metastable state 
"*I (t * 83 min.) undergoes a two step isomeric 
132 
transition (86%) to I. The remaining 14% of the decay feed 
132 
excited levels of Xe at higher excitation (>1.4403 MeV). 
54 
132 ^ + 
The ground state I decays (16.1%) by P emission to the 4 
132 
State at 1.4403 MeV and other higher excited states of Xe. 
It may, however be remarked that ultimately the P decay of 
"^ ""l feed to 1.2979 MeV 2* level of "^Xe, which inturn emit 
r-ray of 630 keV. However, the r-rays of 668 keV and 772 keV 
are fed both by the decay of *"! and I. In the present 
-138-
measurement r-rays of 630 keV, 668 keV and 772 keV were 
followed. The intensities of two r-rays i.e., 868 keV and 772 
keV were used for the calculation of cross-sections for the 
sum of the two reactions Te(a,np) I and 
Te(c(,np) I, while, the intensity of 630 keV r-ray gave 
the cross-section for the formation of ground state only. By 
subtracting later from the former, cross-section for the 
formation of metastable state alone has been determined. 
Proper branching ratios for the decay were taken into 
consideration in calculations. To the best of our knowledge 
excitation functions for all these a-induced reactions on 
120 130 
Te have been measured for the first time using 
enriched isotopes. 
Excitation functions, in the energy range from 
threshold to ^ 0 MeV, for the reactions Ho(a,xn) Tm 
(x=l-4) are presented in figs.V.16-V,21. In literature these 
excitation functions have also been reported by Sau et al., 
while, Rama Rao et al!f* have reported the excitation 
functions for (a,2n) and (a,4n) reactions only. As can be 
seen from these figures the results of Sau et al., are very 
much different from that of present measurement, particularly 
for the reactions (a,n), (a,2n) and (a,4n). These 
discrepancies may be due to the fact that Sau et al., used 
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low resolution Nal(Tl) scintillation detector, which always 
has disadvantage as compared to high resolution Ge(Li) 
detector used presently. Further Sau et al., used thick 
foils of Holmium which increased the uncertainty in the 
incident energy at successive samples of the stack. For the 
reaction Ho(o(,2n) our measurements agree well with the 
earlier measurements of Rama Rao et al , , performed 
using stacked foil technique and high resolution 
Ge(Li) detector. 
The experimentally measured excitation functions for 
the reactions Au(a,n) Tl, Au(a,2n) Tl, 
1$>7 IPBq 1P7 1P7 
Au(a,3n) Tl and Au(a,4n) Tl in the energy range a; 
30-60 MeV, are presented in figs.V.23-V.26. For comparison 
with the theory, the present data in these figures is 
< 7 - P > 
supplemented with those of other experiments at lower 
energies also down to ~ 10 MeV. In general, reasonable 
agreement is found between the present and earlier 
measurements in the overlapping region of energy. 
20P 
The excitation functions for Bi(ot,xn), (x=3-5) 
reactions are measured in the enery range ^ 30-50 MeV and are 
shown in figs.V.26-V.28, alongwith the literature data (if 
available). Excitation functions for the two reactions i.e., 
Bi(a,3n) and Bi(a,4n) were also measured by Ramler et 
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(12) 
al., but only in the energy range upto ^ 44 MeV. 
Qualitatively, these are in quite good agreement with that 
20£> 212 2 0 P 211 
of ours. The reactions Bi(a,n) At and Bi(a,2n) At 
could not be studied in the present work because the residual 
212 211 
nuclides At and At formed in these reactions decay 
212 
predominantly by a-emission and in case of At the 
half-life is very short. Excitation function for the reaction 
Bi(a,5n) At has been measured for the first time. Theoretical calculations of exci ation functions have 
been performed using statistical model with and without the 
inclusion of pre-equilibrium contributions. The computer 
codes ALICE/LIVERMORE-82**^* and ACT**** have been used for 
these calculations. Most of the parameters, in the code 
ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 are generated by default while, in code 
ACT experimental values of these parameters may also be used 
in the input data. Initial configuration of the compound 
system n , which is an important parameter for 
o 
pre-equilibrium calculations, is needed in both the codes. As 
separate enumeration of particles and holes distinguisability 
between neutrons and protons is not expected to have much 
(1 S > 
e f f ec t on the p r e - e q u i l i b r i u m p a r t i c l e spectrum. no 
d iR t lno t i on ifj miidt) txitwoon nevitronti unci i^rolonti \\\ code 
( 1 4> 
ACT . In literature initial exciton number ranging from 4-6 
-141-
has been used ' ~ for a-induced reactions. In some 
cases even configuration mixing for initial exciton state has 
been taken ' . In the present analysis of a-induced 
reactions the choice of initial exciton number n =6(5 
o 
particles + 1 hole) is taken. This configuration of 8-exciton 
state for a-induced reactions may be justified since the 
first interaction may give rise to the excitation of one 
particle above Fermi energy leaving behind a hole in the 
excited state i.e., in all 5 particles and 1 hole. This 
choice of initial configuration of n = 6 (5p + Ih) for 
a-particle in the incident channel has also been suggested by 
Kalbach 
Calculations with code ALICE/LIVERMORE-8a: 
In code ALICE/LIVERMORE-82, the Weisskopf-Ewing model 
is used for compound nucleus calculations and Hybrid model is 
adopted for calculating the pre-compound contributions. In 
(13) 
this code level density parameter 'a', initial exciton 
number n and the mean free path multiplier 'COST' are the 
three important input parameters involved in fitting 
procedure. In reaction with target nuclei Holmium and Bismuth 
the value of level density parameter 'a'=A/ll and A/9 
respectively is found to give good agreement with 
experimental data, while in cases of Manganese, Antimony and 
-142-
Gold choice of 'a'=A/13 gave reasonable agreement. Here 'A' 
is the mass number of the compound system. The Q-value for 
various reactions and binding energy for incident as well as 
out going particles of interest are calculated using 
(24) 
Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass formula . The pairing energy 
6 is calculated from the back-shifted model using the 
expression 6=11/4A . The pairing energy is taken as zero, -6 
and -26 for even-even, odd-even and odd-odd nuclides 
respectively. In pre-equilibrium calculations, the break up 
of initial exciton number (n =6) is taken as 2 neutrons + 3 
o 
protons and 1 hole. As most of the target nuclei presently 
studied are of odd Z value, it is reasonable to assume that 
the unpaired proton of the target nucleus creates a particle 
hole pair. Hence, the choice of 2 neutrons + 3 protons +1 
hole for initial configuration is justified. However, 
calculations are also performed using 6-exciton state having 
2 protons + 3 neutron + 1 hole, but no appreciable change in 
calculated excitation functions is observed, supporting the 
(IS) 
conclusions of Cline and Blann . It has also been pointed 
out that the distinguishability of neutrons and protons would 
(15) 
not have much effect on the PE-contributions Mean free 
path (MFP) in these calculations is generated using free 
nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-section. The calculated MFP 
for two-body residual interaction may differ from actual MFP. 
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To account for that the parameter COST is provided. In this 
code the MFP is multiplied by (COST +1). As such by varying 
the parameter COST the nuclear MFP can be adjusted to fit the 
experimental data. In an attempt to match the calculated and 
the experimental excitation functions the MFPs are adjusted 
by varying the COST between 1 to 3. Moreover the same value 
of the parameter COST does not reproduce all the measured 
excitation functions. 
The excitation functions are calculated with and 
without the inclusion of pre-equilibrium emission of 
particles and are compared with the measured ones in 
figs.V.l-V.6 and V.8-V.28. As can be seen from these figs., 
the code ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 with the inclusion of 
pre-equilibrium emission is capable of giving correct order 
of magnitudes for excitation functions in most of the cases, 
however, the agreement between experimental and calculated 
excitation functions particularly in the tail portion is not 
quite satisfactory even with the best set of parameters. 
Further, the inclusion of pre-equilibrium emission changes 
the high energy tail of the excitation function only 
slightly. 
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Calculaiions with code ACT: 
The code ACT uses Hauser-Feshbach model for 
compound nucleus calculations while exciton model of 
Griffin is employed for simulating the pre-equilibrium 
contribution. Further, the pre-equilibrium emission is 
considered only in the first emission step where the 
excitation energy is sufficiently large. In Hauser-Feshbach 
formalism the angular momentum effects are explicitly 
considered at each step of deexcitation. In the setup of the 
(t4> 
computer code ACT it is possible to consider the gamma 
competition with particle emission. In the present 
calculations the gamma competition is taken into account from 
the second compound system and onwards. Though it is 
possible to consider the gamma emission of higher multipoles 
upto octpole radiations, in the present calculations, the 
maximum gamma ray multipolarity of two (dipole) is 
considered, both for electric as well as magnetic 
transitions. In order to optimize computation time, an energy 
grid of 0.5 MeV for y-deexcitation is used. Separation 
energies needed in the calculations are taken from the tables 
(27> 
of Wapstra et al. and the decay schemes of various nuclei 
from the Table of Isotopes by Lederer and Shirley . The 
transmission coefficients for the particles in the entrance 
-145-
and exit channels, required for these calculations are 
(14) 
generated by an optical model code TLK which uses the 
global optical model potentials . The optical model 
parameters used in the code TLK are those which reproduce the 
experimental scattering data for particles in a wide energy 
range. 
Basically three parameters are involved in the fitting 
process. The level density, which largly determines the shape 
of the equilibrium component, the initial exciton number n 
and the average of square of matrix element for two-body 
residual interactions. The latter two parameters determine 
the relative spectral yield of particles emitted from simple 
intermediate states prior to the attainment of statistical 
equilibrium. 
Level density parameters: 
The level density, which describes the excited state of 
the residual nuclei at higher excitation energies, is of 
crucial importance in theoretical calculations. In 
literature, several prescriptions for the level densities are 
available and different authors used different formulations 
for it. Since the absolute value of the cross-section depends 
strongly on the level densities, the literature calculations 
cannot be compared directly with each other. In the present 
-re-
calculations the level densities are calculated using the 
spin dependent Lang expression in the framework of 
phenomenological back-shifted Fermi gas model. The 
back-shifted Fermi gas model uses the parameters which are 
adjusted to reproduce the information on resonance and low 
lying states. The level density parameter 'a', fictive ground 
state energy 'A' and the effective moment of inertia '©,,' 
for the various nuclei in the evaporation chain are taken 
consistently from the back-shifted Fermi gas model tables of 
Dilg et al . In cases where parameters were not available 
in the tables, their values are interpolated. In all the 
calculations the effective moment of inertia '©..' is taken 
eff 
consistently equal to the rigid body value. In few cases, 
however, the values of level density parameters 'a' and 'A' 
were required to be varied within 20 % from the values given 
( 3 1 > 
by Dilg et al, , for achieving better agreement between the 
calculated and experimental excitation functions. This 
variation in parameter values is justified since ^^^^ 
parameters are empirical in nature and are good only in 
the energy range ~ 10-20 MeV. In general, change of the level 
density parameter 'a' for a compound nucleus changes the 
calculated excitation functions for all the reactions in the 
evaporation chain. Excitation functions were calculated using 
different values of the level density parameter a' for 
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different successive compound nuclei and those values of 
these paraiaeters were retained which gave satisfactory 
reproduction of the experimental data for all the reactions 
of the chain. As a typical example the effect of the choice 
of level density parameter 'a' for the first compound nucleus 
12i 125—X 
on calculated excitation functions for Sb(a,xn) I 
(x=l-4) reactions is shown in fig.V.29. In the analysis of 
121 —1 
ot-induced r e a c t i o n s on Sb va lue of ' a ' = 15.33 MeV for 
125 
the first compound nucleus ( I) was found to give 
satisfactory agreement with measured excitation functions. In 
the present work, the single particle state density 'g', used 
in the pre-equilibrium calculations, is obtained from the 
level density parameters a' using the following expression, 
n 
Initial exclton number: 
In exciton model the intermediate states of the system 
are characterised by the excitation energy E and the number 
'p' of excited particles and 'h' of excited holes. Particles 
and holes are defined relative to the ground state of the 
nucleus and are called excitons. The initial configuration of 
the compound system, defined by its exciton number n (=p+h), 
o 
is an important parameter of pre-equilibrium formalism. It is 
E^(MeV) 
FigV.29. Effect of the choice of level density parameter 'a' for 
the first compound nucleus on calculated excitation 
function tor ^ I^^ ^CoC.xn]^ ^^"*'! (x=1-A) reactions. 
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of particular interest to look for the initial exciton number 
required to reproduce the data and the assumed division of 
excitons into particles and holes. In literature, values of 
n ranging from 4 to 6 are used for a-induced 
reactions. Theoretical calculations are performed with 
different values of initial exciton number and 6-exciton 
state (5 particles and 1 hole) is found to give best fit to 
the experimental data for these reactions. This value of n =6 
o 
support the earlier findings . As can be 
seen from fig.V.30, the pre-equilibrium cross-sections (tails 
of the excitation functions) depend on the value of initial 
exciton number. 
Average two-body residual Interaction matrix element: 
The pre-equilibrium contributions are sensitive to the 
choice of the square of absolute value of the average 
effective matrix element for two-body residual interactions 
(jHj ). At present no satisfactory microscopic calculations 
of |Mj are available and thus absolute cross-sections 
could not be calculated. As an alternative, the expression 
IHI''^ FM. A'^ E~* 
(33) 
proposed by Kalbach-Cline , is used to estimate its value, 
where A and E respectively are the mass number and the 
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(33> 
excitation energy of the compound system. Kalbach 
obtained this expression by an averaging procedure based on 
the analysis of neutron and proton energy spectra. In 
general, FM is treated as an adjustable parameter. The value 
of FM depends very sensitively on whether one- or 
two-component version of the exciton model is used and also 
on the value of the compound nucleus single particle state 
density 'g'. Thus any comparison of FM values obtained by 
different groups is meaningful only if the same formulation 
of the exciton model and the same set of the level density 
parameters are used. Likewise, in a given calculation, one 
can either vary FM or 'g' of the compound nucleus in order to 
fit the experimental data. In many of the cases reported in 
literature, the above factors are not explicitly indicated 
and hence the values of FM ranging from 95-7000 MeV are 
proposed for reproducing the experimental data. In an 
effort to fix the value of FM a detailed study of (n,p) 
reactions and (a,xn) reactions was 
earlier done and it was found that FM=430 MeV gives best 
fit to the experimental data. In the present analysis same 
value of the FM (=430 MeV ) is retained. It has been found 
that for all the reactions presently studied this value of FH 
givo uutiuf uct.ory roprofjiuil. ion of the oxpor imontal datu. It 
may, therefore, be inferred that the value of FM=430 MeV 
-150-
(21) 
favours the projectile independent prescription. Kalbach 
has also pointed out that the |M| should be projectile 
3 
independent and suggested a value of FM as 400 MeV , which is 
very near to the value used in the present analysis. As 
expected, an increase in the value of FM decreases the time 
available for particle emission and thus the pre-equilibrium 
crosu-sections are reduced accordingly. To enhance the 
emission of a-particles, it is assumed that preformed 
oi-clusters already exist in compound system probability for 
which is taken as 0.2 in these calculations. The single 
particle state density (g) is used for calculating the 
internal transition rates (eq. III.15) and particle hole 
state densities (eq. III.10). 
In order to see the effect of variation in the values 
of initial exciton number n and parameter FM on calculated 
o 
excitation functions, calculations for different initial 
exciton configurations {n =4(4p+0h), 5(5p+0h) and 6(5p+lh)} 
alongwith different values of parameter FM were performed. As 
a representative case, these calculations for the reaction 
Sb(o,2n) are shown in fig.V.30. It may be seen, from this 
figure that lower value of initial exciton number gives, in 
general, larger pre-compound contributions. It is because of 
the fact that lower value of n means larger number of 
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two-body interactions prior to the establishment of 
equilibrium characteristic of compound nucleus resulting in 
larger pre-compound contributions. As the value of the square 
of average two-body residual interaction matrix element 
directly depends upon the parameter FM, the lower value of FM 
means lower value of |M| and hence the lower internal 
transition rates. Thus the continuum decay rates for a given 
value of initial exciton number will be relatively enhanced 
resulting in larger pre-compound contributions. As can be 
seen from fig.V.30, cross-sections in the tail portion of the 
121 
excitation functions, for Sb(o<,2n) reaction calculated 
with FM=230 MeV^ and n^ =6(5p->-lh) is higher than those 
calculated with FM=430 MeV^ and 630 MeV^ with the same value 
of the initial exciton number. From the above discussion it 
is quite clear that one can reproduce the experimental 
excitation functions using suitable combination of these 
parameters (i.e., n and FM). In the present analysis the 
o 
initial exciton number n is kept consistently equal to 6 
(5p+lh) which, as already discussed, is justified. The choice 
3 
of FM=430 MeV is because of the projectile independent 
prescription. Further, a single set of level density 
parameters 'a' and 'A' is used for simulteneous reproduction 
of the excitation functions of all the reactions of a given 
evaporation chain. In this way these calculations are self 
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consistent. 
The calculated excitation functions with and without 
the inclusion of pre-compound emission of particles are shown 
in figs.V.l-V.6 and V.8-V.28. It may be seen from these 
figures that, in general, excitation functions calculated 
with the inclusion of PE-emission of particles are in good 
agreement with those measured presently. 
Analysis of some composite excitation functions: 
Theoretically calculated excitation functions are used 
to analyse some of the presently measured composite 
121 
excitation functions. The reactions Sb(a,n) and 
123 1.2A 
Sb(a,3n) produce the same residual radio-isotope I, 
which decays (t = 4.15 days) emitting two prominent 
gamma-rays r^{- 603 keV) and r2(= 723 keV), As such the 
observed intensities of r and r will have the composite 
activity due to these two reactions. The contribution of each 
of these reactions may be separated either by measuring the 
excitation functions using enriched isotopes or by 
subtracting the theoretical excitation function for one of 
the reaction from the total. The latter method has been used 
in the present analysis. Below the threshold (24.4 MeV) for 
123 
Sb(a,3n) reaction the measured activities of r and r are 
121 
entirely due to Sb(a,n) reaction. In an earlier 
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measurement , the same excitation functions were measured 
in the energy range ~10-40 MeV . The part of the 
experimental data between %10-24 MeV, which is entirely due 
to Sb(a,n) reaction, is shown in fig,8, and has been 
(14> 
theoretically simulated using code ACT . Theoretical 
calculations are extended upto 60 MeV, using consistently 
the same set of level density and other parameters. The 
121 
theoretically calculated excitation functions for Sb(a,n) 
reaction above 24 MeV is subtracted from the observed 
composite decay curve to get the counting rates due to 
123 
Sb(a,3n) reaction. This method of separation of activities 
appears justified as the resolved excitation functions for 
121 123 
reactions Sb(a,n) and Sb(a,3n) are reproduced 
individually by theoretical calculations using the same set 
(3V> 
of parameters. Thus the analysis is self consistent 
121 123 
Similarly, the reaction Sb(a,2n) and Sb(a,4n) also 
123 123 
produce same residual nucleus i.e., I. The isotope I 
decays with half life 13.2 hours and has a prominent >'-ray of 
159 keV. The contributions of these two reactions are also 
separated from the composite activity in the similar way. 
In reactions where emission of particles of more than 
one kind takes place, the residual nucleus may be produced by 
different sequence of particle emission. For example, the 
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residual nucleus Mn from the compound nucleus Co may be 
produced in different ways i.e., either evaporating first a 
neutron followed by an a-particle or an a-particle followed 
by a neutron. Since the computer code ACT considers the 
sequential evaporation of particles, it is possible to 
calculate the excitation functions using two different 
sequences viz., emission of neutron followed by an alpha and 
first chance alpha followed by neutron from the compound 
nucleus Co. Theoretical calculations were done to match the 
measured excitation funotiona in two different ways i.e., 
55 54 55 54 
excitation functions for Mn(a,an) Mn and Mn(c(,no() Mn 
reactions are calculated with the same set of parameters. The 
fig.V.5 shows that the measured excitation function is in 
55 
better agreement with the reaction Mn(oi,na) rather than 
Mn(a,o(n) below s;38.52 MeV, where the next reaction channel 
has its threshold. The analysis indicates that the first 
chance emission of neutron is favoured as compared to the 
first chance alpha emission, even when the seperation energy 
of neutron (10.46 MeV) is larger than that of a-particle 
(6.95 MeV) from the same nucleus ( Co). The same residual 
nucleus Mn is produced by the reactions Mn(ct,na) and 
55 54 
Mn(a,3n2p). As a result, the observed activity of Mn in 
the irradiated samples is the composite activity due to these 
two reactions. However, below the threshold of 
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S5 S4 
Mn(a,3n2p) Mn reaction (38.52 MeV) the calculated 
excitation function is exclusively due to Mn(a,na) 
reaction. In threoretical calculations the contribution of 
reaction Mn(a,3n2p) above 38.52 MeV was added to the 
55 
contribution of reaction Mn(a,na). It may, however, be seen 
55 55 
that the calculated sum of Mn(a,na) and Mn(a,3n2p) does 
not reproduce the measured cross-section data above ^ 41.30 
MeV. It may be due to the fact that in theoretical 
calculations, contribution from (a,2n3p) and similar other 
combinations in which first chance proton emission takes 
place are not included as they are much smaller (less than 10 
mb) at energies corresponding the peak position of the 
excitation function. The excitation function for the reaction 
Mn(o(,3nc«) is also interesting, because this reaction can 
take place in different ways e.g., either through (a,3na) or 
(a,a3n). Calculations for these two possible ways were 
performed. It may be seen from fig.V.B that the measured 
excitation function has a larger contribution from the 
(a,3na) reaction path. Likewise, the reaction 
Sb(a,3np) Te can proceed in various ways i.e., (o(,3np), 
(o<,p3n), (a,2npn), (ct,np2n) etc. Calculations are performed 
121 
for each of these different ways of producing Te and 
theoretical excitation function, shown in fig.V.tl, includes 
the contributions from all the four reaction paths listed 
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above. It is again observed (fig.V.ll) that the major 
contribution comes through the reaction path in which first 
chance neutron emission takes place. The reactions 
Te(a,np) I, Te(a,np) I and Te(a,np) I may 
each proceed via two reaction paths i.e., first chance 
neutron emission or first chance proton emission. 
Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
excitation functions for these reactions are shown in 
figs.V.15-V.17. calculations were performed for both the 
reaction paths listed above and the theoretical excitation 
function includes the contributions from these two paths. As 
can be seen from these figures, the first chance neutron 
emission is more probable than the first chance proton 
emission. A possible reason for the observed enhancement of 
neutron emission over charged particle emission may be the 
Coulomb barrier which inhibits the emission of charged 
particles. 
Pre-equilibrium fraction: 
Pre-equilibrium fraction FR, is a measure of relative 
strength of pre-equilibrium component needed to reproduce the 
experimental excitation functions and reflects the relative 
importance of equilibrium and pre-equilibrium processes. In 
the present analysis a considerable amount of pre-compound 
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contribution in cx-induced reactions is found. The analysis of 
these excitation functions allows one to deduce, 
pre-equilibriun fraction as a function of incident projectile 
energy. Pre-equilibrium fraction for different targets is 
calculated using the code ACT. In literature, no definite 
trends for the variation of FR with changes in initial 
exciton number n , excitation energy or compound system mass 
number are reported, it is, however, reasonable to assume 
that the pre-equilibrium fraction depends on the excitation 
energy of the compound nucleus. In the present calculations 
FR is inherently energy dependent, which is derived from the 
consideration of internal transition rates and continuum 
decay rates. The FR is taken to be the fraction of particles 
from the first CN, which are emitted during the equilibration 
process. The computed pre-equilibrium fractions, as a 
function of incident a-particle energy, required to 
reproduce the experimental excitation functions for the 
target nuclei presently studied, are shown in fig.V.31. As 
can be seen from this figure, the fraction of pre-equilibrium 
emission increases very rapidly with the increase in 
a-particle bombarding energy. Also, it may be inferred that 
FRs tend to reach nome fiainrati on valnon for ovory t.nrKol. but, 
ol d i rruroiil. iiioliJotit oiiorgy. I'ro oqullibrium fraction 
rapidly reaches towards unity at lower value of E in the 
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systems of lower mass number. In cases of antimony and 
tellurium where two isotopes of each are studied, threshold 
a-incident energy for pre-equilibrium emission is different 
for different isotopes being lower for the isotope of higher 
mass number. This may be due to (i) the relatively larger 
value of (A-Z) and lower value of Coulomb barrier for the 
systems of higher mass number as compared to the systems of 
lower mass number and (ii) In the present calculations the 
single particle state density 'g' is obtained from the level 
density parameter 'a' which for each target is taken from the 
values of Dilg. et al . Further, the internal transition 
rates in the pre-equilibrium formalism have been calculated 
using expression III.15, which involves the matrix element 
(M| for two-body residual interactions. Since, |M| is taken 
mass number dependent, the pair creation rates are directly 
Uoijontlenl on Lhe mauu number. As such pre-equilibrium 
emitision in the heavier isotope will set in at a lower 
excitation energy than for the lighter isotope. From 
fig.V.31, it may be noted that the FR at a given incident 
energy and its rate of increase are, in general, higher for 
ayalema of lower atomic number. Further, the variation of FR 
with E is markedly different for two extreme cases of Mn 
and Bi. 
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In fig.V.32-V.34, the FR is plotted as a function of 
excitation energy E, excitation energy per nucleon E/A and 
2/3 
E/A of the compound system respectively. In fig.V.35, 
pre-equilibrium fraction, FR is plotted against (E^-E^ „ ), 
0( C D . 
where, E is the incident energy of a-particle and E is 
the Coulomb barrier for a-particles for different targets. 
When FR is plotted against excitation energy E (fig.V.32), 
curves for different target nuclides bunch together except 
for the case of Mn, However, the slopes of the curves for 
lower atomic number is still larger. In fig.V.33, FR is 
plotted as a function of excitation energy per nucleon E/A of 
the compound system. From this figure, it appears that in 
heavier targets pre-equilibrium emission starts at a lower 
E/A while for lighter targets at relatively higher E/A 
values. This, however, is unlikely as by definition only a 
few and not all nuoleonn take part in pre-equilibrium 
emission process. As such the excitation energy may not be 
equally distributed among all the nucleons of the compound 
system. Therefore, E/A may not be a good parameter for 
characterising pre-equilibrium emission. 
In pre-equilibrium process only a few nucleons are 
assumed to take part. It is quite likely that in initial 
steps of the deexcitation, total excitation energy gets 
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distributed among the nucleons at the surface of the compound 
system. If the compound system is assumed to be spherical, 
2/3 
the number of surface nucleons is proportional to A , 
where, A is the compound system mass number. To test this, FR 
is plotted against E/A in fig.V.34. The substantial 
decrease in the spread of curves for different targets, 
particularly for Mn and Bi in this figure, to some 
extent, supports the above assumption. 
To see the effect of Coulomb barrier, FR is plotted 
against incident energy above Coulomb barrier in fig.V.35. 
There is considerable reduction in the spread of curves for 
different targets in this figure as compared to fig.V.31, 
indicating dependence of pre-equilibrium emission on Coulomb 
barrier. This is reasonable as the transmission of incident 
a-particle depends on the Coulomb barrier. In figs.V.36 and 
V.37, FRs are shown as a function of (E -E )/A and 
2/3 
(E-E_ „ )/A respectively. Relatively lower spread of 
curves for different targets in fig.V.37 as compared to 
fig.V.36 may indicate the importance of excitation energy in 
exoeaa of Coulomb barrier and tl)e dependence of 
pre-equilibrium emission on surface nucleons. 
The ratio of pre-compound to compound emission FR/FC, 
in general, varies rapidly with energy E for all cases 
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55 
(fig.V.38). In case of Mn the ratio FR/FC attains a value 
of nearly hundred at about ~ 30 MeV incident energy from an 
initial value of about 0.03 at % 10 MeV. In the cases of 
Sb, Te, Ho and Au it varies from 0.02 at 
% 20 MeV to about 1-5 at % 50 MeV a-particle energy. In case 
of Bi the initial value of FR/FC is * 0.02 but the value 
at ~50 MeV is only 0.03. The general trend is the same as 
already indicated i.e., pre-equilibrium emission for lighter 
systems is more and increases rapidly with incident energy. 
However, in fig.V.39, the ratio FR/FC is plotted as a 
function of (E-E^ „ )/A . It is interesting to see that the 
curves for different targets lie close to each other. The 
present semi-classical analysis of the excitation functions 
indicates that (i) in the first few steps of the deexcitation 
the excitation energy in excess of Coulomb barrier (E-E_ ) 
C* • S 
gets distributed among the surface nucleons of the compound 
system (ii) the pre-equilibrium emission, in all systems 
presently studied, starts at a fixed threshold value 
of this excess excitation energy per surface nucleon 
2/3 
[" (E-E^ „)/A ] and (iii) the pre-equilibrium fraction 
increases rapidly with the excess excitation energy per 
surface nucleon and it varies nearly in the same way. It may, 
however, be remarked that the trends in FR and FR/FC 
discussed above are not conclusive in view of the limited 
o 
20 50 60 30 AO 
Eo^ (MeV) 
FigV.38. Variation of the ratio of pre-compourvd to compound 
emission, FR/FC as a function of incident oc-particle 
energy, E^. 
Fig.v.39. Variation of the ratio of pre-compound to compoud emission. 
FR/FC as a function of (E-EQg)/A2/3 
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number of cases studied in this work. Larger experimental 
data covering the whole range of 'A' values are required to 
further study these effects. 
Conclusi ons: 
From the above analysis it may be concluded that the 
high energy tails of the measured excitation functions of 
oe-induced reactions cannot be accounted by the pure compound 
nucleus mechanism and they have significant contribution 
from pre-equilibrium emission. At lower energies the 
reaction is dominated by compound nucleus mechanism, however, 
at relatively higher excitation energies the pre-equilibrium 
emissions show significant contribution. Proper admixture 
of equilibrium and pre-equilibrium processes is needed for 
the better reproduction of the experimentally measured 
excitation functions. The quantum mechanical theories, at 
present, are applicable only to the nucleon induced 
reactions, because for a complex particle the quantum 
mechanical treatment of the initial projectile-target 
interaction becomes very much intricate. Moreover, the 
intermediate states having more than one particle in the 
continuum have not been treated quantum mechanically so far 
and hence, the measured excitation functions are 
theoretically calculated using semi-classical models. 
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Computer codes ALICE/LIVERMORE-82 and ACT have been used for 
these calculations. In the code ALICE, unlike code ACT, the 
conservation of angular momentum has not been taken into 
account. Further, in this code the values of level density 
parameter 'a' and the mean free path multiplier COST are 
required to be varied for each case in order to reproduce the 
experimental excitation functions. In general, the code 
ALICE/LIVERHORE-02 with the inclusion of pre-equilibrium 
emission is capable of giving correct order of magnitudes for 
excitation functions. However, the agreement between 
experimental and theoretical excitation functions is not 
quite satisfactory, particularly, in the tail portion even 
with the best set of free parameters ( a and COST). In code 
ACT, based on Hauser-Feshbach theory for CN and exciton model 
for PE-emission, there are three parameters i.e., level 
density parameter 'a', initial exciton number n and the 
o 
strength factor FM of the two-body residual interaction 
matrix element. These parameters are generally treated as 
free parameters. An attempt has been made to fix these 
parameters of the theory. The present studies indicate that 
there is satisfactory agreement between the experimental 
excitation functions and the predictions of the combination 
of Hauser-Feshbach and exciton model calculations. It is 
concluded that the experimental data is well reproduced if 
-164-
one takes the semi-empirical values of level density 
parameters from the back-shifted Fermi gas model tables of 
Dilg et. el., initial exciton number equal to 6 (5p+lh) for 
a-particles and the square of the average two-body residual 
interaction matrix element |M| =430. E A . 
The pre-equilibrium fraction as large as more than 99% 
55 
is observed in case of target Mn. The relative magnitude of 
pre-equilibrium component is found to depend on the compound 
system mass number and its excitation energy. Though, the 
present data on FR are limited yet they cover relatively wide 
mass region from 55 to 209. The pre-equilibrium fraction is 
found to depend critically on the excitation energy above 
Coulomb barrier and the surface nucleons of the compound 
system. However, it requires further investigation to 
complete systematic study and confirmation of trends. 
Further, the present analysis indicate that the first chance 
emission of neutron is preferred over charged particle 
emission. 
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Exciton Rlodel Analysis of Alpha-Induced Reactions 
on I\Ianganese(^). 
B. P. SINGH, H. D. BHAHDWAJ(**) and K. PRASAD 
Department of Physics, Ahgarh Muslim University - Aligaih, India 
(ricevulo il 14 Febbraio 1990) 
Suiimuuy. — Excilatioii fuiicLioiia (or U>o lOHcUons '"MiUo, nj^^Co, ""MiHo, 2n)"^;o 
"^Mn(a,3ii)'''"Co, H\n{aM)'''Co. 'Hh^(<x,^^•.)'''Mx^+'''•lAn(a. 3i.2|))f'-'Mn, ^•Mii(o,;)n«)ii''Mn 
hnve been mcnsurcd in the cncigy ranRC - (10 + (iO)MpV using Hlnckcd foil 
tecliiii(]ue hiadialions have been ))ciformed for two separate ataclta vviLli tlie 
ali)ha-pailicle beams of (59 90 ± 0 54) MeV and (29 93 ± 0 54)MeV, rcsi)Pctivolv 
Ge(Li) gannna-iay spoclioscupy has boon used for analysib of luadiated sainplcb 
Excitation functions liavc also been calculated thcoietically using two dilfcicnt 
Lonipnlci codob. vn Ai-lCll/LlVlsKMOUK-Hl-J and AC'J' Caiculalions using code 
AtlT Willi llie inclubion of pic compound (ontiibution based on exciton model agiee 
well with the measuipil c.xiilation fiinclions, particiilaily iii the lugh cneiuy tegion 
Analysis of the data has indicated tiu' piefeience fen- lust chance neution cnnssKiu 
and mteicstiiip; tiend in pie equihhiuun Ir.ictiun wilb enoi(',y 1ms been obsi-ivid 
I'ACJS 25 (lO - 'lie and ''lie induced icacticnis niul Hcalteiiug 
1. - Int ioductiun. 
Reaction nieclianibiii at n ioddate excitation eiieigio.s is btill not well cstablihiied, 
there aie uuUcatious of both equilibrium as well as pie'Cciuilibuuin emission m such 
reactions. At relatively lower excitation energies the observed features of alpha-
iiuluced reactions aie in reasonable agreement with the tlioories for coinpoiiiid 
nucleus formation followed by statistical paiticic evaporation. However, at i datively 
higher excitation eneigics the comiwuiul nucleus <lecay properties do not 
suffice[l,2j. The observed high-energy tail in the excitation functions of the 
particular exit channel as well as the strong forward-peaked emission of pai t ides 
with eneigics m excess of what is cxiiectod fiom the eiiiiilibiated .system, me the 
(•) The autliois o( thus pipei have agieed lo not leceive the piools foi collection 
(*•) I'lesent addiess Dep.utment of riiy.sus, I) S N. CollcKe, Uiuiao 
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'I7(! 
II. 1'. SlNtJll , II. I), iiiiAHDWyS.l a n d it. P K A H A I I 
clciir Hinii.-il.iiirH (.riJu- (IcviMlioiiM lioin coinpomul I.IIH.MIK MuvlwiniMin. II is In.uw.i 
' '"' "' '•"i'''i'l-'nil.l.v liir.h nwii-v 11... HMirli ,nM,.,.,l II,. ,|, | |„ ,.| i„| rnirl i„nM 
ll<)W<..v(.r, at i,.,Kl.,.niL(. r.xdlallons il i:, ,|ui|,. p„sMil.l.- llml Ih,. nuHcm- |,.u(,iH..M MIC 
evaponilcd alter tlio lust iJiojoctilc-taifret iiitoiaction but prior to tlie statistical 
equilibruun characteristic of tlie coinpouiui nucleus reactions (11. The process of 
interaction may be considered to pass tlirouRh cascade of nucleon-nucleon 
interactions. Each stage of the interaction is characterised by the particle-hole i)air 
(ph) together called excitons. The particles which are emitted before tlie establish-
ment of statistical equilibrium are called pre-equilibrium (PE) particles or sometimes 
rcferrod to IIH I ho pro-compound piirticloii. 'I'ho probability of omimiion of VK pnrticloH 
is expected to decrease from a staRe to the next on account of the available cneiKy 
getting distributed throughout the compound system with the lapse of time, 
resulting ultimately in the statistical equilibrium. As such the study of excitation 
functions may give useful information about the reaction mechanism. 
A i)rogramnie of precise measurement of excitation functions for the a-induced 
reactions in the energy range ==(10-?-GO)MeV has been undertaken to investigate 
pre-equilibrium mechanism. Results of six reactions, ?.c.''^Mn(a,a-n)'''''Co {x = 1, . . . ,4), 
^'^lVln(a,na)^'Mn+''''Mn(a,3n2p)''''Mn and '''MnCa, 3na)'''Mn are ix-ported in tliis paper. 
To the best of our knowledge, the excitation functions for the two reactions, i.e. 
(a,4n) and (a,3ni) have been reported for the first time. Also for other reactions 
measured excitation functions have been extended to high-eneigy range. 
2. - Experiinenlal lecliiiique and ineasureinonts. 
ICxcitation rtnictions for the i-iiHliKcd )('.ic(i()ns on ^''^'M]) hnv(< iiccii mcasuKMl 
systematically in the energy range =(10-; (iOjMcV using the stacked-roil ti'cluii(|iii'. 
Samples for the irradiation have b(!en ))re))are(l by vacuum evaj)orati()n of manwaiicHc 
element of spcctro.scopic purity better than !)!).!)% (natural abundance lOO'/r). 
Aluminium backing of thickness (;.7r)mg/cm'' has been used lor supporting the 
manganese deposits of Img/cm^. Thus aluminium backing of sample.'^ served as the 
heat conductors as well as energy degraders. However in some cases additional 
dogradors of aluminium have also been used. 
Irradiations have boon porlorniod al I ho Variiiblo i'lnoij-y Cycloliipn of VI'ICC, 
Calcutta, India. In order to reduce the energy uncertainties within the stack due to 
beam spread, two stacks wore irradiated, one at (r)i).il(; 10.ni) MoV aiid other at 
(29.93 ±0.57) MeV i-beam energy. The energy of a-beam was determined by an 
auxiliary experiment (3 | of a-scattering. 'I'ho llux of the incident a-paiiicles has been 
determined from the charge collected in Faraday cup and was =^  lO'"* a-particles/s/cm . 
The degratlation of the a-beam was determined using the stopping power table of 
Northcliffe and Schilling 14). _ 
Reaction products have been identified by their characteristic y-^-.xyi^. iMlA) y-i ay 
spoctroscoF)y has been used for following the activity induced in the samples after 
their irradiation by the a-beam. Various standard Y-.sources, i.e. ^^t^n, ' Mn, ' Co, 
"'Co '•''•'Ba ''"Cs and "''^Eii liave boon used for energy calibration as well as lor doler-
mini'ng the geometry-dependent elficiency of the y-ray si.octromoler for various 
source-detector distances. The decay schemes of various nuclei used ui tlioso 
calculations are taken from the Table of IsotopesIfjJ by Lederer and Shirley. 
The following expression for com|)utiiig tlio reaction cross-section, ^ . t /O, has been 
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I I I U M I : 
(1) 7, (A-) = '1^^^1^'A 1 
NoO<^(Gc)K[l - cxpl-A<, jJll - expl-A^,, jj " 
\A/herG A is tlio area under [ihoLo peak, A U)o tlocay coDHtniiL of residual iiucloiis, K is 
the solf-absorplion corrccLioii tonn, f, the- irradiuUon Lime, 1.^ tlio eounlinK Limo, ,^ tlio 
time lapse between stop of irradiation and start of counting, A'n Is tlic number of 
niiclei ill the Ramplo, ^ the incident flux, (h the Reomotry-depcndciit efUcicncy of the 
detector and 0 tlie branching ratio of the fipocillc Y-J«.V- 'I'lie factor |1 - expl-A/!, J|, 
called the saturation correction, accounts for the decay of activity during t]i6 
irradiation. 
In most of tlie cases the residual nucleus of a given reaction emits gamma-rays of 
different energies. Cross-sections for such reactions have been calculated separately 
from the measured intensity of various y-rays and finally the weighted average [GJ of 
these cross-section values has been taken. 
2 1 . I'Jxpvritnental errors. - In the piosiMit measurement the following factors are 
likely to introduce errors: 
i) The uncertainty in determining the number of target nuclei (/Vp). Error in 
the number of nuclei may come up due to inaccurate eslimale of the foil thickness and 
nonuniform deposits of target material. 'I'o estimate the number of target nuclei and 
to check the thickness of manganese deposits and their uniformity, jiieces of foils of 
different dimensions were weighted and thickness in each was calculated. Samiiles 
were made by vacuum evaporation of natural manganese (.SI'KCI'UKIO) on 
G.75mg/cm' thick aluminium foils (connnercially available). The errorH in the 
estimation of Nn on these accounts are expected to bo < l7o. 
ii) Errors due to fluctuations in beam current. Often during the irradiation 
run, beam cuiicnt fluctuates, which results in the vaiialion of the incident llux. ( 'are 
was taken (o keep the beam current lluctuations within IWo. Jii some typical runs the 
durations and tlic amount of nuct\iations in beam cm rent were noted for the 
irradiation time and llux was individually calcidated (or durations of nucluaLions. 
These varying fluxes were used to calculate the cio.ss-.sections according to the 
following formula; 
, ^ /lAexp[A/.J 
^'^^ ^ " N^(l{Gt)K{l - [-Xh\\[U {1 - expl-A/, , I) -t- iAX - c.xp| -A/„ 1 ) 1 . . ) ' 
where, ^i , i-i,... are the fluxes during time intervals f,,, i,,,---, resix-ctivcly, while 
(,, + Or*-•• ("•'i) is '-'if' ^"tal irradiation time. Krom these calcuhitions it was esti-
mated that beam llux lluctualions may introduce ei'rors not more than 4%. 
iii) Dead-lime correction. In cases when the induced activity in the samples was 
large, the san\ple-(Ietector distance was suitably adjusted to keep the dc.-id lime less 
than ' l ( )% ill all cases. Moreover, corrections were applie<l lor i\vn^\ lime while 
calculating counting rates. 
iv) The calculated geometry-dciiendent eftlcieiicy may be inaccurate on account 
of the .sLaLi.slical errors in oouni.s and uncertainly in the spectroscopy data of the 
slandard sources. The statistical error in tlie counlinR of standard T-somre ha.n been 
minimised by accumulating a large number of counts for comi)aralively larger tunes 
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(=»U()()()H). Aa a clicck Ihv. uiicorlaiiilicH in crilciciicy for Hie Y-iay of l2l.7Hlu'V iiii<l 
li'll.(l!Hi('V of "'-'Mil liiiv(' lit'cii ciilciilnlcil | 7 | iiiiil I'diiiKl l.o In- ICMH I.IIIIM (I.:I';(. IIIMI O.T/r, 
n^spc'cLivuly, liowovor, Ibr tlio Y-niya of liinlicr ciioiuicH tlio pcicc'iiLiini! «!iTof may 1)L> 
slightly higher but never exceeding 1.5%. The abovo-nientioMiul errors do not include 
the uncertainty of the nuclear data {e.g., half-lives of the residual nuclei, branching 
ratios, etc.) which has been taken from the 'J'abie of Isotopes(f)! and the nuclear data 
tables 14J. The geometry of counting the standard sources and the irradiated samples 
was kept identical using fixed target holders and as such no correction has been 
applied for this. 
Deci-ease in beam intensity and the straggling elfects may also introduce errors. 
I t has been shown by Ernst et nl. [8] that at the end of the stack with high atomic, 
number the decrease in beam intensity and straggling effects are negligible. They [8] 
have also pointed out that the large number of low-energy neutrons which may be 
released as the beam traverses through the stack material, in turn may disturb tiie 
yield, but the disturbing yields are also negligible. 
The errors shown in the results (table I) are the statistical oriors of counting and 
are the larger of the internal or external errors|()j. lu general these errors are 
< 10%. 
3. - Results and discussion. 
The measured excitation functions for the leacliona '^-'Mnla, n)^'"Co, '•'^'Mn(a,2n)'''\;o, 
'^'•'Mn(a,3n)'''''Co, ^'•'Mn(a,4n)'''^Co, 'Hh\('x, iwV''Mu -l-''^''Mn(a,:5n2p)'''Mn, ''••'MnCa, ;!na)''''^ Mn 
have been shown in fig. 1-G, with dark circles. The size of the circle includes the 
statistical errors in the cross-section values. 'I'he energy spread shown in these 
figures by horizontal bars represent the energy loss in half of the thickness of target 
foil along with the beam energy sijread. Presently measured excitation CunctioMR 
f „ ( M o V ) 
Fig. 1. - Expcnmcntally measured and t'-orctically calcubtod oxcitaUon fmK^H.s^^ 
rcaclion '^•Mn(,.n) '^'Co: • present measurement, V ref [9], A ref. [lOJ. ( I UL + ON. - ON) 
code ACT, ( - - PRE + CN, — - CN) code ALICE 
32 - /( A/tioi'O Cinieiilo A 
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n. I'. SINIJII, II. D. HIIAHDWA.! ai ld K. TUASAI) 
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Fig. 2. - E.xpeiimciitally tnca.>^uml and tlicorelically calculated oxcilalioii fuiiclions for the 
reaction ''•'Mn(a,2n)"Co: • |)icsont nipasuroincnt, A ref. (10), ( VRK + CN -•• - CN) cude 
ACT, (-•- I'KE + CN, — CN) code AI.ICE. 
have also been compared with tlio rc.s|)octivo litoratiirc! datali), 10| (if availaljlc) in 
these fif^ures. 
In fig. 1, the excitation function for '^'''Mn(a,n) reaction ha.s been siiown along with 
the literature valucR|5), 10). Matsuo ct «/.[<)] have measured the excitation functions 
separately for the production of ground state as well as the isomeric slate of ^"^VM. 
Ilowevei", the measuiements of Tanaka vt ((/.|1()1 and thai of oiiis give total 
cross-section. In fig. 1, the points of Matsuo el nl. |it| have been shown as (lie sum of 
both ground-state and isomeric-state cross-sections. In fig. 2, the presently measured 
10' 
10' 
10' 
/ 
30 i-O 50 GO 
f „ (MeV) 
for llic nil 3 - ICxnoriniontally measured and theoretically calculated excitation functions lor the 
reaction -Mn(,,3n)'"'Co: . present nieasurenKut, A ref. UO), t PHE + CN, - • - ON) code 
ACT, (-•- rilE-l-CN, CN) code ALICE 
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cxciUiUoii riiiicUoii lor ''''''MiiC'x.iJn) icnclion IIIIH been HIHIWM iilohf; wilh I he niciiHiiii'-
IIKMILH ofriiimkii vl ((/.|l()|. AH CUM IK; HCI-II, Llic lilcraUiif viiliicH me (iiiilc (li(T(MHM\(, 
parlicularly in tlio peak and low-energy region, in ilg. 3, ol"'^ '^^ ^Mn(a,;jn) and llg. G, of 
'^'^Mn(a,na)+'''^'Mn(a,3n2p) excitation functions, liLerHture data are in good agreement 
with ours in tlie overlapping energy region. However, in ilg. 5, the pcait value of the 
cross-section measured by Tanaka et o/. (1()| is (piite below by about (lOmb to onrw. AH 
is evident from these figures, the earlier measurements cover a smaller eneigy iange 
and differ from the present measurements. The alpha-beam ilux in ref. 110) has been 
determined from the charge collected in the Faiaday cup na is done in the i)rospnt 
measurement, while Matsuo d al. j!)) determined the lelntive llux using the standard 
reactions '"'•''Cu(a,i)n)'"'''Zn and '^'('u(a,2n)"''C;a. Relative ilux measurements dejiend 
strongly on the cross-section values for the standard reaction, l-'urther, both the 
earHer measurements [9, 10] have used the chemical separation of residual 
radio-isotope and subsequent ^-counting were done using Nal(Tl) detector which has 
poor energy resolution. Since y-rays of various energies are emitted by the re.-iidunl 
nucleus, a detector with poor resolution has n dednite disadvantage, In the present 
measurement Ge(Li) detector (energy resolution 2keV for 1.33 MeV y-niy) has been 
used. No detailed discussion of errors has been made in both the liteialure 
values 19, 10]. The above facts may explain to some extent the difference in literature 
values and the present measurements. 
At lower excitation energies most reactions leading to the particle emJHsion are 
well characterised by the comjiound nucleus ((JN) eva|)oration models (if., 
Hauser-Feshbach| l l ] or Weissko|)f-Ewingll2]) however, at relatively highei- ener-
gies the contribution from the pre-ecjuilibrium mechanism becomes significant and 
cannot be neglected 11, 2|. Recently several semi-classical 113-17| and (|uantum-
nicchanical theories) 18-20J have been put forward to explain tlic pro-e(|uilil)) ivmi 
10 
m 
10" 
^0 
, 1 i _ - i -
50 
f „ (MeV) 
60 
Fig 4. - E.xpuri.nc,.lally mcasu.cc! n.ul IhcorcLically calcuhUo.l excitation fu.KtloM. for Iho 
reaction -Mn(,,4n)-^Co: • p.csonl measurement, ( — l>Rl-:-VCN, - • - CN) code AGl. 
(-•- I'RE + CN, ON) code ALICE. 
'IH2 
"• I', simjii, II, u. miAiiDWA.! and ii. I-UASAI) 
f„(MeV) 
50 60 
iMR. 5. - Expcnmcnlally iiieasuicd and llieorclically calculated excilalion funclioiis for the reac-
tion ^^ Mn(c<,no<)'^ 'Mn +'*^Mii(a,3n2|))^'Mn: • present measurement, A rcf. (lOj, ( I'RK + CN 
CN) code ACT, (-•- PItF, •^ CN, -
a-('mi.'i;ii(iil usiiijr code ACT. CN) code MACE, calcuhiLionn for firnt cliancf 
emission of particles in nuclear reactions. At present tiie quantum-incchanical 
t l iroricslia 2()| am applinil)io only for tiio nuclnon-incluced reactiona, bccauHO for u 
complex particle the (|uantinn-mccliaiiical treatment of initial projectilo-tarj^et 
interaction becomes very much intricate [21 J. The ambiguity exist in the calculations 
involving the projectile having complex vvavefunction. Also the nuiltiparticle 
emission, i.e. the cases with more than one particle in the continuum, have not been 
treated in the (luantistic approach as yetl21,221 and therefore the measured 
excitation functions have been theoretically calculated with and without the inclusion 
of pre-e(iuilibrium emission using semi-classical models.The excitation functions for 
the presently measvn-cd reactions Irave been theoretically calcvjlatod using two differeiit 
computer codes, viz. ALICE/LIVEUI\10KE-82(23J and' ACT|24|. In calculations with 
ALICE/LIVERMOUE-82 the Weisskopf-Ewing model 112J has been used for the 
equilibiium part of analysis while the hybrid model [UiJ of Blann has been used for 
simulation of the pre-ecjuilibrium decay of the compound midoua. The code ACT ba.sed 
on tlie lin(;s of H'i'ArUi'; |2rjJ uses Hauser-l''eshbach modell l l j for compound nucleus 
calculations while the excilon model of Griffin (15J has been used for simulating the 
|)re-e(iuilibrium contributions. This code takes into account the se(iuential evaporation 
of particles and considers the PE emission only at the first step of the de-excitation of 
the compound system. 
Level densities of the residual nuclei play an important role in theoretical 
calculations. In the literature several prescription for the level dc;nsilie.s are available 
and diffei-ent autliors used different formulations for it in their calculations. Shice the 
absolute value of excitation functions sliongly de|)end on tlie level densilicvs, the 
lilcriiluic odculidii.nii ciuinnl be cuMiiiari'd wilh each oilier. In the prcHciit c iilculationa 
level densities are calculated using the spin-dependent Laiij; (•.\p|•e.s^^lon|2(i|. Tlie level 
density parameter .•(i-, fictive ground-state energy ••J», the effective moment of inertia 
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Fig. 0. - Kxporimcnlally ineiisurcd iiiid llicorclic.-illy calciilnLpd cxcilalioii fiiiicUoiis for llio 
rcnclifjM '•'''J\In(ci,;ji)c<)''''JV!ii: • picMPiil iiic/iHiircdiciit, ( I 'R IOtCN, CN) code ACT, 
• •• Ciilciilalioiis for rirst cliancc ct-ftnission iisiiiK code ACT. 
"(-)» for llic various luiclei :iro talu;ii consisLcntly iVoiu UK' bacU-sliilU'd l''c;iiiii ;;ns model 
tal)lc of Diljr rl (iL(27|, liowcvor, in soino cases llicvse parai i ic lers w e i c varied williiii 
2U7o ofLlic Diljr c.t a i . values for tlie be l lor i-ejjroduclion of (he (>x(ilaUoii fund ions. This 
variation in ])aranioler values is justifieil since Dil^ pa ra ine le i s a i e (>inpirical in na tu re 
and valid in (10-?-20)MeV lanjje. 'i'lie eU'edivo inoineni of inei l ia in all the calculations 
has been consistently kept e(]ual to the lifrid-l'ody value. Tlie t ransmission coelTicients 
for incident and ontj;oiiig particles, used in these calculations a re p,r-neraled usinf; the 
global oi)lical potentials of HIann and Vonachl2.S|. Sepaia t ion energies are taken fiom 
the tables of \Va))stra and ]<()s(2i)| while the table of isotopes by Lederei- and Jihirley |.^)| 
has been used for the decay data of the various nuclei inider considcrali 'm. (Janima 
(•limpet il ion and anj',ulai--momenluni elTecIs have been esplicitly coni'ideicd. 
An important pa rame te r of pre-e(|uilil)rium eiui.'^sion is the initial conl'ij'iualion of 
tlie compound sys tem and is characterised by its exciton number 7(„(p, h). Theoretical 
calculations have been pet formed wilh dilTerenl values of initial excilon number and 
(iexri lon .-.lale has been fol^ld to )'ive lic'-.l 111 to the evpei imenlal d;ila lor " induced 
icactions as su)',j>esled earliiM|.'(, I'.l), I'.l |. The |)i e e(|uililii ium conli iliulino'; a w ul-n 
sensitive to the choice of the s(]uare of absolute valu(> of lh(> average elleclive mat i ix 
e lement for two-body residual interactions (|A/|''). The expression | / 1 / | ' - l''M-/A • ' • / ' ; ' 
proiiosed by Kalbach-Cline|:{2| has been used to estimate^ its value, A and /•; a i c the 
mass number and excitation energy of the compound sys tem, respectively. The lactor 
KM(MeV'') has generally been t rea ted as an adjustable p a r a m e t e r and values langing 
from Df) to 7()(K)MeV'' have be(Mi used lor this pa ramete r in the lileratur(>|:'>'M. I" :>" 
IS I 1). r . .SIN(;il, II. I). HJIAKDWA.I Mild It. I'/{A.SAI) 
I'll'iiH to lis lli(> v;illic (,r |''M ;i (|,.|jii|,.,l „||i(ly oC (ll. p) ;IM(I (-,,.,11) 1 r.-Ml iuii.s w;iM <|niii> 
'•••"'i'''l'''. "I,;ill, ; i l , ; i | | ninl il UHM IOIIIUI lliiil l''M .|;t(ll\l,.V' v.ivcii llir IM'MI 111 In llic 
(•.\|i('riiiiciiliil (iiilii. 'i'lic siiiiic viiliir tif l''M |i,i.s llicrdbrK hccii used in picsoiiL 
cjilciilalioii.s. 
Ill lit;-. M), till! liuMnTliciilly ralnilnlcd (•.NciUitioii riiiicLion.s willi ;iii(l willioiil tlio 
inclii.sidii of |)i(;-c'(Hiiiil)riiiiii cniis.sioii two slunvix (of-olhcr witli (lu- incsciil 
mciisuicmcMils mid liUMiiLiire vnluos. It can bo soon from tlieso iif^nrcs Ihal tlio iiiclii.sion 
of |irc-o(iuilibnniii clni.s.^ i()n, based on c.xciLon model analysis, in j>(!neral nivos beUer 
aRi-ocineiit witli Uiose nicasiircd over Ihe entire energy range and particularly in tlie 
liigli-energy region. However, some comiiosite excitation fimctions re(iiiire special 
mention. 
Residual nucleus '''l\Iii can be produced in different ways from llie compound system 
•'•'('.(), ('.<'. eillier evapoiatiiig Hist a iieulrun IUIIDWIMI by an al|)hn pailiclc or an 
alplia-pailicle followed by neutron. Since tlie computer code ACTjiJll considers the 
se((uential evaporation of particles, it is possible to calculate the oxcitalioii (unction 
using tlie above-nieiilioned two different se(|uen('es. 'riujoretical calciilalions liave been 
done to match llie nieasure,<l excilalion fuiiclifins in two ways, i.e. e.xcilation functions 
for •"Mn('7.,n7) and ''''Mn(a,aii) rt^aclions liavct been calculated willi tlie same set of 
liarameteiK. l'"igure 5 sliows that the measured excitation function is in better 
agreemeni with llie reaction '''"'l\lii('/,iio() rather than "'''Mii{a,an) below :\H.h2 MoV, where 
tiie next reaction ^•'Mn('>.,;in2p) has its threshold. This show's (hat below ;iH,r):iMeV the 
major coiitribiilion comes from ic-actioii '^"'Mntcr.iia). The analysis indii'ules lliat the Inst 
chanc(! emi.ssion of luniti-on is favouicd as compared to the alpha emission even when 
Ihe si>paration eiier)>,y of neutron (l().l(>MeV) is iiiglier than that of alpha iiarticle 
((i.iinMeV) from the same compound nucleus (''"(Jo), 'i'liis "lay be due to the fact that Ihe 
(Muission of T parlicle is inhibili-d due lo (louloinb barrier in comparison to the emission 
of neutron. 'I'IK; same residual nucleus •'']\ln may also \n\ produced by the reaction 
'^ '•'Mii{7,;inj!ii). As a result the observed nclivily of'''Mn in (lie irradiated samiiles is (he 
composite activity du(! to these reactions. However, below (hi! threshold of 
•''''Miil7,:in^p) reaclion (:5,S.r)2Mi>V) the calculatcid excitation funcdon is exclusively (lue 
to ''''1^ 111(7,117) reaclion. In theoretical calculations the conlribulion of reactiim 
1 0 
r II 
on 
(K: 
0'. 
o; 
?o '"i 1 " 
Ki,, 7, - Vaiialiou of ,ue-c.,ailil.riun. hacli,..., KU. as a hui.tion of iiu-i-l.nt o.uM-.y ol 
lid.-, !•:,. 
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^'•|'Mn(,,;inl^|i) IIIMIVC :iH.r.li M C V lii.M l)( IKIIIIMI IO tli.> (•(iiilrihiilinii (iC ll ic i rnc l id i i 
"IVliU-J.in). IL may, luiwiivi-i-, he HI'CM lliiil (lie ciiU'iiliilcil HIIMI nC (^ /, II.<) nnil {ri,:\n\l\,) 
(Iocs iioL i-e|m)(hice llic iiu;;isiire(l cross-section data above ;W.C2MeV. JL may bo diK! lo 
the fact that in tlicorcticai calculations contnbution from (a,2|)3n) and similar other 
combinations in which fust chance proton cniission takes place have not been included 
as tlujy are much smaller (<l()ml)) at these eneif>ies. 'J'he excitation function for the 
reaction '^ •'''Mn(a,:ina) is also interesting, because this reaction can take place in different 
ways, e.(]., either through (a,Hna) or (a,a3n). Calc\>lation3 have been done in these two 
possible ways. J t may be seen from fig. (i that the measured excitation function for the 
production of ''''Mn is better rejiroduccd if the major contribution from ^^'Mn(a,;hia) is 
considered. Thus the first chance neutron emission is again observed and justifies ;the 
earlier findings [311. Pre-equilibi-ium fraction VR, which is u measure of relative weight 
of I'lO component|.'J, .'HI, is found to be energy dependent, 'i'hn energy dependence of 
KK is derived from llu; considcialion of continuum decay lates and iiiteiiial tran.sition 
rales. In fig. 7 the calculated Fit for the target ''•'Mn ia shown as a function of incident 
alpha-parlicio energy (/!/',), which shows tlie dominance of i)re-o(iuilibrium mechanism 
at r('l,\tively higher energies. 
4. - Conclusions. 
We have reported new m(>asurenionts/increased energy range in tl»e prt'S(!nl study 
for ''''Mn(a,a;n(/i)2a) reaction cross-sections in tlie energy range ==(10-r 00) MeV. 
Substantial contribution from pre-c(iuilibrium emission is needed to reproduce the 
measured excitation function data. The exciton model describes (he pre-oquilibrium 
processes satisfactorily. The choice of (i-excilon stale (Hp, Ih) for the initial 
conllguiation of compound system is ade(iuato for explaining a-induced leactions. The 
energy and mass dependence of the resiilual two-body matnx element is well 
represented by \Mf == Vn-A'^-E'^ and a value of KM =/taOMeV"' favours the 
projectile independent prescription. The present analysis indicati's a preference for the 
ilrst chance neutron emission over the charged-i)article emission. Moreover tlie 
pre-equilibrium fraction KU is found to be energy dependent. 
The authors thank the VKCC personnel, paiticularly Dr. S. N. Cbintalapudi for 
their cooperation and hospitality during the course of the experiments. Anlbora also 
thank the Chairman, Department of I'hysics fur providing necessary facilities. 
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Excilalion I'unciion.s lor llic '^'Sb [a, n)+ '-'Sb(a, 3n), '-'Sb(a. 2n)+ '-"Sb(a, 4ii). '-'Sb(o. 4n). '-'Sb(a, 3np). and 
'"Sb(a, n) reaclions aic nicasuicd in llic cncrpv range 30-()() McV using llic slacked loil icchniquc. In llic cases of Ihc 
'"Sb(u, n)+ '''Sb(u, 3n) and '"Sb(n, 2n)+ '^'Sb(a, 4n) rcaciion pairs, ilie exciiaiion functions for individual reaclions 
were deduced using Ihcorciical calculations Excitaiion functions are also calculated llicoiclically using ihe con\pound-nucleus 
model Willi and without Ihc inclusion of a prc-cquilibriuni emission. As expected, inclusion of a prc-equilibriuni contribution 
based on Ihc excilon model along with compound-nucleus calculations using ihe Hauscr-Feshbach fomialism reproduces well 
llic measured excitation funclions. Analysis of ihe data indicaies a preference for a Tirst chance neutron emission over chargcd-
particle emission, and inlcresling trends in ihe cneigy and mass number of Ihe pre-equilibrium fraction are observed. 
•;" FRttCfTrO FOLLOVT 
[Traduil par la redaciion] 
Can. J. Phys. 69. 000(1991) 
1. l i i l rudi ic l io i i 
111 n-indticcd reactions iniliatcd by pailiclcs with ciicigics uf 
few tens of megaeieclronvolls, Ihe reaction nieclianism is 
considered to piocced ihiough eqiiilibriuni (BQ) as well as pre-
equilibrium (PE) emission of particles. The relative contribu-
tions of these processes depends both on the excitation energy 
and Ihe projeclile-taiget pair. Dlann (1) has pointed out Ihe 
relative importance of reactions in wiiich PE nuclcons or clus-
ters of nucleons aic emitted prclcicntially in the beam direction 
with much higher energies than expected from the equilibrated 
compound system. Though Ihe PE emission is still not well 
unocrslood, it probably arises from Ihe collisions between indi-
vidual nuclcons of the taigel and the projectile At the first 
interaction a few nucleons may be emilted, the remaining 
undergo further scattering, some being emilted and others lead-
ing to the more and more intricate panicle hole (p, h) stales 
leading ultimately to the equilibrated compound nucleus (CN). 
Pre-equilibrium emission is characterized by the slowly 
descending tails on the exciiation functions, forwaicl-peaked 
angular distiibution of particles, and sticlched paiticle disiii-
bution in the angular-momentum sjiace. The study of exciiation 
59 ruiiclionsniiiy jiivc inroiiiKilion ol r(iri<:Klcial)lc v:iluc nhoul pic-
60 cquilihi mm emission 'I houjili a Lit ^ c body of expcrimciual data 
61 oil cxcilalioii luiiclioiis exists in (he lilcialiiie, in most cases the 
()2 cxpeiiinoiital c\citalii)ii limcliuns measuiccl by llic (liliciciil 
63 groups iliifcr liom cacli olliei by laiuc laclois, oi Ibcy do nul 
64 cover the whole eiicrcy lange of the cxcilation fiinclion Fur-
65 Ihcr, the oklci dala generally weie mcasuicd using dcleclois of 
66 low resolution and thus contain laiger errois. Moieover, dif-
67 fercnt workers have analysed then cxiieinncnlal dala nsmc dif-
68 fcicnl llieoiies and dilleicni sets o( paiaineters With a view to 
69 studying pic-cc|uilibiiuin emission, a piogramme of the |iiccisc 
,70 incasuicniciil oi the cxcilalion luiidions foi u-nRliiccd icae-
71 lions in a laigc number of nuclei, coveiiiig the whole laiige of 
72 A values, was undcilakcn. The analysis of the mcasuicd cxci-
7.^  lalion luiKtions was done iising a (.OHMSICIII set ol paiamctcis 
74 As pait ol tins iiiogiamme the excitation luiictioiis loi llie icii.-
75 t ions '^ 'Sb(a ,n) -* '^'SbCu, 3n ) , ' ^ 'Sb (« , 2n)-t ' " S b ( a , 4n), 
76 ' " 'Sb(a , 4n), ' - 'Sb(tt , 3np), and '~^Sb(cx. n) wcie measured in 
77 ihc cncigy r.iiigc ^ ^ O - C J O M C V using the slacked foil 
7K lechnii|ue In the lileiaUne W.iisoii cf o/ (2) icjioiled Ibe LIUSS-
79 sections loi the icactions '-'Sb((*, ii) I ' ' ' .Sl)(a, 3n) ami ' - 'Sb 
80 (« , 2n) up to 2S 20 MeV, while ("alhoieanu cl ill ( M icpoitcd 
Rl the excitation liiiKtion lot two leaLtinns, i e. . '"'Sbidi, n) and 
K2 ' ^ 'SKu , 1\\\ U|i U» 21 l\A' onl\ Siuvc ihe {) \;\Uics o\ Uie 
•^3 icactiuns ' = 'Sb(a . ii), '- 'Sh((t, 2ii), ami ' - 'Sb(u , 3iil aic 
- 7 XS, - 15 ^5, and - 2 3 65 McV, icspcitivcly. excilation 
; lunctions loi these icactions have bioad f)eaks at oi below 
6 30 McV As the pie-ei|mlibinim emission is muie e l lec lue in 
"n the highei excilatioii eiieigy icj'ioii, i c , in the tail poii^)ii of 
88 the excilalion liim-lions, caihci nicasuieinenls aie not likely to 
89 give inloimalion about I'li emission In these nieasnicmenls, 
90 cxcilalion lunclions loi llie above iiactioiis aic mcasuicd uj) to 
91 60 McV locovei iheUiil poition I heaii.ilysisof thecoinpouiHl-
92 nucleus component in this woik is made with the st.iiistical 
93 llausci-l'cshbach (141') model (4) and the IM", c<mliilnilion is 
94 simulated by employing the exciton model (UM) ol Urilliii (5). 
95 
2. ICxpcrimciitni 
*-'" Measuicmcnls were perfoimcd using the stacked foil acli-
97 valion icchiiicjue. Naluial antimony ol spcctioscopic purity bel-
98 icr than 99 9% (natuial abundance ' = 'Sb = 57 .3% and ' " S b 
99 = 42.7%) was used for making ibc taigels Targets wcie pre-
100 paied using a vacuum evnpoialion technuiue, lo a thickness of 
101 1 mg c m " ' o f antimoiiy on an aluinmium backing ol thickness 
102 6 75 mg c m " " liiadiatioii was earned out al llie Vaiiablc 
103 lineigy Cyclotron Centre (VtiCC) Calculla, India, using Ihc 
104 difluscd a beam of ~6() MeV a pailiclcsi on account of ihcir 
105 huge binding ciieigy, aic unlikely to bicak up and as such they 
106 aic good pio)eciiles lor such studies The target slack coulam-
107 iiig the Al degraders was sciewcd onto a llangt; on the beam 
108 line. In the stack, the target foils were arranged with the anti-
109 mony deposilion lacing the he.im lo avoid Ihc loss of llie iccuil 
110 nuclei that wcie stopjicd in the hackini; matciial ami counted 
I I I MIOIII' will) llic s:iiii|iK:. I iii lajiid lu'iil ilr.'.i|i;ili()n Uii|>c'l liiildcis 
112 u( Al wcic uswi. I lie Mack was iiuulialctl loi abuui 2 li willi a 
113 beam ciuiciu of ~ 100 iiA. 'llic flux of ilic a beam calculated 
\ 14 fiom the clvargc collected in llie Faraday cup was =8.47 X 10" 
115 (u panicles s ' ' ) cm"-. The diamclcr of ilic a beam al the 
) 16 V1:CC was muic than 10 mm, liowcvci, a lanlalum collmialor 
117 was used io keep llic beam diaiiiciei al 8 mm and thus iimloim 
118 spatia distribution of the beam was assumed. As a precaution-
i 19 aiy step, the flange as well as the stack were kept cool during 
120 irradiation by using a jet assembly of low conductivity water 
121 (LCW). The stopping-power table of Northcliffe & Schilling 
122 (6) was used for evaluating a-pariicle energy ai successive foils 
123 of the slack'. 
\24 Posi-iiradialion analysis was performed using -y-ray 
125 spectroscopy. A high-resolution 100 c.c. Ge(Li) detector cou-
126 pled to a muliichannel analyser was used for following the 
127 activities induced in various sample foils. The irradiated sam-
128 pics were counted on a Ge(Li) detector that was calibrated using 
129 various standard y sources including a '^ ^Eu source that was 
130 also used for determining the efficiency of the detector for dif-
131 fereni "y-ray energies at various source-detector distances. 
132 'llie lollowing expiession (7, 8) was used (or computing the 
133 reaction cross section, u/t") al any particular energy, 
135 
144 
167 
1^5 
AK exniKr,) 
NOH(GE)K[\ - exp(-Xf,))[l - expC-Xg] 
wiioic, A is llic pliolopeak mca, K llic disinicgialion conslanl 
145 of the residual radio isotope, N,, the clfcciive number of nuclei 
146 in Ihc sample, (|i the avciagc llnx of the incident a beam, Ge 
147 the geomCliy-dcpendeiil cllicicncy of the delecior, 0 (he 
\'\H hiaiuhiiig lalio oi Ihe ihaiai Iciislic y lay A' (- 11 - cxp 
1-1'.) ( - (ir/))/(w/} the coiieclion loi llic sell absoiptioii of the 7 lay 
150 in the sample of ihickncss f/(gm cm '^) and ol absoiption coef-
151 ficient p. (cm^ gm~'). /,, t^, and f^  are the time of uradialion, 
152 time lapse between the slop of iriadiaiion and the start of count-
153 ing, and the counting time, respectively. 'Ihe decay data used 
154 in this analysis are shown in Table 1. 
155 The residual nucleus ol a pailicular reaction may, in general, 
156 emit 7 rays ol moie than one cneigy Out of these 7 rays a few 
157 may have good statistics. The same reaction cross section is 
158 determined individually for each of these 7 rays and finally their 
159 weighted average is taken. Reported cross-section values are 
160 the weighted aveiagc along with the internal or external eriors 
161 whichever are larger. In geneial these errors aie less than 10% 
162 except for a few points. The following formulation (9) is used 
163 in computing these errors. 
164 The weighted average of» indepcndenl mcasuremenlsXi ± 
166 ^X„ Xj ±AA'2, A'jiAA'j A'„ ± AX„ is given by, 
X \V A' 
\M whcic, II' 
m ' iA\,) ' 
IH1 'I he inli'inal iiiul cxU-iiial ciiois nic di'liiu-d as (H), 
[M [31 Inleinaleirui = [SlK,]""^ 
591 
I 
203 
14J Lxlcrn.tl error = 
228 
237 
>: w, {X - A',)^  
/i(/i - 1)1. U', 
3. ii)x|)oiiiiiciil.il CI 101 s 
'^*'* The following laclors Cdn iiitroducc ciiors in the 
205 measiircmcnls 
206 0) Errors in llie cslim.i(ion of Ihc number of target nuclei 
207 may occur owing to nonunifoim clc|K)Sits of sample malcrial 
208 and inaccurate estimates of foil thickness 'lo estimate the 
209 number of nuclei in the sample and to check the thickness and 
210 uniformity of the sample, pieces of sample foil of different 
211 dimensions wcic wci(;hc(l on .in elcclionu iiiiciobalaiicc and 
212 the lliickiicss ol each was calculated Sam[)lcs were picparcd 
2\3 by vacuum evaporation of natui.il antimony on an aluminium 
214 buckingof6 75 niucni"^ liiis noiniiiiloiindcpositionof sam-
215 pie material may introduce an error of < 1 % in the estimation 
216 of number of nuclei in the sample 
217 (ii) Fluctuation in the beam mricnt may mtioducc some 
218 uiiccilamly in the liiial cakulaium tif the cioss seclioii Ollcii 
219 during the irradiation, the beam curicnt (luctuatcd, which 
220 resulted in a variation of incident llux Projicr care was taken 
221 to keep the beam curicnt llucluations within 10% In lliiscxper-
222 imcnl the duiation and iiuinbci of fluctuations in the beam cur-
223 rent were noted during the iriadiation tune and the flux was 
224 individually calculated lor the duialion of the lluctuatioiis 
225 'Ilicse vaiying fluxes wcic then used lo compute the reaction 
221} ciuss iiCclioii acLoidiiig lu (he lulluwiii[; loimula (10), 
151 .AE) A^o.p(K,,) 
N^i)(Gz)K[\ - exp(-\f,)ll i | . ,{l - e x p ( - \ j j ) + 4,3(1 - c x p ( - \ g ) + . . 1 
where, (j,,, (j),, are the fluxes duiiiig the time intervals t^, 
238 t^^, . . , respectively, while :^+ /„+ ( = 'i) 'TC the 
239 total iriadiatioii times 'Ihc remaining Icims have their usual 
240 meaning From these calculations it was estimated that beani-
241 flux fluctuations may mtioducc ciiors <4% 
242 (ill) The dead time 111 the pulse-piocessmg electronics may 
243 lead to a loss of counts 1 lowe vei, the samplc-dctcctoi distance 
244 was suitably adjusted to keep the dead time low (<I0%) and 
245 corrections for it were applied accordingly in the counting rales 
246 (;v) 'ihc calculated detector ellicieiicy may be iiiaccuiate 
247 owing 10 unceitamly /n the spectioscopic data of the standard 
248 source and Ihc statistical errors in the counts No corrections 
249 were applied for the unccitamty in the spectroscopic data, how-
250 ever, the statistical erior 111 tlie counting of the standard -y source 
251 used for efficiency calculation was minimi7ed by accumulating 
252 a large number of counts for comparatively larger limes 
253 (=3000 s) As a check, the unccilaintics m cfliciency for the 
254 121 78 and 244 69 kcV 7 lays of the '"Lu souicc, due lo sla-
255 lisiical cnuis in couiiliiij', wcic (.niculalcd and found to be 
?'i6 ' 0 V/,. .mil (1 /',;., icpi i livi l\ 
l')! (v) III Ihc liiiullatluii ol (Ills cxpuliiaiit, (he liiKiul bcaiii 
258 encigy was dcgi.ldcd down lo aiound half ol its oiiginal value 
259 As the u beam liaverscs the stack inalcii.il, the iiuti.il beam 
? M I m i n i .11^ l i i a ^ IJI I i i i m i l l t i l l III 11 I I I I . ill I II a* i n i l i t^ai i i l i i U 11 
261 sily may mtioducc ceiiain eirois Hie dcciease in beam inlcn-
262 sity /, as a function of ti.ivciscd foil lliickncss A (cm) may be 
2()'> f'.ivcn by llio cxpirssKm (II) 
i n / , I ' " " " l ' A ' A ' „ 
161 / / „ c x p \ ^^  
where, /^ is llie initial beam intensity, CT the reaction cross 
276 section in millibarns, p llie density of slack material, N^v 
277 Avogadro's number, and A tiie mass number of the stack niale-
278 rial. Assuming a constant cross section of 2b the maximum 
279 beam loss at llic end of ilie aniimoiiy stack is calculated to be 
2i!0 <2% and hence it is neglected. 
281 (vi) Straggling effects may introduce certain errors but are 
282 neglected because for a particles the energy straggling at the 
283 end of the stack is always much sntallcr than the energy loss 
284 of the beam in the target foil itself (II) . It was pointed out by 
285 Ernst <?/ a/. (11) that large numbers of low-energy neutrons may 
286 be released as the beam traverses through the stack material, 
287 and these in turn may disturb the yield. However, such dis-
288 lurbing yields are also negligible. 
289 The above mentioned erorrs do not include the imccilainty 
290 of the nuclear data (e.g., half-lives of the residual nuclei, 
29! hranching rnlios cic) ihul were taken froni ihc lable of isotopes 
292 (12) and nuclear data tables. 
4. Results ;iii(l discussion 
/-^^ Excitation fiuictions for tiic « induced reactions on '^'Sb and 
'295 '^'Sb are shown in l-igs. 1-7. 'i'lic respective literature data 
296 (2, 3) are also shown in these figures. The horizontal bars rcp-
297 resent the energy sfnead oliiaincd from the energy loss in the 
298 actual thickness of the toils as well as the inherent imcertainty 
299 in ilie incident u-beani eneigy. 1 lie soiiil ciicles in these figures 
300 rcpiescnt the ex|)ernnenlal |)oinls and ihc size of (he circle 
301 includes the magnitude of the statistical errors if no erorr bar 
302 is plotted. 
303 At lower excitation energies, most reactions leading to 
304 particle emission are well characterized by the CN evaporation 
305- models. However, at relatively higiier excitation energies the 
306 contribution from the PE mechanism becomes significant and 
307 cannot be neglected. A numberofsemiclassical models (5, 13-
308 16) and, in recent years, totally quantum mechanical (QM) the-
309 ories (17-26) have been proposed to explain the PI: emission, 
310 which is potentially of great interest in providing information 
311 on the early stages (—10"" s) of the reaction. The QM iheo-
312 rics, at present, are applicable only to nucicon-induced reac-
313 tions (27), because for a complex pailicle (e.g., jlic") the QM 
314 treatment of the initial projectile-target interaction becomes 
315 very intricate. Also nudti|)ailicle emission, i.e., the case with 
316 more than one particle in the conliiumm, has not been treated 
317 in a (|uauliMn un'( lianiv nl iippiuai li us yil (77), Mud licnt i; the 
Ult iiii'iiMiM il iM iiiittiin luiuiloiin wiiu i-iili iiliUrtI ilii'tiiuiliiilly 
319 using a compotmd-nucleiis model with and wilhoui the inclu-
320 NIOU of I'l'. cmlsslou. 
321 llie CN calmlalions were pcifoimecl using the stalislical 
322 model of Hausci-hcslib.icli (4) wliilc ilie I'E emission was .sim-
323 ulaicd using llic cxciion model (5) Fur these calculations the 
324 computer code AC T (28) based on the lines of code S1APRE 
325 (29) was used Ihe excitation functions are represented by 
326 broken lines for Ihe CN (llh model) calculations and by solid-
327 line curves foi .i tuiupuiuul luu Ims j)his I'l enussiun (I M cal-
J28 cul.iliuii) liiann (JO) (joiiilLd oul that llie I'b panicles also carry 
329 away sigmlicanl amouius of angular momeiuum In these cal-
330 culatioiis, tonservalion of paiily and angular momeniiim was 
331 explicitly coiisidcicd at each step of dc excitation Also Pl£ 
332 emission was considcied only in the lirst emission step wherfe 
333 Ihe exciiaiion encigy is siillicicnil) laige 
334 The level density that describes the excited state of the rcsid-
335 ual nuclei ai higher exciiaiion energies is of crucial importance 
336 The Jcvel dcHSincs, i» ihcsc t.dttil.mons are calcidalecl employ-
337 ing the phcnomciiological back siiiflcd Pcrmi-gas model The 
338 level density paiaiiu'iei, a, In live I'lniind stale fnei|>Y, A, nnil 
1)9 cllcctivc iiioiiiLiil ol iiieilia, U, lui ihe vaiious nuclei under 
310 coiisuleraiion aie taken liom the tables of Dilg cl ol (31) In 
341 ihis iiiDilcl, llic spill d'.pcndciil 1 aiig expiession (32) is used 
312 Ihe batk-shilied l-ciim g..s modol uses paiamcleis that aie 
3 13 adiusicd lo iLpiodiicc iiiloimalioii on lesonante and low-lying 
344 stales 1 he CIILCIIVL iiiomLiit i)( incitia ib kcj)! consistently cijual 
345 to the rigid body value In cases foi winch level-densily param-
346 cicis aic not available, the values aic ubiamcd by iiilLipolation 
347 'Ihc level-deiisiiy parameter, a, of ihc liisl compound nucleus 
348 w.is rctjiiitcii lo vaty wiihin 207o lo gel bcuci rcpunliiclion of 
349 (he expciiiiicmal daia 'Hits vuiiaiion in a may he lusiificci 
3M) |)i-(iiiis(< ilirsr piiiiiiiicUMs iiir i-nipiiKiil in naliiii' iiiul iiu* viiliil 
351 ( U) m the eiiLicy laujie 1(1 ill meV in I'ciu'i.d, a chaiu;e 
352 ol (( loi .1 compuuful I IULILUS LII.IUJ'LS ilic L.ilculalLd LXcilalmii 
353 luiKlions for all the reactions in .in cvapoialion chain Lxci-
354 taiion functions arc calculated using dillcicnt values of a lor 
355 various compound nuclei and those values of a were retained 
356 that gave salislactoiy reproduction of the cxpcrimenlal data 
357 As a typical example, the effects of the choice of o for the 
3SS Insi coiupouiul nucleus un the cakiilalcd exciiaiion luiiclioiis 
359 lo r ' ^ 'Sb la , Aii)'-^"^1 (A = 1-4) icaciioiis aicshown 111 Fig 8 
360 Here a value of fl = 15 33 M e V ~ ' for the first compound 
361 nucleub was found lo give satisfactoiy agreement with measured 
362 excitation functions In this woik the smgle-parlicle state dens-
363 ities, g, used in Ihc pie equilibiiuiu calculations are oblaincd 
"^ 61 tiiiiii llic Ic-vi I (li II >ily pai.uiK ic i < ul ihi. 1 laiisei 1 cshb.ich c<il-
365 ciilalKiiis 1 111- M pal iilion i m i |'H s \\\ i i |n | in llir i iili iiliilmnh 
l(i(i aic l ak i i liiiiu liic lalilcs ol Wapslia cl at (31) ihe decay 
367 schemes of various nuclei aie taken liom the tabic of isotopes 
368 by Lerlerer and Shiiley (12) liansmission cocfficienis foi ncu-
M-i^) Imn piciliiii mid n )Mihil s \ > ii i ul nlnl d t mi'lui mii ilii> 
J / o ti|aiL<i) iiiuili I piiiLiiu.h I (it Itkiiiu .nut Vdu.itli {\\) 
In the cxcilon model llic states ol the s) stem .iie Llidracleri/ed 
2 by the excitation cncip), / , and the nuinhcr, /), of excited 
n particles and It ol excited liolcs raiticles and Imles aie delined 
J74 rclalivc lo llic piuuiid stale of ihc mitlciis and aic c.ilicd cxci-
• 375 tons I he inilial conli(;uration of the compound system, which 
376 IS defined by Us excitoii number ii„{ = p + /;), is an impoiiant 
377 parameter of the i)ie eiiuilibimm loimalism In the literature 
378 Ihc tnilial cxciton numbers, ranpinp Irom 4 to 6, were used for 
379 a-induccd icaclions In llic picsciu analysis ihc choice of ii„ = 
380 6(5 paiticic + I hole) was found to give the overall fit in all 
381 Ihccascb Ihis six-exciton confiuuiation may bcjuslilicd (7, 8, 
382 10) since the fust iiileiaction may give rise lo the excitation of 
383 one pailicle above llic 1 eimi eiieigy leaving behind a liole in 
384 Ihc excited slalc, i c , in all five particles and one hole An 
385 initial excilon nunibei of/i(, = 6 (5/; + l/i) for a particles in 
386 Ihc incident channel was also suggested by Kalbacli (35) 
387 Pre equilibrium contributions are sensitive to the choice of 
388 the square of the absolute value of the aveiage effective matrix 
389 clement for two-body icsidual iiUcraclions (|A/|') ll is therefore 
390 necessary to calculate \M\- 1 lowcvei, at present no calculation 
391 of |A/P liom the micioscopic mickar thcoiv is available (36) 
392 As an alteinalive the e\|)icssi()n \M\' = I M, A~^, L~^ was 
393 proposed by Kalbach Cline (37), where FM, in general, is 
394 treated as an adjustable paiamcler Ihc value ol I M depends 
395 on the factors such as the value of the CN single-paiticle stale 
396 density and whelhcr the one- or two com|)oncnl version of the 
397 excilon model is used In many of the cases reported in the 
398 literature, llic above mentioned tactois ate not cx|)licitly indi-
399 calcd and hence values o( / M langiiig liom 95-7000 MeV^ are 
400 proposed (38) for leproducmg the observed experimental data 
401 in some eailier studies on (n, p) reactions (39, 40) and (a, An) 
402 reactions (6, 7), the best value of TA/was found to be 
403 430 MeV' In this analysis the same \ alue of rA^(430 MeV^), 
404 which gives salisfactoiy repioduction of the expeiimenial data 
405 is retained Kalbach (35), in his study of (a, An) reactions, 
406 suggested an FM value of 400 MeV\ which is vciy near to the 
407 present value To see the effect of the initial exciion number 
408 /!(, and ihe parameter FM on the excitation functions, talcula-
409 tions for dilfcrenl inilial excilon conligutalion (My = 4-6) along 
410 with different FA^ values were performed As a representative 
411 case a comparison of these calculations for the reaction '-'Sb(a, 
412 2n) for diffeicnl values of IIQ and the parameter FM is shown 
413 m l i g 2 
414 'llic llicorclically calculated excitation limclions wiih and 
415 without the inclusion of I'll emission aie shown in I igs 1-7 
416 As can be seen from these figures, the measured cross sections 
417 !iic svcll icpioduLcd (|iialilati\Lly when a combmalion of com 
418 pouiul miclcus and )iic ct|iiitibitiim emissions aic ( onsukad in 
419 the calculations However, some evcilaiion lunctions rcquiic 
420 special mention 
421 'Ilie icaclions '^'Sb((i(, n) and '^'Sbtd, 3n) produce the same 
4?2 residual i.idio isotope "M, whith di( a\s ((,,, - 4 15 d) emit 
423 Itiiii two piuinliiLiil y lays -y, (Mi keV) niul -y. ( / i3 kcV) As 
424 sucli, the observed intensities of -y, and -yj will have the com-
425 posiie activity due to tliese two reactions. Tiie contribution of 
426 eac|i of these reactions may be separated cither by measuring 
427 \\\c cjicilaiion funciions using enriched isotopes or by subtract-
428 ing the liieoretical excitation function for one of the reactions 
429 from the total. The latter method was used in our analysis. 
430 Below the threshold (24.4 MeV) lor the '-^Sb(a, 3n) reaction 
431 the measured activities of 7, and 7j are entirely due to the 
432 '-'Sb(a, n) reaction. In an earlier measurement (41), we 
433 nicasincd the same excitation function in the energy ranee ==10-
434 40 McV. riic pait of the experimental data between 10-
435 24 MeV, which iscntiicly due to '•'Sb(a, 11) reaction, is shown 
436 in 1-ig. I, and was theoretically simulated using the code ACT. 
437 Theoretical calculations were extended up to 60 MeV using the 
438 same set of level density and other parameters consistently. The 
439 theoretically calculated excilalion luiiciions lor (he '''St){«, n) 
440 reaction above 24 McV were subtracted from the observed 
441 coniposile decay curve to gel the counting rales due to the 
442 '-\S|)((«, 3a) reaction. I his method of scpaialing the activities 
443 due to the two reactions is justilied since the excitation func-
444 lions for the leaclions '•''Sb(u, n) and '-'Sb(a, 3n) so resolved 
445 are reproduced individually by theoretical calculations using a 
446 consistent set of parameters. Thus the analysis is self-consistent 
447 (8). The reactions '^'Sb(tx, 2n) and '-^Sb(a, 4n) also produce 
448 tile same lesidual nucleus, i.e., ' " l . The isotope '"1 decays 
449 with a half-life of 13.2 h and it has a prominent 7 ray of 
450 159 keV. The coniiibiiiions of these two reactions weic also 
451 separated in a similar way. 
/ The radio-isotope '"'Te is produced by the reaction 
/3 '^'Sb(ci(, 3np) '•" Tc. The same residual nucleus is also popu-
• S4 lated by the decay of '-'1 produced in the irradiations by the 
',455 reaction '-'Sb(u, 4n)'^'l. Tlicielore, the measuied '^'Tc 7-ray 
456 peaks have contributions from the two reactions, i.e., '^'Sb(a 
457 3np)'-'Te and '-'Sb(a, 4n) '^'l -^ p ^ -> '^'Te. Here, the par-
458 ent radio-isotope '^'I (i,,^ = 2.12 h) decays to the dauchler 
459 radio-isotope '-'Te (f,,, = 16.78 d). To calculate the cross sec-
460 tion for the reaction '"'Sb(a, 3np)'-'Te, corrections were 
461 applied for the population of '^'Tc by the decay of '^'1 using 
462 ihe standard formulations of successive decay. 
463 The reaction '^'Sh(a, 3np)'-'Te is inleresling because this 
464 reaction can proceed in various ways, e.g., (a, 3np), (a, p3n), 
465 (a, 2npn), (a, np2n) etc. Calculations were performed for all 
466 these dill'erenl ways of producing '-'Tc and the theoretical cal-
467 culations include the contribmions due to all of the four reaction 
468 paths listed above, ll can be seen that the major contribution 
MS comes \hvowgU \ht vtaclion \yM\ wi\h fnsl chance neutron emis-
470 sion, which may be due to the fact that the emission of a prolon 
471 is inhibited by the Coulomb b;irricr. 
472 A ti)iisi(lcr.il)lc amoiiiil ol piccoiiipourul' oiitribiilioii is found 
473 in the picscnl analysis of u induced rcaclions Ihe pre cquilib-
474 rium fraclion (f R), which is a measure of Ihe relative strength 
475 of Ihc Pl£ coiiiponcnl, was also calculated and found lo be 
476 energy dependent 1 he energy dependence of FR is derived 
477 fioiii the coiisideralioii of the iiiteinal transition lates and con-
478 linuuni decay r.iies I lie 1 R was taken to be the fraction of 
479 particles from the first CN tliat are emitted during the equili-
480 bration process The calculated FRs for the targets '^'Sb and 
481 '-^Sbare sliown in 1 ic 9, a, a function of the a-particle energy 
482 in the eneigy langc 10-60 McV As can be seen from this fig-
483 ure, llie I-R incieases wiili incident a particle energy for both 
484 cases Also, the threshold foi tiic pre cciuilibrium emission is 
4K'S luwn lui llii" sysli lu ol liij'lu i m.iss luimhi i ll may bv duo In 
486 (/) Ihc II lalivcly tai|'( i v.iliic ol (/\ / ) iiiid the louci value ol 
487 the Coulomb barrier for the system '"'Sb as compared with 
488 '-'Sb and 
489 ((/) as the single paiticle stale density, g, is derived from the 
490 level density paiameter used in tlie liauser-1-eshbach pan of 
491 the code and if we substitute this value of g in the expression 
492 for pair-cieation rates with the paiameter FA-/ kept constant then 
493 the pair-crcation lale depends on the value of the mass number 
494 
5. Conclusion 
'iJ:) We I,aye reported the excitation functions for the reactions 
496 '- 'Sb(a, n)H'^ 'Sb(a, In). ' - 'Sb(«. 2n) + ' "Sb(o . 4n), 
497 '•'Sb(a, 4n), '^'Sb(a, 3np), and '-^bb(a, n) measured using 
498 the stacked foil technique in the energy range 30-60 McV In 
499 the cases of reaction pairs, the individual excitation functions 
500 foi membeis of these pairs wcic then inferied from tlieir sums, 
501 based on ihcoictical calculalions At lower energies, the reac-
502 tion is dominanted by the CN mechanism, however at lelatively 
503 higher energies the pie-equilibiium processes show sigmricant 
504 contributions Proper admixture of equilibrium and pre-equi-
505 libriuni processes is needed for better reproduction of the exci-
506 tation functions A combination of the Hauser-Feshbach model 
507 and the exciton model is quite adequate for explaining the meas-
508 urcd excitation functions For u induced reactions the initial 
509 exciton number /i„ equal to 6 (5p -i Ih) along with the param-
510 eter TM = 430 tvleV-* is quite adequate Ihe pre-equilibrium 
511 fraction is found to be target mass number and bombarding-
512 energy dependent 
513 
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FIG. I. Exciladoi) funclion for llic rciiclion '"Sh(u, n) calculated theoretically and the one deduced from the measured excitation functions 
J 9 3 tot llic sum of rcuclioiis '"Sli(u, n) + '"Sl)(u. 3n). 
lid. 2. lixclliilioii JHiirlloii lot llie lemiioii '"Sl)(i«, 2ii) cnlailiilcil llii'oiclirMlly for llic (IKIriciil viiltics of iniliiil rxcilon miiiihcr «„ itiid 
595 parameter FM and the one deduced from \hc iHcasuicd excitation lunclions lor the sum of icaclions '"Sb(a, 2n)+ '"Sb(a, 4n). 
596 
Fio 3. Experimentally mca<;urcil and tlicoictically calculated cxci-
Wl liilUm luiKtIiiii lot till- iniillim "':!li(ti, 'tii)"'t 
598 
^ Fic. 4. Experimentally measured and ilicorclically calculated cxci-
599 talioii funclion for the reaction '"Sb(u, 3np)'^'Te. 
600 
Fio. 5. Experimentally nicasuicd and tlicoictically calculated cxci-
601 lation function lor tlie reaction '^'Sl)(u, ii)'^''l. 
602 
FIG. 6. Excitalior funclion for tlic reaction '"Sb(«, 3n) calculated 
603 theoretically and the one deduced Irom the measured excitation func-
604 lion (or ihe sunt of reactions '^'Sb(a, n) + '^'Sb(a, 3n). 
605 
FIG. 7. Excitation function for the reaction ' Sb(a, 4n) calculated 
606 (hcoretically and the one deduced from the measured excitation func-
607 lion for the sum of reactions '•'Sb(a, 2u)+ ' ' 'Sb(a, 4n). 
608 
FIO. 8. Effect of the choice of level density parameter, a, for the 
609 first compound nucleus on calculated excitation lunctions for 
610 "'Sb(u. xn ) " ' - ' / U = 1-^) reactions. 
611 
FIG. 9. Variation of pic-cquiiibriuni fraction l-R, as a lunc'.ion of 
612 incident energy of a-paniclc, E^. 
613 
TABLE 1. Reactions, Q values, half-life of residual nucleus, "y-ray 
g/4 energies, branching ratios of 7 decay 617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
^2^ 
Rcncvioii 
"'Sb(a, n)"M 
" 'Sb(a. 2n)'"I 
"•Sb(a. 4n)"M 
'"Sb(a. 3np)'"Tc 
'"Sb(a. n)'=*l 
' "Sb(a. Sn)"-! 
"'5b(a, 4n)'"l 
Q value 
(McV) 
-7 .88 
-15.35 
-33.23 
-29.55 
-6 .95 
-23.65 
-31.12 
(„; res id. 
nucl. 
4 . l5d 
13.02 h 
2 12 h 
16.78 d 
13.02 d 
4 . l5d 
13.02 h 
Identified 
7 encrcy 
acV) 
602 
723 
159 
212 
573 
389 
666 
602 
723 
i:i9 
Branchiii 
ratio (7P 
61.00 
10 06 
82 90 
84 00 
80 30 
35 00 
33 99 
61 00 
10 06 
82 90 
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Excitation functions for "Bi(c(..3n), BKaj^ri) and 
20P 
Bi(o(,rjn) reactions hr^ ve boon mensiired in the oncrf^y mwfio 
threshold to ~ 50 HeV using stacked foil technique. Excitation 
functions have also been theoretically calculriterl nnd as 
expected inclusion of pre-equilibriuiti contribution bn;;ed on 
oxcilon model cuJ on 1 n tion.'j ulongwith coinpfjund nur.'lcns 
calculations using llaufser-Feshboch formolism re|.<rodnf;os well 
the measured excitation functions. Interesting LrenrJ in 
the ratio of pre-equilibrium to equilibrium component with 
projectile energy has been observed. 
PACS No. : a^. CO 
1. Introduction 
It is iinw well r;;;l,rib li:;tif;d thmt in unclear ronf;t)()ni; tit 
moderate excitation energies both i ho pure compound uwA tlio 
direct reaction mechanisms are not adequjjte ond that a 
significont port of the rcinctiou pi'ooeods throuf^h I ho 
pro-equilibrium (PE) emission . 'I'lii' PE emission which m;iy be 
considered as a bridge between llie two ext.rerne ripprfi;i(;lif;s 
(i.e., the compound and the direct reactions) is assumed to 
proceed through two-body collisions inside the nucleus, during 
relaxation process, after the initial pro.iectile — target 
interaction with a finite probability of the particJe emission 
after each collision. Pre-equilibrium emission is characterised 
by slowly descending tails of the excitation fund,ions, 
asymmetric angular distribution of emitted particles in centre 
of mass frame, enhanced emission of liigh energy particles than 
expected from the compound nucleus evaporation, streaLchod 
particle distribution in angular momentum space etc. 
Two types of models i.e., t[ie recently deve]o['orl tot-jlly 
quantum mechanical (QM) theories ' anrl the e^nrlier 
7-11 
semi-classical models are available for thcorotical 
treatment of the fli emission. These cha TJ/C; ter i s t i TT; of 
pre-equilibr ium emissions have been roprodur-cd by dirierr-nt 
models with varying degrees of sophistication using 
aemi-classical and UH models. However, at presfut, cpiiMitiiiii 
mechanical treatment is opplicoble'' only to thf nnoleon iriflnoed 
reactions on account of the intricacies involved in urit.ing 
down the wave function for complex purl.iclf; like c<-p>jr t i (, I o in 
the entrance channel. An ;iU(;h at '^re^ ,•ent most of I lie Mnnlysi;; 
for n-induccfl reactions is therefore done using semi-f; 1 Jiss i ca 1 
theories like exciton model' , hybrid niodol r-l.r;. All 
semi-classical models are based on oerLain common hypothesis, 
that 
(i) the projectile interacts possibJy with a small inimber oi" 
nucleons of the target, producing states of rel^itively simple 
configuration and 
(ii) the successive two-body interactions follow the inil, Lnl 
interaction Rivinrt rise to the .stntr;s fjf inorcnsitif? oomr'W:!xi ty 
leading ultimately to the thermodynamic equilibrium. Particles 
may be emitted during these collisions. 
The study of excitation functions may give informBtioii of 
considerable value about pre-equilibrium emission. With the aim 
of studying pre-equilibrium emission, a programme of precise 
measurement of excitation functions for o-inducod rcjjction.s in 
a large number of nuclei has been undertaken. As part of this 
ZOP 
programme excitation functions for the reactions Bi(a,3n), 
ZOP 20P 
Bi(o(,4n) and Bi(c<,5ri) have been measured in the energy 
range threshold to ~ 50 MeV using stacked foil technique. The 
analysis of the compound nucleus component in the present work 
i 7. 
has l)een mode wit l i s t a t i s L i n a ] l l n i i s e r -Feshbnch (IIF) moflcl ruid 
I'E c o n t r i b u t i o n lius been i; i luu 1 a l,cd t;iiip 1 oy i ng <rx<-i ton iiMnb;! (I'.ll ~) 
of G r i f f i n ^ . 
2. Experimental DetaiJs 
Heasurements have been performed using slacked foil 
activation teolmique. Motural l)i::;ninth of spootrof.jcoF-'i (j pur it.y 
better than 99.9% (SPECPURE) has been used for m^ jking the 
Lurgetij. Targets have been prepared by vaeuum e vapora I i on 
2 
technique (thickness 1.5 nig/cm ) on aluminium baoliing of 
thickness 6.75 mg/cm'. Irradiation has been carried out at tlie 
Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) Calcutta, India using 
the diffused c*-beam of ~ 50 MeV. The target stack conlainiru^ 
the Al degradors was screwed to a flange on the beam line. In 
the stack, the target foils were arratiKcd with the bisiriutli 
depositiorj fbcinf^ the beam to avoid the loss of recoil nuclei 
which were stopped in the baukiiiH materin I and were counted 
alongwith tlic sainplo. For rapid heal: d i si.; if'uL ion largo), holdr.'rs 
of Al have been used. The stack was irradiated for about two 
hours with the beam current ^ 150 nA. The flux of the ct-besm 
calculated from the charge collected in the Earaday cup was ~ 
10^  a-particles/sec/cm . The diameter of the a-beam at the 
VECC was more than 10 mm, however, a tantalum collimator was 
uned 1,0 koop the bouiri d i/uiH/t.or H mm atid thiu; uniform niwilinl 
distribution of the beam was assumed. As a precautionary step, 
the flange as well as the stack were kept cooled during 
irradiation using a jet assembly of low conductivity water 
(LCW). Stopping power tables of Mortlicliffo ^. Sohilliuf^ hnve 
been used f o r e v a l u a t i n g a - p a r t i c l e e n e r g y a t s u c c e s s i v e T o i l s 
of the s t a c k , 
I r r a d i a L o d oampiea wore euuiiLod usinH " h igh rer;o] n l, j on. 
iUU o . c . G e ( L i ) d e t e c t o r c o u p l e d to t he mu L t ic i ianne 1 »n?Hyser 
CAHBIiIU<A~OO.Tho Go(L i ) d e l c c t u i - uiw, c a J J b r . , t e d u s i i u i v a r i o u s 
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standard ^-sources including Eu source of known strength 
which was also used for determining the efficiency of the 
detector for different ^-ray energies at various 
source-detector distances. Different regions of interest of a 
typical r-ray spectrum observed from '^^ ^^Bi irradiated by 
^ 49.96 ± 0.54 MeV o»-particles is shown in fig.l. Since t»ie 
counting rates in the photopeaks of observed r-rays varied by 
large factor, the ordinate axis in fig.l, is taken in 
logarithmic scale. As indicated in the figure, different 
^-peaks may be assigned to various a-induced reactions in 
bismuth. 
Following expression was used for computing the reaction 
cross-section, IT(E) at a particular energy, 
A >- exp(X t ) 
a (E)=-
«^  0 0 (Ge) K [l-exp(-Xt^)] t l-exp(-Xt^ ) ] 
where, A is the photopeak area, X the disintegration constant 
of the residual rad io-isotope, H tl\o orfective number of 
nuclei in the sample, 0 the average flux of the incident 
a-beam, G^  the geometry dependent efficiency of the detector, e 
the branching ratio of the characteristic r-ray. K 
( = tl-exp(-Md)]/|«d) the correction for self absorption of r-ray 
in the sample of thickness d (gm/cm) and of absorption 
coefficient |« (cm^/gm). t^  , t^  and t^  are respectively the 
lime of irradiation, time lapso between the stop ol' irradiation 
and the start of counting and the counting time respectively. 
3. Results and discussion 
I n l l i o p r c j i j o i i t \ii)tU ()X(; i t i l I, i fMi I'liiif; t i o n ; ; IDr 
20P 
Bi(a,xri)(x = 3-5) rcaotionrj uro moasurofl in the energy range 
%30-50 HeV and tabulated in table 1. To the best of our 
20P 
knowlede excitation function for Bi(a,5n) reaction has been 
measured for the first time. Excitation functions for the two 
ZOP 20P 
reactions i.e., •Bi(a,3n) and •Bi(a,4n) were also measured 
by Ramler et al ., but only in the energy range upto ~ 44 HeV. 
In present measurements tlio energy range of those oxcLtiution 
functions has beetyextended upto ~ 50 Mev a-particle energy. 
Present measurements are shown in figs.'2-4 alongwith the 
literature data (if available). The horizontal bars in these 
figs represent the energy spread obtained 1 rom tlie energy loss 
in actual thickness of the foils as well as tlie inherent 
uncertainty in incident a-beam energy. The dark circles in 
these figures represent the experimental points and the size of 
the circle includes the magnitude of the statistical errors if 
no error bar is plotted. In general these errors are less than 
10% except for few points. Uual i ta t ive ly mijaijureiueiiti! ul' Hamler 
et al,, are in good agreement to that of ours. Excitation 
rune ti oris for the ro'iotions Bi('a,rO At uud 
2 0 P 211 
Bi(o( ,2n) At c o u l d n o t be meoGured in l l ie prepjent 
212 211 
experiment because the residual nuclei At and At formed 
in these reactions decay predominantly by a-cmission and 
further in cuuo of ' At the hulf-lifo iy very uhort. 
Presently measured excitation functions have been 
theoretically calculated using compound nucleus (CH) model 
with and without the inclusion of PE emission. The CH 
calculations have been performed using statistical model of 
12 
Hauser-Feshbach while the PE emission is simulated employing 
P Iri 
exciton model . For these calculations the computer code ACT 
17 
based on the lines of code STAPRE has been used. The 
excitation functions are represented by broken line for CH 
(HF-model) calculations and by solid curve for compound nucleus 
plus PE emission. In present calculations, conservation of 
purity uiid uuilulur luowcntum huu boon explicitly coMsidcrcd ut 
each step of deexcitation. Also PE-emission has been considered 
only in the first emission step where the excitation energy is 
sufficiently large. 
The level density which describes the excited sliitf of tlie 
residual nuclei at higher excitation energies is of crucial 
importance. The level densities, in the present calculations, 
have been calculated employing the phonomorio] ogico 1 
back-shifted Fermi gas model. The level density porometor 'a', 
fictive ground state energy 'A' and effective moment of inertia 
'©' for various nuclei under consideration have been taken from 
the tables of Dilg et. al . In tliis model spin dependent Lang 
IP 
expression has been used. The effective moment of inertia has 
been kept consistently equal to the rigid body value. In cases 
for which level density parameters were not available, the 
values are taken from the interpolation. In the present work 
the single particle state density 'g' used in the 
pre-equilibr ium calculations are obtained from tlie level 
density parameters of the llauser-Feshbach oo leu Iti t ions . 
Separation energies needed in tlie calculations arc Lakeri from 
20 
the tables of Wapstra et al , The dec&y schemes of various 
71 
nuclei are taken from ttie Tbble of Isotopes' . Tratismission 
co-efficients for neutron, proton and a-particles have been 
22 
calculated employing the optical model potentials . 
In exciton model the states of the system are 
characterised by the excitation energy K and the number 'p' of 
the excited particles and 'li' of excited holes. The initial 
configuration of the compound .system, which is dofln<,-d hy i I.;; 
exciton number n (=p+h), is an important parameter of the 
pre-equilibrium formalism. In literature initial exciton number 
rangiiu^ from 'I i.o 0 have Ijoeti uricfi for f:< -1 ndnoofl ro'jc t inrir; . In 
t he p r e s e n t a n a i y s i s t h e ofioice of n ~G(lj por t io lo + 1 h o l e ) 
o 
has been found Lo fcjive Llie overall I'iL in all Itie roucLioiifj. 
This configuration of 6-exciton state may be Justified^ ' ' 
assuming that the first interoction gives rise to the 
excitation of one particle above the formi energy leaving^ 
behind a hole in the excited state i.e., in al] 5 particles and 
1 hole. Tlie initial configuration of the cxoiton nnmber 
n =6(5p+lh) for a-partioles in the incident channel has also 
o 
been suggested by Kalbach 
Pre-equilibrium contributions are sensitive to tlie choice 
of square of absolute value of average effective matrix element 
for two body residual interactions (|M| ). It is therefore 
necessary to calculate |M| . However, at present no calculation 
of |MJ from the microscopic nuclear theory is available' . As 
an alternative the expression |H|'=FM. A . E was proposed by 
Kalbach-Cline , where FH, in general is treated as an 
adjustable parameter. The value of FM depends on factors like 
the value of CM single particle state density arui whether one 
or two component version of the exciton model is used. In many 
of the cases reported in literature, the above mentioned 
factors are not explicitly indicated and the value of FH 
ranging from 95-7000 HeV" are proposed for reproduc i ri(^  the 
observed experimental data. In some earlier studies on (n,p) 
2P 30 
reactions by Gupta et al ' and (a.xn) reactions by bhardwaj 
et al. ' ' and Singh et al. the best value of FH was found 
to be 430 MeV^. In the present analysis same value of FM(=430 
MeV^) has been retained which gives satisfactory reproduction 
of the experimental data. As can be seen from figs.2-4» tlie 
measured cross-sections are well reproduced qualitatively when 
a combination of compound nucleus and pre-equilibrium emission 
is considered in the calculations. 
• 
^ considerable amount of pre-compound contribution is 
observed in the present analysis of a-induced roJictiotifj. Tlie 
pre-equilibrium fraction (FR) is a measure of relative strength 
of PE-component. The Vl\ has been talien to be the fraction of 
purticlo^J from the firct CM which are emitted (hiring tiie 
equilibration process. The ratio of ?re-compound to compound 
20i> 
emission (FR/FC) has been calculated for the target 13 i and 
is shown in fig. 5, as a function of a-particle energy. As can 
be seen from this figure that the ratio FR/FC increascr; rapidly 
with projectile energy. 
4. Conclusion 
We have reported excitation functions for the reactions 
^'^^BiCa, 3n), ^'"^Bi(«,4n) and ^ Bi(ct,5n) measured using .stacked 
foil technique in the energy range ~ 30-50 HeV. Proper 
in 
admixture of equilibrium and pre-equilibrium processes is 
needed for the better reproduction of the experimental 
excitation functions. Combination of Hauser-Feshbach model and 
exciton model is quite adequate for explaining the measured 
excitation functions. For ct-induced reactions the initial 
exciton number n equal to 6 (Sp+lh') alongwith the parameter 
o. 
FM=430 HeT is quite adequate. The ratio of pre-equilibrium to 
compound emission is found to be projfjc;tilo energy dependent. 
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Table 1. 
E 
c ( 
(MeV) 
29.61 
31 .81 
34 . IJU 
36.18 
38.19 
40.09 
41.92 
43.67 
4!J.3?. 
46.92 
48.46 
49.96 
+ 
± 
i 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
± 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0.94 
n.RR 
U. U4 
0.81 
0.78 
0.73 
0.70 
0.67 
0.13 J 
0.59 
0.56 
0.54 
a(a,c 5n) 
(mb) 
211.33 
504.62 
M16.U2 
1099.96 
787.43 
811.67 
610.58 
473.56 
4G4 . in 
359.76 
243.72 
183.89 
+ 
i-
»^  
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
t 
+ 
+ 
+ 
2.46 
4 .74 
6.58 
6.69 
10.91 
6.57 
2.68 
6.07 
7.?. 5 
3.05 
7.54 
5.28 
a(a,4 tn) 
(mb) 
20.14 
109.08 
207.61 
496.61 
618.63 
998.32 
948.70 
696.11 
_ 
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.!. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
1 
0. 
4, 
10. 
26, 
4. 
30 
6 
24 
.95 
,46 
,25 
,56 
.60 
.08 
.09 
.48 
a 
3, 
20, 
49 
(a, 
(ni 
,61 
,13 
.42 
5n) 
lb) 
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
± 0, 
± 0, 
± 1 
,60 
,57 
.66 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. Observed r-ray spectrum from ''''''Bi irradiated by 
% 49.96 ± 0.54 MeV a-particles. 
Fig. 2. Sxperimentally measured and theoretjcally calculated 
excitation function for the reaction Bi(cx,3n). 
Fig. 3. Experimentally measured and tlieoret ically calculated 
20P 
excitation function for the rearjtion Bi(a,4ri). 
Fig. 4. Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
ZOi> 
excitation function for the reaction Bi(c<,On). 
Fig.5, The variation of the ratio of pre-compound to compound 
emission as a func t ion of i n c i d e n t a - p o r t i c l e enortjy, E . 
10 
Caption of Tnble 
Table 1. Activation cross-section for o-induced reactions on 
'""Bi 
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